
1001 Morello cherry tree (prunus cerasus)

1002 Red haven peach tree

1003 James Grieve apple tree (malus domestica)

1004 Rosa absolutely fabulous rose (floribunda)

1005 Rosa whiter shader of pale (hybrid tea)

1006 Nostalgia rose (hybrid tea)

1007 Royal pink rosa

1008 Royal pink rosa

1009 Royal pink rosa

1010 +VAT Red pygmy in pot

1011 Large olive tree

1012 Large olive tree

1013 Red cordyline in terracotta pot

1014 +VAT Large cordyline

1015 Large tray of mocca scarlet begonias

1016 Large tray of mocca scarlet begonias

1017 Large tray of mocca scarlet begonias

1018 Large tray of mocca scarlet begonias

1019 Tray of organdy begonias

1020 Tray of organdy begonias

1021 Tray of bullseye geraniums

1022 Large tray of campanula

1023 Large tray of campanula

1024 Tray of nellie fuchsias

1025 Tray of fuchsia bush

1026 +VAT Potted red/yellow sunrita

1027 +VAT Potted red/yellow sunrita

1028 +VAT Potted red/yellow sunrita

1029 +VAT Potted red/yellow sunrita

1030 +VAT Potted red/yellow sunrita

1031 +VAT Potted red/yellow sunrita

1032 +VAT Potted red/yellow sunrita

1033 +VAT Potted red/yellow sunrita

1034 +VAT Potted red/yellow sunrita

1035 +VAT Potted red/yellow sunrita

1036 +VAT Potted sea breeze pink erigeron

1037 +VAT Potted sea breeze pink erigeron

1038 2 trays of hardy fuchsias

1039 2 trays of hardy fuchsias

1040 2 trays of pot dahlias

1041 2 trays of pot dahlias

1042 2 trays of mixed pelargoniums

1043 2 trays of mixed pelargoniums

1044 2 trays of sunnybees dianthus

1045 2 trays of sunnybees dianthus

1046 5 potted gaura gambit rose

1047 5 potted gaura gambit rose

1048 5 potted gaura gambit rose

1049 5 potted gaura gambit rose

1050 2 trays of premium shade kong coleus

1051 2 trays of premium shade kong coleus

1052 4 small trays of diablo mixed dahlia

1053 4 small trays of fireball French marigolds

1054 4 small trays of vanguard salvia

1055 4 small trays of horizon geraniums

1056 4 small trays of horizon geraniums

1057 4 small trays of French flamenco marigolds

1058 Tray of pirouette double petunias

1059 Tray of pirouette double petunias

1060 Tray of pirouette double petunias

1061 Tray of pirouette double petunias

1062 4 small trays of silver dust cineraria maritima

1063 4 small trays of safari courgettes

1064 3 trays of tornado leeks

1065 4 small trays of runner beans

1066 Tray of Cambridge favourite strawberry plants

1067 Tray of Cambridge favourite strawberry plants

1068 4 small trays of hot peppers

1069 Tomato plant hanging basket

1070 Tomato plant hanging basket

1071 Tomato plant hanging basket

1072 Tomato plant hanging basket

1073 2 plastic patio pots of mixed plants

1074 2 plastic patio pots of mixed plants

1075 2 wicker patio pots of mixed plants

1076 2 wicker patio pots of mixed plants
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1077 2 plastic hanging baskets of mixed plants

1078 2 plastic hanging baskets of mixed plants

1079 2 wicker hanging baskets of mixed plants

1080 2 wicker hanging baskets of mixed plants

1081 Potted orange pixie lilium

1082 +VAT Box ball

1083 +VAT Box ball

1084 +VAT Silver queen euonymus

1085 +VAT Potted rostrata

1086 Red astilbe

1087 Red astilbe

1088 Red astilbe

1089 Red astilbe

1090 Red astilbe

1091 Red astilbe

1092 Potted rose

1093 Potted rose

1094 Potted rose

1095 Potted rose

1096 Potted rose

1097 Potted rose

1098 2 lathyrus

1099 2 lathyrus

1100 2 lathyrus

1101 2 orange pixie liliums

1102 2 orange pixie liliums

1103 Climbing pink mandeville

1104 Tray containing 5 nolina victory roses

1105 Tray containing 5 nolina victory roses

1106 White and red hot lips

1107 White and red hot lips

1108 Purple and white amethyst

1109 Purple and white amethyst

1110 Pink and white cherry lip salvia

1111 Pink and white cherry lip salvia

1112 Cranes bill blue geranium

1113 Cranes bill blue geranium

1114 Cranes bill blue geranium

1115 Cranes bill blue geranium

1116 Cranes bill purple geranium

1117 Cranes bill purple geranium

1118 Mixed potted digitalis

1119 Mixed potted digitalis

1120 Mixed potted digitalis

1121 Tray of pink begonias

1122 Tray of pink begonias

1123 2 x potted palace purple heuchera

1124 4 x small trays of sapphire lobelia

1125 Potted neon salvia

1126 Blue amstrand salvia

1127 Blue amstrand salvia

1128 Juvier potted salvia

1129 Oriental dove salvia

1130 Peach potted salvia

1131 Tray of trailing fuchsia

1132 Potted blue verbena

1133 Orange potted phlox

1134 Orange potted phlox

1135 +VAT Potted pink paeonia

1136 +VAT Potted pink paeonia

1137 +VAT Potted pink paeonia

1138 +VAT Potted pink paeonia

1139 +VAT Potted pink paeonia

1140 +VAT Potted pink paeonia

1141 +VAT Potted phoenix acer (palmatum)

1142 +VAT Potted atropurpureum acer (palmatum)

1143 +VAT Potted atropurpureum acer (palmatum)

1144 +VAT Potted astilbe

1145 +VAT Emerald lace acer

1146 +VAT Oriental limelight artemisia

1147 2 raspberry bushes

1148 Piilu clamatis

1149 Wester platte clematis

1150 Wester platte clematis

1151 Potted mixed hollyhock

1152 Potted mixed hollyhock
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1153 Potted mixed hollyhock

1154 Potted mixed hollyhock

1155 Potted mixed hollyhock

1156 Potted mixed hollyhock

1157 Potted purple santos verbena

1158 Potted purple santos verbena

1159 Potted purple santos verbena

1160 Potted purple santos verbena

1161 Potted mixed chater hollyhock

1162 Potted mixed chater hollyhock

1163 Potted mixed chater hollyhock

1164 Potted mixed chater hollyhock

1165 Potted penstemon

1166 Potted penstemon

1167 Potted penstemon

1168 Potted penstemon

1169 Potted scarlet bronze leaf lobelia

1170 Potted scarlet bronze leaf lobelia

1171 Potted scarlet bronze leaf lobelia

1172 Potted scarlet bronze leaf lobelia

1173 2 trays of non-stop begonias

1174 2 trays of non-stop begonias

1175 2 trays of non-stop begonias

1176 2 trays of non-stop begonias

1177 2 trays of non-stop begonias

1178 2 trays of non-stop begonias

1179 Conference pear tree (pyrus communis)

1180 Large tray of petunias

1181 Large tray of petunias

1182 Large tray of petunias

1183 Large tray of petunias

1184 Large tray of petunias

1185 Large tray of petunias

1186 Large tray of petunias

1187 Large tray of petunias

1188 Large tray of petunias

1189 Large tray of petunias

1190 Large tray of petunias

1191 Large tray of petunias

1192 2 trays of assorted fuchsias

1193 2 trays of assorted fuchsias

1194 2 trays of assorted fuchsias

1195 2 trays of assorted fuchsias

1196 2 trays of assorted fuchsias

1197 2 trays of assorted fuchsias

1198 4 small trays of beacon impatiens

1199 4 small trays of organdy begonias

1200 4 small trays of crystal palace lobelia

1201 4 small trays of regatta lobelia

1202 4 small trays of bonanza French marigolds

1203 4 small trays of bonanza French marigolds

1204 Fuchsia pre-planted hanging basket

1205 Fuchsia pre-planted hanging basket

1206 Pre-planted hanging basket containing petunias 
and various mixed trailing plants

1207 Pre-planted hanging basket containing petunias, 
begonias, etc.

1208 Pre-planted hanging basket containing petunias 
and trailing plants

1209 Pre-planted hanging basket containing petunias 
and trailing plants

1210 Pre-planted hanging basket containing petunias 
and trailing plants

1211 Pre-planted hanging basket containing petunias 
and trailing plants

1212 Pre-planted hanging basket containing petunias 
and trailing plants

2001 +VAT Bag containing headsets, TV media 
devices, PS5 cooling stand and U-Phoria UM2 
audio interface

2002 +VAT Bag containing barcode scanner, energy 
monitors, Sky remotes, adapters, chargers, etc

2003 +VAT Bag containing Netgear Business ProSafe 
Unmanaged Switch, TP-Link routers and WiFi 
accessories

2004 +VAT Bag containing HyperOptic and other WiFi 
routers/devices

2005 +VAT 4x BT WiFi Disc's, 2x BT Hybrid 
Connects, BT Business Smart Hub 2's and BT 
Mini Connector Kit

2006 +VAT Bag containing Plusnet, TalkTalk, Sky and 
Virgin routers plus Sky TV box
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2007 +VAT Box containing large quantity of unofficial 
USB-C to Lightning 1m cables

2008 +VAT Box containing LP and 45 records to 
include Metallica, David Bowie, Alt-J and others

2009 +VAT Bag containing various printer ink 
cartridges

2010 +VAT Bag containing Blu-Ray and DVD 
films/boxsets

2011 +VAT Talis Co open face movement automatic 
wrist watch with box

2012 +VAT Talis Co T8120 limited edition 
chronograph movement wristwatch

2013 +VAT Talis Co limited edition 7820 stainless 
steel strap automatic watch

2014 +VAT Lator Calibre chronograph wristwatch with 
rubberised strap

2015 +VAT Lator Calibre L7820 skeleton dialed 
wristwatch

2016 +VAT LA Banus gents wristwatch

2017 +VAT Stockwell automatic subdial wristwatch

2018 +VAT Edison chronograph wristwatch with box

2019 +VAT Stockwell limited edition motorsports 
watch with case

2020 +VAT Calvin Klein mesh strap wristwatch with 
box

2021 +VAT Tissot chronograph wristwatch with 
rubberised strap, box and manual

2022 +VAT Longines automatic with international 
guarantee card, manual and box

2023 +VAT 2 wristwatches to include a Swiss Victoria 
Knox wristwatch

2024 +VAT Montblanc card holder with soft cover

2025 +VAT 4 parcels of various Tory Burch jewellery

2026 +VAT Collection of Little Mix collectable vinyl 
and other items to include a personal message 
(signed, unverified)

2027 +VAT LG Gram 14" display laptop with Intel core 
i7 11th generation processor, 16gb RAM, 512gb 
SSD, running Windows 10. Comes with power 
supply and box

2028 +VAT Acer Chromebook Spin 513 laptop, 
Qualcomm Snapdragon processor, 4GB RAM, 
64GB storage, Chrome OS with psu and box

2029 +VAT Razer laptop core i7 10th generation 
processor, 16gb RAM, 512gb storage, RTX2070 
super GPU, running Windows 11. Comes with 
power supply. Laptop has small issue along very 
bottom of the screen (Lines)

2030 +VAT Acer Swift 5 laptop Model SF514-55T, 
Core i7 11th Gen processor, 8GB RAM, 512GB 
storage, Windows 10 with psu and box

2031 +VAT HP Chromebook X360 laptop, 14B-
CB0002NA, Intel Pentium processor, 4GB RAM, 
64GB storage, Google Chrome OS, with psu 
and box

2032 +VAT HP touch screen laptop with a core i5 11th 
generation processor, 8gb RAM, 512gb storage, 
running Windows 11. Comes with power supply 
and box

2033 +VAT Acer Aspire 5 laptop core i3 11th 
generation processor, 8gb RAM, 256gb storage, 
running Windows 11. Comes with power supply 
and box

2034 +VAT HP Chromebook X360 14" display laptop 
Intel Pentium processor, 4gb RAM. Comes with 
power supply and box

2035 +VAT Lenovo Ideapad 510 Intel i5 6th gen cpu, 
8gb ram, 1tb storage running Windows 10 (no 
psu)

2036 +VAT Linx 12XKBD tablet, Intel atom cpu, 4gb 
ram, 64gb storage (no psu)

2037 +VAT Acer Chromebook CB315 with psu

2038 +VAT Asus R.O.G Strix gaming laptop model 
G513Q, AMD Ryzen 7 processor, 16GB RAM, 
512GB storage, RTX3060 laptop running 
Windows 10, includes power supply and box. 
Missing various keys, six in total

2039 +VAT Apple Macbook Pro 13'' 2016 model 
A1708 with Intel i5 cpu, 8gb ram, 256gb storage 
running macOS Sierra, includes psu

2040 +VAT Netgear Orbi Wi-Fi 6 mesh home system 
in box

2041 +VAT FitBit Charge 5 fitness wristband in box

2042 +VAT FitBit Charge 4 GPS tracker wristband in 
box

2043 +VAT FitBit Charge 4 GPS tracker wristband in 
box

2044 +VAT Withings Scan watch

2045 +VAT Aftershokz Air bone conduction headset in 
box

2046 +VAT Bose Soundlink Mini 2 speaker

2047 +VAT LG Tone Free earbuds with charging case 
and box

2048 +VAT LG Tone Free earbuds with charging case 
and box

2049 +VAT Beats Studio Buds with wireless charging 
case and box
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2050 +VAT Beats Studio Buds with wireless charging 
case and box

2051 +VAT Beats Studio Buds with wireless charging 
case and box

2052 +VAT Jabra Elite 3 wireless earbuds with box

2053 +VAT Jabra Elite 3 wireless earbuds with box

2054 +VAT Jabra Elite 3 wireless earbuds with box

2055 +VAT Jabra Elite 3 wireless earbuds with box

2056 +VAT Jabra Elite 3 wireless earbuds with box

2057 +VAT Jabra Elite 3 wireless earbuds with box

2058 +VAT Jabra Elite 3 wireless earbuds with box

2059 +VAT Jabra Elite 3 earbuds in box

2060 +VAT Jabra Elite 3 earbuds in box

2061 +VAT Apple iPad 9th generation Wi-Fi only in 
silver model: A2602, 64gb unit in sealed box

2062 +VAT JLab ANC wireless earbuds in box

2063 +VAT Razor Wolverine V2 wired Xbox gaming 
controller

2064 +VAT Audemars Piguet wristwatch box with 
case (box only, no watch included)

2065 Emporio Armani wristwatch with case, box and 
instruction booklet manual

2066 Roland GR-20 guitar pedal with instruction 
manual

2067 Zoom G7-1UT guitar pedal switch system with 
manual

2068 Zoom G5 Tube Booster 4 switch pedal system 
with instruction manual

2069 Zoom A2.1U pedal twin switch with instruction 
manual

2070 Lexicon Alpha mic imput/output mixer together 
with a Xenyx Q802 USB controller by Behringer

2071 Phonic helix board 18 fire wire interface with 16 
outputs, includes various cabling and instruction 
manual

2072 +VAT Shure ULXP4 wireless microphone 
receiver system together with an SM58 radio 
mic kit and psu

2073 Pair of Malone 125w space speakers

2074 +VAT Fender Frontman 212R guitar amplifier 
speaker

2075 Marshall Valvestate VS100 speaker set

2076 Wide selection of guitar parts, necks, body 
components, some pickups, etc

2077 +VAT Cumbus Zeynel Abidin Istanbul 6 string 
metalback banjo instrument with case

2078 Hudson 6 string banjo with remo skin

2079 Banjo with remo skin

2080 2 amps to include a Laney LX35D and EGM-10 
plus a pair of Sony headphones

2081 Pair of electric guitar 6 string skeleton cases (no 
pickups or components)

2082 Yamaha 4 string electric bass with serial number

2083 Maison 4 string bass guitar in charcoal finish

2084 Unbranded 6 string electric guitar with 3 pickups 
and a Roland GK3 adaptor

2085 Fender 6 string acoustic guitar model GEMINI 2

2086 8 string acoustic guitar with Wilkinson pickups

2087 Tanglewood 6 string acoustic guitar model 
DBTSFCE

2088 Squire by Fender Telecaster custom guitar in 
black

2089 Unbranded 6 string custom electric guitar with 
EMG pickups

2090 Hohner Rockwood RP250 Pro sunburst red 6 
string electric guitar

2091 12 string 3 pickup electric guitar in wood and 
white panel finish

2092 Washburn acoustic 6 string guitar in natural 
finish

2093 Studio amplifier setup with a Zoom Studio 1201 
reverb effects set, SPL series 500 amplifier, 
Patchboy and dual digital effect processor DRV-
3000 by Korg

2094 +VAT 2 USB powered rollout flexible keyboards

2095 Yamaha portable Grand DGX-505 keyboard with 
foot pedal

2096 MB Quart speaker

2097 IMG Stageline 200w amplifier model STA-102

2098 +VAT Panasonic digital 12 production mixer 
model WJ-MX12

2099 +VAT Roland EM-55 interactive keyboard

2100 +VAT Realistic stereo audio mixer

2101 Casio CTK240 keyboard together with a Casio 
CTK1150 keyboard

2102 +VAT Yamaha PSRE253 keyboard with psu

2103 Boss E Band JS8 guitar effects audio player

2104 +VAT Casio CTK3500 keyboard with stand

2105 Vintage banjolele with hard case
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2106 6 string electric guitar in black finish (no strings)

2107 Alto Professional ZMX122FX 8 channel mixer in 
box

2108 +VAT 2 karaoke speakers to include a RockJam 
speaker

2109 Saxophone stand with carry bag

2110 Yamaha Portatone PSR22 keyboard with box

2111 2 Gemini GX300 passive speakers with soft 
cases and 1 speaker stand

2112 Foldable guitar rack stand together with 
keyboard stand and Stwmac Mini-T guitar kit

2113 Bag containing miscellaneous audio cables, 
USB charging cables, etc

2114 Box containing various PCB components to 
include TDK Lambda units

2115 +VAT Miscellaneous costume jewellery and 
white metal wares in bag

2116 +VAT Bag containing miscellaneous electrical 
components, routers, power adaptors, phone 
holders, etc

2117 +VAT Bag containing a quantity of damaged 
sunglasses and reading glass frames, some 
including cases

2118 +VAT Dell Vostro 3681 desktop PC with i5 10th 
gen. CPU, 8GB RAM, 256GB storage running 
Windows 10 with Dell monitor, mouse and 
keyboard as well as webcam

2119 +VAT Dell Vostro 3471 desktop PC with i5 9th 
gen. CPU, 8GB RAM, 256GB storage running 
Windows 10 with Dell monitor, keyboard and 
webcam

2120 Early 2000's Dell Alienware PC tower case, 
missing components

2121 +VAT Hanns-G 19" LCD display monitor

2122 +VAT Lorex 4k CCTV camera set, boxed

2123 +VAT Lorex 4k CCTV camera set, boxed

2124 +VAT Lenovo ThinkVision 24" monitor, boxed

2125 +VAT 2 Samsung 27" monitors, to include 1 
without stand and no PSU

2126 Microsoft Surface 1769 with cracked screen, no 
PSU plus an Asus notebook PC

2127 4 various laptops for spares and repairs and a 
Dell XPS laptop, no PSU, sold for spares

2128 Dell Alienware gaming laptop with i7 4th gen. 
CPU, 16GB RAM

2129 HP Stream laptop with Intel CPU, with PSU

2130 Toshiba Satellite Pro i3 CPU laptop with PSU, 
no boot disk

2131 Lenovo IdeaPad running Windows 10, with PSU

2132 Asus Chromebook and a HP Chromebook, 1 
PSU

2133 Apple MacBook Pro A1286 with PSU, no OS

2134 +VAT Asus laptop, for spares/repairs

2135 2 Apple AirPort stations with various power 
cables

2136 Selection of Logitech and other keyboards

2137 2 Cisco 16-port and 24-port switches together 
with a Cisco 800-series PoE unit

2138 Cisco MX64 controller, boxed

2139 +VAT MSI Vigor gaming combo keyboard set, 
boxed

2140 +VAT Home CCTV security system, 
components in box

2141 +VAT Approx. 45,000x KCP1008 ICs on spools

2142 +VAT Sanus full-motion TV wall-mount for up to 
90" TVs

2143 8 various Tandberg conferencing units to include 
some cameras

2144 Various Cisco conferencing kits, intercom 
systems and telephones

2145 +VAT Epson EcoTank printer, boxed

2146 Apple iMac Cinema 32" display with keyboard 
and PSU

2147 +VAT CMCases.com custom drain case

2148 Apple iMac with keyboard and mouse

2149 Selection of WiFi camera accessories to include 
ISAW Real HD action camera and other 
mounting kit

2150 +VAT Epson EcoTank 2751 printer

2151 +VAT HP Office Jet 8015 printer

2152 +VAT Canon PIxma MG5250 printer

2153 +VAT HP Office Jet Pro 9019e printer

2154 +VAT HP Office Jet Pro 9019e printer

2155 +VAT Epson EcoTank ET2711 printer, boxed

2156 +VAT HP Office Jet Pro 8022 printer

2157 +VAT HP Office Jet Pro X551dw printer

2158 +VAT Canon Pixma EcoTank G3501 printer

2159 +VAT HP Envy Photo 6234 printer

2160 +VAT Canon SELPHY CP1000 compact printer
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2161 2 packs of HP toner cartridges

2162 +VAT Canon Pixma MX395 printer

2163 +VAT HP MFP-179fnw colour laser jet printer

2164 +VAT HP Envy 6432e printer, boxed

2165 +VAT HP Envy photo 6243 printer

2166 +VAT HP Office Jet Pro 8022e printer, boxed

2167 +VAT HP Office Jet Pro 8022e printer, boxed

2168 +VAT APC battery-backup UPS system

2169 +VAT Belkin USB-C dongle

2170 4 Sega MegaDrive games to include Sonic the 
Hedgehog

2171 +VAT Razer Kraken gaming headset, boxed

2172 +VAT Netgear Orbi WiFi 6 home mesh system

2173 Mini Nintendo entertainment console system, 
boxed

2174 Vivitar 16MP bridge camera, white

2175 +VAT AJHUA IP camera

2176 Various mobile phones for spares/repairs, 
possibly locked to accounts

2177 Various Android tablets for spares/repairs, 
possibly locked to accounts

2178 Various Apple iPads to include an A1474 sold 
for spares/repairs, possibly locked to accounts

2179 OCZNIA neural impulse activator

2180 Sony laptop plus various iPads, possibly 
account-locked, all for spares/repairs

2181 +VAT 2 Ring Spotlights, linked to accounts

2182 +VAT Navtex NX-700B receiver unit together 
with 6 ZRT-series antenna controllers

2183 +VAT 2 Belkin 10W wireless charging pads

2184 Pair of Jean Paul Gaultier sunglasses

2185 Pair of Ray-Ban sunglasses with case

2186 +VAT Pair of sunglasses with Ray-Ban 
sunglasses case

2187 +VAT Ray-Ban RB3471 sunglasses with hard 
case

2188 +VAT Ray-Ban RB3471 sunglasses with hard 
case

2189 +VAT Apple USB SuperDrive

2190 +VAT Lenovo Duet Chromebook, boxed

2191 +VAT Vido Monster portable speaker, boxed

2192 +VAT Acer Predator Orion 3000 gaming 
desktop, core i5 11th gen cpu, 16gb ram, 256gb 
boot drive with 1tb storage, RTX 3060 gpu 
running Windows 11 with Acer 27'' monitor, 
wired keyboard and mouse

2193 +VAT Lenovo Ideacentre all in one computer 
with 27'' display, core i5 10th gen cpu, 8gb ram, 
1tb storage running Windows 10 with box

2194 +VAT HP 24'' all in one desktop computer with 
core i5 8th gen cpu, 8gb ram, 1tb storage 
running Windows 10, includes wired keyboard 
and mouse

2195 +VAT Apple iMac 27'' Retina 5K display with 
core i5 6 core cpu, 8gb ram, 256gb storage 
running macOS Catalina with wireless keyboard, 
mouse and box

2196 +VAT HP 22" monitor

2197 Bag of various electrical sundries, mice, DJI 
carrycase, fingertip oximeters

2198 Bag of various electrical accessories to include 
fitness trackers, USB-C dongles, mobile phone 
lens accessories and other adapters

2199 +VAT W&H Implantmed drip medical machine 
with foot control and other accessories

2201 +VAT DJI Phantom 4 GPS drone with controller, 
spare propeller and box (no battery or charger)

2202 +VAT Reolink Argus PT 1080P pan & tilt 
security camera

2203 +VAT Reolink Argus Pro 4MP security camera

2204 +VAT Time2 WiFi bullet camera

2205 +VAT Low Power Solar WiFi bullet camera

2206 +VAT 1080P Wireless IP camera

2207 +VAT UrbanEars Pampas wireless headphones

2208 +VAT Beats Solo 3 wireless headphones

2209 +VAT Logitech G435 wireless headphones

2210 +VAT *Sealed* Amazon Echo Show 5

2211 +VAT Garmin Drive 52 SatNav

2212 +VAT FodSports FX8 Air motorcycle bluetooth 
intercom

2213 +VAT BT Advanced Digital Home Phone

2214 +VAT Sony PlayStation Classic Mini

2215 +VAT Bose SoundDock Series III digital music 
system

2216 +VAT 4x keyboards; Microsoft Surface Type 
Cover, 2x Logitech MK270 wireless combo's 
and GamaKay gaming keyboard
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2217 +VAT Captain America Winter Soldier Blu-Ray 
DVD

2218 +VAT 2x PS5 games, 10x PS4 games, 1x PS3 
game and 2x Xbox One games

2219 +VAT Quantity of sunglasses and reading 
glasses

2220 +VAT Madison Enigma MCL22S570 goggles 
and 3x other Bolle goggles

2221 +VAT Selection of vaping kits/pens from Smok, 
Vaporesso, VooPoo, Aegis and others

2222 +VAT Quantity of vaping accessories/spares; 
coils, atomizers, tanks, etc

2223 +VAT Canon EOS 400D digital camera with 
EFS 18-55mm lens, Jessops 300AFDC flash 
and a case

2224 +VAT Various camera related accessories

2225 +VAT 2022 'World War II' complete set of 
golden bars

2226 +VAT 2x Queen Elizabeth II's Platinum Jubilee 
commemorative coin set, Royal Air Force 50p 
coins and 'Photographic Alliance' coin

2227 +VAT 3x Platinum Jubilee 50p starter sets

2228 +VAT Lenovo ThinkPad L13 Yoga laptop with 
Intel i5-1135G7, 16GB RAM, 256GB SSD and 
Windows 10

2229 +VAT HP ProBook 440 G5 laptop with i5-8250U, 
8GB RAM, 256GB SSD, Windows 10, PSU and 
case

2230 +VAT Asus VivoBook 14 laptop with i3-1115G4, 
8GB RAM, 256GB SSD, Windows 11 and PSU

2231 +VAT Acer Revo One RL85 mini tower with Intel 
Celeron 2957U, 4GB RAM, 2TB storage, 
Windows 10 and PSU

2232 +VAT Samsung A12 64GB Blue smartphone 
with a charger

2233 +VAT Ring Video Doorbell 2nd Gen

2234 +VAT Trimble Juno T41/5 rugged handheld 
terminal

2235 +VAT Amazon Fire TV Stick 4K

2236 +VAT Amazon Fire TV Stick 4K Max

2237 +VAT Unnamed android tablet

2238 +VAT 4 Russian-style watches in boxes

2261 +VAT (R38) HiSense 50'' 4K TV model 
50A7GQTUK with remote and box B18

2262 +VAT (R23 & B13) 55" LG 4K TV model 
55UP81009LR, no stand

2263 +VAT 55" Sony TV Model number KD-
55XH8196 include remote control - no stand

2264 +VAT (R47) Hisense 55'' TV model 
55A7100FTUK (no stand)

2265 +VAT (R26) 24" Sharp TV model 24BC0K

2266 +VAT (R35) LG 43'' TV model 43UP81006LR 
with remote and box B15 (TV has scratch to the 
left hand side of screen)

2267 +VAT (R37) HiSense 43'' TV model 
43A7GQTUK with remote and box B17

2268 +VAT (R19 and B9) 50" Sony 4K TV model KD-
50X89J

2269 +VAT (R29&30) Samsung 70" 4K TV model 
UE70AU7100K, no stand

2270 Avtex 27'' digital TV with remote (no stand)

2271 +VAT (R20 and B10) 43" LG TV model 
43UP81006LR

2272 +VAT (R21 and B11) 43" Panasonic TV model 
TX-43HX580B

2273 +VAT (R22 and B12) 43" Hisense TV model 
43A7GQTUK

2274 +VAT (R10 and B3) 32" Toshiba TV model 
32LL3C63DB

2275 +VAT (R11 and B4) 32" Toshiba TV model 
32LL3C63DB

2276 +VAT (R17 and B8) 55" Hisense TV model 
55U8GQTUK. Fault of screen/line and damage 
to left hand side and lines across the screen

2277 +VAT (R36) Toshiba 50'' 4K TV model 
50UA2B63DB with remote and box B16 (TV has 
cracked screen)

2278 +VAT (R31/32) TCL 50'' TV model 50EP658 
with remotes

2279 +VAT (R14&15 and B7) 43" TCL TV model 
43C720K, no stand

2280 +VAT (R33) Sharp 40'' TV model 40BJ5K with 
remote (TV has small scratches on screen)

2281 +VAT (R13 and B6) Samsung 43" TV 4k model 
UB43AU9010K

2282 +VAT LG Xboom PN7 bluetooth speaker in box

2283 +VAT LG X Boom PM7 portable bluetooth 
speaker in box

2284 +VAT Yamaha MusicCast network speaker in 
black with power cable

2285 +VAT HP 15-DW1023NA laptop with Intel 
Celeron N4020, 4GB RAM, 1TB HDD and 
Windows 10 (no psu)
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2286 +VAT Acer Nitro 5 15'' gaming laptop with AMD 
Ryzen 5 cpu, 8gb ram, 512gb storage, RTX 
3060 gpu, psu and box

2287 +VAT HP Prodesk 400G5 with Intel i3 8th gen 
cpu, 8gb ram, 256 storage running Windows 10

2288 +VAT Xbox Series S 512gb edition console in 
white with box and controller

2289 Selection of comic books to include a DC 
National Comics June #176 copy of The World's 
Finest

2290 +VAT Vivo Y93 mobile phone

2291 +VAT Samsung Galaxy Tab A8 model SM-X205 
32gb in grey with box

2292 +VAT Samsung Galaxy A52S 5G mobile phone 
model SM-A528B 128gb with box

2293 +VAT Sony Xperia 5 MK II 128gb mobile phone 
on Android 12 with box and case

2294 +VAT Apple iPad Pro 12.9'' 5th gen wi-fi only 
128gb model A2378 with box

2295 +VAT Apple iPad Mini model A2124 5th gen 
with 64gb storage

2296 +VAT Apple iPad Air 4th gen 64gb model A2316 
with box

2297 +VAT Apple iPad Air 4th gen 64gb model A2316 
with box

2298 +VAT Amazon Echo Dot speaker in box

2299 +VAT Amazon Echo Show and Echo speaker 
with wifi camera

2300 +VAT Mini powered dual speaker amplifier 
together with a speaker

2301 +VAT 2 Amazon Fire TV sticks (Lite edition)

2302 Dior Sauvage 100ml in sealed box

2303 +VAT Nextbase dash cam 300W unit (no 
cables)

2304 Motorola Moto G50 128GB smartphone with 
charger and box

2305 Samsung Tab E SM-T560NU 16GB tablet

2306 FitBit activity tracking wristband (no charger)

2307 Box containing a quantity of Pokémon cards in 
binders (some loose)

2308 Apple iPod 160 Classic

2309 Apple iPod model A1574

2310 Kindle Paperwhite 10th Gen

2311 Pair of Apple AirPods Pro

2312 Elgato game capture HD 60S unit in box

2313 +VAT Ultimate Ears Wonderboom portable 
bluetooth speaker in box

2314 +VAT 3 various FitBit activity tracking units 
(some a/f) to include 1 charging cable

2315 Selection of mobile phone accessories to 
include KitVision spares, universal power banks 
and a selection of Top Trumps cards in packs

2316 Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1 tablet with charging 
cable

2317 +VAT Explore 1 wifi action camera with 
accessories

2318 6x HTC 7 Mozart mobile phones (boxed)

2319 Apple watch series 6 40mm with box possibly 
locked to icloud

2320 Samsung Galaxy S9 mobile phone 64gb model 
with box

2321 Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge 32gb mobile phone 
with box

2322 Chinon 35-200mm lens

2323 Nikon AF Nikkor 85mm lens

2324 Aftershokz Air wireless bone conduction headset 
in box

2325 Aftershokz Air wireless bone conduction headset 
in box

2326 Minut home sensor unit

2327 Metz 64 AF digital flash speed light

2328 3x PlayStation 4 games and a copy of Halo : 
Reach for Xbox 360

2329 FitBit Activity tracking GPS watch with charging 
cable and bag

2330 Canon Legria HD camcorder model HFR606 
with battery

2331 JBL E65 noise cancelling over ear headset in 
box

2332 Apple iPad Mini 16gb model A1432

2333 Pair of Aftershokz Air bone conduction headsets 
with damaged cone

2334 Apple iPad Air A1475 16gb with charger

2335 Adidas sports headphones model RPT01

2336 Bag containing 10 Polaroid action cameras

2337 Bag containing 3 pairs of wireless Airpods with 
charging cases

2338 Game Trail camera

2339 Bag containing various electrical accessories, 
mobile phones, GPS system, etc
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2340 Bag containing miscellaneous items to include 
various digital camera accessories and digital 
cameras to include a Panasonic DMC-FS3 and 
a Canon underwater camera kit

2341 Peiko bluetooth earpiece with box

2342 Acuter waterproof ST22 67x100 A scope 
together with Manfrotto professional tripod

2343 +VAT Lancia Delta S4 Rally Sanremo 1986 
special edition model by Auto Art Signatures 
(limited of 1000 with certificate and box)

2344 2 packs of Themerson Archive books to include 
The Letters and Documents, The Thermesons 
and Gaberbocchus (2 sets)

2345 Recurve pully system bow

2346 Selection of 3 albums containing old postcards, 
some in black and white

2347 Tray containing a large quantity of collectors 
cards to include Wills cigarette collectors cards

2348 Tray containing first day covers, stamps, some 
binders, albums and sheets also containing 
stamps

2349 Selection of collectable flag silks by Turmac

2350 Box containing a wide selection of stamp 
albums and contents

2351 Selection of DC and other comics to inc. Robin 
The Jokers wild comic

2352 +VAT Size medium advanced combat helmet by 
Gentex Corporation with urban camo cover and 
gas mask

2353 +VAT Fisherman figure statue (heavily 
damaged)

2354 Album of World War 2 themed cigarette cards

2355 Album of military cigarette cards

2356 Album of war medal and army badge cigarette 
cards

2357 Album of stamps and first day covers together 
with an album of postcards

2358 Album of cartoon character trading cards

2359 London Midland & Scottish Railway Company 
administrative ledger for 1940s-1950s, has 
Bedford Motive Power stamp markings

2360 +VAT Sinbad and the Eye of the Tiger movie 
poster

2361 +VAT Tray containing a selection of various 
posters, mostly football posters

2362 +VAT Flight case containing various 
memorabilia and tour memorabilia for the band 
Jellyfish

2363 Black case containing various vintage film 
cameras including an Agfa Move X88 film 
camera

2364 Quarz 8mm film camera with box

2365 Bushnell Powerview binoculars in box

2366 Vivitar V2000 film camera with HMO telescope 
and carry case

2367 Tray of digital cameras for spares and repairs

2368 Sony handycam video 8 XR cam corder with 
power supply

2369 Pair of Socialmatic Polaroid Zinc cameras

2370 Manchester United programmes (over 100 
football programmes)

2371 Various Amiga vintage floppy disc magazines, 
etc.

2372 Box containing film cameras incl. Canon FD100, 
Minolta 7000AF camera body, Telephoto lens 
85-205mm plus cases and other accessories

2373 Football memorabilia programs incl. various cup 
final programs and Charles Buchans Football 
Monthly magazines from 1950s

2374 National Geographic refractor telescope with 
eyepiece and tripod

2375 Various OO gauge accessories and signals, 
some by Merit

2376 Various N gauge track locos and coaches

2377 5 HO gauge Fleischmann coaches

2378 OO gauge and HO gauge locos, coaches and 
track

2379 Box containing 15 1:76 scale die cast model 
buses

2380 Tray containing 12 OO gauge or HO gauge 
coaches and 2 locomotives

2381 Tray containing OO gauge or HO gauge rolling 
stock and other coaches and accessories

2382 Various boxed commercial die cast vehicles incl. 
Eddie Stobart vehicles by Corgi and others

2383 James Bond and other collectors cards and 
trading card sets

2384 Box containing 8 die cast model vehicles incl. 
gold collection 1:18 scale mini cooper by Burago

2385 Trix HO gauge loco and 2 coaches

2386 Buckman branch line scale model locomotive in 
box

2387 Box containing 2 tin plate mechanical trains with 
tenders
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2388 Box containing Matchbox Super Kings vehicles 
incl. K14 breakdown truck

2389 Box of HO gauge and OO gauge train and track 
side accessories incl. coaches, some for spares 
and repairs

2390 Plastic tray containing Hornby Dublo 3 rail track

2391 Box containing HO and OO gauge track parts

2392 Box containing OO gauge and HO gauge 
Hornby Dublo train accessories, coaches, etc.

2393 Hornby Airfix and other track side accessories 
and scale model kits

2394 Box containing Hornby Dublo vintage track 
pieces

2395 4 trays containing DVDs

2396 Marvel and other cartoon and comic book 
characters in collectors packs incl. War 
Machine, Hydra soldiers, etc.

2397 Bag containing variety of Masonic regalia, 
aprons, badges and various ephemera

2398 Box containing stamp collectors albums incl. 
large Imperial series private Christmas cards 
album

2399 3 trays of mobile phone and smart watch 
accessories and pens

2400 2 boxes containing double sided glazed 
cigarette collectors card frames and mounts

2401 Gas Gun series 6mm BB gun in box

2402 2 replica pistols

2403 +VAT 2 Hugo Boss womens perfumes in bag 
(used)

2404 White metal tray containing various bric-a-brac 
items, collectables, watches, etc

2405 +VAT Oriental style jewellery cabinet

2406 Concertina and 3 harmonicas in cases

2407 3 Belfield watches in boxes

2408 4 watches in boxes to include a smart watch and 
a Bally wallet

2409 Tray containing a large quantity of wristwatches

2410 37 packs of slate 20 playing cards

2411 2 bags of costume jewellery

2412 Selection of Polette sunglasses (some in soft 
cases)

2413 Pair of Cartier sunglasses with case

2414 Pair of Gucci sunglasses with case

2415 Tray of various wristwatches to include Casio 
and others

2416 Ford Mustang themed wristwatch with case

2417 Various replica military badges to include 
Manchester Regiment badges

2418 2 trays to contain a quantity of brooches

2419 White metal ware pendant necklace in box by 
Crislu

2420 A polychrome treen figure modelled as a 
pickpocket, together with a netsuke and 
German-type stopper modelled as a kissing 
couple (3)

2421 2 trays with various bags of jewellery component 
pieces, clasps, earbuds, latches, chain parts, etc

2422 Bag containing various costume jewellery items 
to include Cameo and various brooches plus a 
selection of vintage pens to include a fountain 
pen

2423 Scalextric Starsky & Hutch set with a box 
containing further track pieces

2424 Pioneer compact disk player together with a 
Pioneer tuner

2425 +VAT Matchbox Mega Rigs set in box 
(incomplete)

2426 Lladro figure from 1995

2427 3 trays and a bag containing a wide selection of 
books, autobiographies, comics, etc

2428 4 trays containing various die cast play worn 
vehicles

2429 Box containing Fujifilm AA-4 12 pack batteries

2430 Tray of various Oxford scale model 1:76 scale 
die cast vehicles

2431 3 vintage modelmaking kits to include a Martin 
Marauder and a C1196 flying boxcar by Aurora

2432 3 ornaments to include a stag head, unicorn 
bust and a shire horse model

2433 JVC in car entertainment unit

2434 Tray of silicone bike lights

2435 2 boxes containing Hyundai fold up amplified 
speaker kits

2436 Various vintage in car radio components

2437 2 LCD TV's to include a Panasonic Viera and a 
JVC TV

2438 Philips 3 component hifi set to include stereo 
tuner, turntable and amplifier

2439 Aiwa multi CD player hifi system with no 
speakers
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2440 Box of various mobile phone components, 
spares and other accessories and bric-a-brac in 
box

2441 Sony hifi stacking unit in box with accessories

2442 Bag containing various mobile phone and tablet 
accessory cases, covers and screen protectors

2443 Ferguson DVD rewriter kit with remote

2444 Vonhaus monitor arm stand kit

2445 +VAT Victrola turntable

2446 Kenwood pair of speakers together with a 
Cambridge Audio A1 amplifier

2447 Tray containing a large selection of DAB and 
other radios to include Pure radios

2448 Newmark TT1550 turntable with tone arm

2449 Multimedia home hifi radio player with turntable

2450 Ion turntable with psu

2451 Kodak printer

2452 Bose Wave radio CD player with remote

2453 Samsung DVD player and a Humax freeview 
box

2454 Bose AV 48 media centre with remote and psu

2455 LG DVD/VHS player together with a Funai 
VHS/DVD player

2456 Kenwood stereo integrated amplifier model KA-
3020

2457 3x hifi seperates to include CD players by 
Kenwood, Denon and Sony

2458 +VAT Yamaha R-N500 Natural Sound network 
receiver

2459 Sonos Play One speaker, Play 5 speaker and 2 
network bridges

2460 Bose Companion 3 series 2 PC speaker set and 
a further set of speakers

2461 Sony TAFE370 linear amplifier

2462 Karaoke mixer amplifier

2463 +VAT Seal turntable together with a JVC stereo 
tuner

2464 Sony VHS DVD player

2465 Sandstrom 22'' LCD TV with DVD player built in

2466 Sony 26'' TV

2467 24'' LED TV with DVD player built in and remote

2468 +VAT Telescope high quality refractor telescope 
in box

2469 Selection of collectable record packs by STL of 
the Swinging Era discs to include 1939-1940 
and other editions

2470 Plantronics Rig 400 gaming headset

2471 Tray containing various mobile phone 
components, BT phone sets and other 
accessories

2472 Tray containing a camera and a pair of 
binoculars

2473 Set of green bowls in box

2474 Pair of Panasonic floor standing speakers

2475 5 various Roberts radios to include a vintage 
Roberts radio

2476 4 various radios and other recording equipment 
to include a Cossor all transistor reel to reel 
player

2477 3 tape recorders to include Ferguson Pye and 
Philips

2478 Picture Mate portable printer by Epson

2479 3 Yacht Boy radios by Grundig

2480 +VAT Grundig reel to reel tape player with 
microphone and tape spools (a/f)

2481 3 crates of various film camera and other 
equipment

2482 Bag containing a selection of miscellaneous 
mobile phone and other electrical equipment

2483 BT wifi hub accessory and other electrical 
components and USB adaptors in bag

2484 Cigarette card album of various flag and other 
cigarette cards

2485 2 tins containing a quantity of old British bronze 
coins to include half-pennies

2486 +VAT Small purse of European and other coins, 
to include an 1888 Victorian sixpence and 
stamps

2487 1986 Commonwealth Games commemorative 
£2 coin set plus 2 decimal collector's sets to 
include 1991 and 1994

2488 +VAT Lamy fountain pens with refills, various ink 
cartridge refills and Parker Quink

2489 Sharp X-Bass double cassette player system

2490 Jukebox CD-player style system

2491 Panasonic SA-PM25 CD stereo system

2492 +VAT Sanus Tilt & Extend up to 90" TV wall-
mount bracket
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2493 Blue plastic crate containing slide viewer 
projector system, Ilford camera and Kenwood 
HiFi component

2494 2 Cruet Company stage lights

2495 Boxed conference room camera

2496 Boxed conference room camera

2497 Boxed conference room camera

2498 Boxed conference room camera

2499 Boxed conference room camera

2500 Boxed conference room camera

2501 Portable turntable player in vintage case

2502 Ultra portable record player in red case

2503 Portable Collaro in case with amplifier and 
speakers

2504 Handle component of a recurve bow and one 
limb

2505 +VAT Pair of Monitor Audio floorstanding 
loudspeakers with covers

2506 Sharp soundbar and subwoofer kit with 
Samsung wireless subwoofer

2507 Sets of ceiling mount speakers to include 
Adastra RC5

2508 +VAT Samsung Q600A soundbar with remote 
and PSU

2509 +VAT Sony HT-G700 wireless soundbar and 
subwoofer

2510 +VAT Sony HT-G700 wireless soundbar and 
subwoofer

2511 +VAT Sonos Beam network soundbar, boxed

2512 Sony bluetooth turntable with PSU

2513 2 boxes of Hyundai SounDisc 3G speaker 
systems

2514 Selection of old office sundry spares, portable 
DVD player and an Amstrad E-mailer Plus

2515 Cisco conference room camera in box

2516 +VAT 2 90" TV wall-mounts and a 55" TV wall-
mount by Sanus

2517 Box of various cabling, PSUs, accessories and 
Vango Swing disco light

2518 +VAT Touchdown wireless bluetooth 360 stool 
speaker, no PSU

2519 +VAT Touchdown wireless audio speaker table

2520 +VAT Fender FA-series acoustic guitar with 
missing strings

2521 Special Edition classical-series acoustic guitar

2522 Cello with soft case and bow

2523 Sega Megadrive 16-bit console with controller 
plus a Nintendo DS with PSU

2524 PS2 with 2 controllers and 3 games

2525 Tray containing Nintendo Wii accessories, 
games and balance board

2526 XBox 360, various games, PSUs and other 
accessories and controllers

2527 PS2 console together with PSP giga-pack

2528 Nintendo Wii console, accessories, games and 
balance board

2529 PS2 Saber racing wheel

2530 Nintendo Wii console, accessories and balance 
board

2531 1st gen. Xbox with controllers

2532 PS3 slim console with controller and various 
games

2533 1st gen. Xbox with large selection of games and 
2 controllers

2534 Xbox One with 2 controllers, PSU, headset and 
some accessories

2535 Parsifal Steel Bronze Reeds constantina

2536 +VAT Box of electrical cabling, BT routers and 
network cables

2537 +VAT Bag containing large quantity of sealed 
vape kits

2538 +VAT Bag containing a large quantity of vaping 
fluids and accessories

2539 +VAT Yale Living indoor dome camera kit

2540 +VAT Yale Living indoor dome camera kit

2541 +VAT 2 boxes containing Rockland 75w inverter 
USB adapters

2542 +VAT 16 SIM card databank readers

2543 +VAT Box of WHSmith scientific calculators

2544 +VAT Box of WHSmith scientific calculators

2545 Queen poster

2546 Child's 6-string electric guitar with built-in 
speaker and soft cover

2547 +VAT Hitachi projector with box

2548 Casio DLP projector with box

2549 2 projectors to include an Epson EMP7200

2550 Mitsubishi DLP projector

2551 Epson EB-S04 projector with remote and 
carrycase
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2552 +VAT 10 boxes of Warhammer 40k Quest 
Blackstone Fortress universe packs, no figures

3001 +VAT DeLonghi Dynamic plus latte crema 
system

3002 DeLonghi Magnifica S Cappuccino coffee 
machine

3003 +VAT Delonghi Magnifica S-smart coffee 
machine

3004 +VAT DeLonghi Magnifica Evo coffee machine

3005 +VAT DeLonghi Magnifica Evo coffee machine

3006 +VAT DeLonghi Magnifica Evo coffee machine

3007 +VAT Sage Barrista Express coffee machine

3008 120v KitchenAid Professional HD standing mixer 
with three attachments

3009 +VAT KitchenAid 4.3L standing mixer with 3x 
attachments, unboxed

3010 +VAT KitchenAid 4.3L standing mixer with 3x 
attachments

3011 +VAT Kenwood K-mix standing mixer

3012 +VAT Kenwood K-mix standing mixer

3013 +VAT Gourmet 6.7L digital air fryer

3014 +VAT Gourmet 6.7L digital air fryer

3015 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3016 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3017 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3018 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3019 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3020 +VAT Boxed Gourmia 6.7 litre digital air fryer

3021 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3022 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3023 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3024 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3026 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3027 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3028 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3029 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3030 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3031 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3032 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3033 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3034 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3035 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3036 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3037 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3038 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3039 +VAT Nespresso Virtuo Plus coffee machine

3040 +VAT Nespresso Virtuo Plus coffee machine

3041 +VAT Tray cont. 2x Kenwood food processors, 
parts and a KitchenAid cheese grater, etc

3042 +VAT Bag containing bath towels

3043 +VAT Small bag of mixed assorted drinking 
bottles

3044 +VAT Bag containing mixed assorted items inc. 
Olay makeup, sun readers, notepads, etc.

3045 +VAT Bag cont. mixed assorted bag of items 
inc. Commando strips, lighting, sun readers, 
pads, etc.

3046 +VAT Small bag of lighting and batteries

3047 +VAT Large bag mixed assorted drinking bottles

3048 +VAT 8x unboxed Gourmia digital air fryers

3049 +VAT Kenwood Multipro compact food 
processor

3050 +VAT Instant pot Duo Gourmet multi food 
pressure cooker

3051 +VAT Instant pot Duo Gourmet multi food 
pressure cooker

3052 +VAT Instant pot Duo Gourmet multi food 
pressure cooker

3053 +VAT Instant Pot multi use pressure cooker

3054 +VAT Boxed Instant Pot Duo Gourmia multi use 
pressure cooker

3055 +VAT Instant Pot Gourmet Crisp & Air fryer multi 
use pressure cooker

3056 +VAT Instant Pot Gourmet Crisp & Air fryer multi 
use pressure cooker

3057 +VAT Tramontina Proline oval chafing dish

3058 Catering doughnut mix dispenser

3059 +VAT Tassimo-style Bosch coffee machine

3060 +VAT DeLonghi Magnifica Evo coffee machine

3061 Verismo Starbucks coffee machine

3062 +VAT Nescafe Dulce Gusto coffee machine

3063 +VAT Unboxed Sage Barista Express coffee 
machine

3064 +VAT Tray mixed assorted kitchenware, irons, 
coffee machines, etc.
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3065 +VAT 3x pet cooling mats and 2x dog toys

3066 +VAT Approx. 22x unboxed Gourmia digital air 
fryers

3067 +VAT Box cont. large quantity of Bacofoil double 
seal food and freezer bags

3068 +VAT Small box of small saucers plus 3x boxes 
of sugar paste

3069 +VAT Gourmia digital air fryer

3070 +VAT Gourmia digital air fryer

3071 +VAT Automatic pet feeder

3072 +VAT Kenwood Prospero plus kitchen machine

3073 +VAT KitchenAid 1.75L blender

3074 +VAT Berghoff Eurocast Professional series 
saute pan plus a similar flat grill

3075 +VAT Sage coffee machine

3076 +VAT Unboxed Sage Barista Express coffee 
machine

3077 +VAT 3x Ottlite LED desk lamps

3078 +VAT KitchenAid 3.0 peak HP motor blender

3079 +VAT KitchenAid 4.3L standing mixer

3080 +VAT Nespresso Virtuo Next Magimix coffee 
machine

3081 +VAT Tefal filter fryer

3082 +VAT Tefal filter fryer

3083 Tray of mixed assorted pots and pans

3084 +VAT Shelf organiser, Taylor glass digital 
scales, etc.

3085 +VAT Box of mixed Starfrit the Rock pots and 
pans

3086 +VAT Box of white espresso superwhite coffee 
cups

3087 +VAT Box of Infapower precision aluminium 
torches

3088 +VAT Box cont. Braun hand whisker with parts

3089 Stylepro mini fridge

3090 +VAT Nescafe Dolce Gusto mini me coffee 
machine

3091 +VAT Unboxed Melitta coffee machine

3092 +VAT Unboxed Melitta coffee machine

3093 +VAT Unboxed De'Longhi coffee machine

3094 +VAT Unboxed De'Longhi Magnifica Evo coffee 
machine

3095 +VAT Galloway Irish crystal goblet set plus 4 
boxes of Rocco wine glasses

3096 +VAT Sabatier expandable dishrack

3097 +VAT Nescafe Dolce Gusto mini me coffee 
machine

3098 +VAT Instant Pot Duo Gourmet multi-use 
pressure cooker

3099 +VAT Small serving bowls plus a box of glass 
diamond tumblers and a 2-tier basket panier

3100 +VAT Gourmet Digital air fryer

3101 +VAT Kilner glass drink dispenser plus a Seville 
Classic chopping board set

3102 +VAT Box of professional easy-dry premium 
towels

3103 +VAT Salad spinner

3104 +VAT Dishrack plus a laundry basket

3105 +VAT Stack of bath rugs

3106 +VAT Stack of storage boxes, couple of boxes 
of files and a collapsible storage bin

3107 +VAT Large box of various glass business 
plaques

3108 +VAT Bay of mixed items to include coloured 
paper, bag of dry cat food etc.

3109 +VAT Ziploc space bag, Food & Friends lazy 
susan set, kitchen scales etc.

3110 +VAT 3 boxed Waterpik water flossers

3111 +VAT 3 boxed Waterpik water flossers

3112 NutriBullet Pro

3113 +VAT Stainless steel BBQ baskets and 3 Taylor 
scales

3114 Philips steam iron

3115 +VAT 2 Philips steam irons plus a Morphy 
Richards steam iron

3116 +VAT Swan water urn

3117 +VAT Braun free glide compact steam iron plus 
a Philips steam iron

3118 Breville mincer

3119 +VAT Guzzini salad spinner

3120 Box containing small glass cups etc.

3121 +VAT 3 boxes of stoneware bowls and a Food & 
Friends lazy susan set

3122 +VAT Circulon cookware set

3123 +VAT Hotplate

3124 +VAT 2 unboxed Instant Pots
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3125 +VAT 2 Viners cutlery sets

3126 +VAT 2 Brita Braun water filter jugs plus a 
diffuser

3127 +VAT Trinity bamboo-top kitchen cart

3128 +VAT 2 bags of miscellany

3129 Bionaire pure indoor living purifier

3130 +VAT Small stack of Starfrit 'The Rock' pots and 
pans

3131 +VAT Box of files

3132 +VAT Kenwood food processor, boxes of bags 
etc.

3133 Bag of various stationery

3134 +VAT Instant Pot Duo Evo Plus multi-use 
pressure cooker

3135 +VAT Bissell Icon 25V cordless vacuum

3136 +VAT Samsung Jet 70-series cordless stick 
vacuum

3137 +VAT Samsung Jet 70-series cordless stick 
vacuum

3138 +VAT Unboxed Samsung Jet 70-series cordless 
stick vacuum with pole, head, an attachment 
and charger

3139 +VAT Samsung Jet 70-series cordless stick 
vacuum with pole, head, 2 attachments and 
charger

3140 +VAT Shark corded stick anti hair wrap vacuum

3141 +VAT Shark corded stick anti hair wrap vacuum

3142 Handheld Dyson V6 Total Clean vacuum with 
charger, pole and head

3143 +VAT Handheld Dyson DC44 vacuum with pole, 
head, 2 attachments and charger

3144 Handheld Dyson DC35 multi-floor vacuum with 
pole and head, no charger or other accessories

3145 +VAT 2 H-Handy 700 vacuums plus 2 unboxed

3146 2 Gtech AirRam replacement heads

3147 +VAT Bissell Icon 25v cordless vacuum with 
pole, head and an attachment, no charger

3148 +VAT Bissell SpotClean Pro carpet/upholstery 
washer, boxed

3149 +VAT Bissell SpotClean Pro carpet/upholstery 
washer

3150 +VAT Bissell SpotClean Pro carpet/upholstery 
washer

3151 +VAT Woozoo desktop fan

3152 +VAT Woozoo desktop fan

3153 +VAT Woozoo desktop fan

3154 +VAT Meaco room air circulator fan

3155 +VAT Meaco room air circulator fan

3156 +VAT RoboVac 11

3157 +VAT Halo vacuum cleaner

3158 Tug-along vacuum cleaner

3159 Nintendo Dance Revolution Party game

3160 Krups beer tap dispenser

3161 +VAT Box of assorted kitchen items

3162 +VAT Box of assorted Henry accessories, Flash 
wipes etc.

3163 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3164 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole 
and box

3165 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole 
and box

3166 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole 
and box

3167 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole 
and box

3168 Henry Numatic vacuum cleaner with pole

3169 2 boxes of shoe horns and sock aids

3170 Tray and a box of various lighting

3171 Tug-along vacuum with box

3172 Upright Dyson DC15 Animal vacuum cleaner

3173 +VAT Upright Shark steam mop

3174 +VAT Bissell CrossWave all-in-one multi-
surface cleaning system

3175 +VAT NSA UltraCool column fan

3176 +VAT Vibra Multi 3-in-1 heater/cooler/air-
steriliser fan

3177 +VAT Shark cordless vacuum

3178 +VAT Upright Gtech AirRam with charger

3179 +VAT Upright Gtech AirRam

3180 +VAT Upright Gtech AirRam with charger

3181 +VAT Upright Gtech AirRam with charger

3182 +VAT Upright Bosch 21.6v cordless vacuum 
with charger

3183 Upright Vax cordless vacuum with charger

3184 +VAT Aircraft cordless hard-floor cleaner, no 
charger

3185 +VAT NSA pedestal fan, no charger or remote
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3186 Upright Vax floor cleaner plus a Bissell carpet 
cleaner

3187 Pop-up easy clothes dryer

3188 +VAT Large pallet of mixed toys, household-
ware etc.

3189 +VAT Extra large box of various toiletries, 
cosmetics, supplements etc.

3190 Large box of mixed food

3191 Large box of mixed books

3192 Large box of mixed books

3193 Small clothes rail

3194 +VAT Gillette shaving blades, Omron automatic 
blood pressure monitor, Vera Wang fragrance, 
teeth-whitening kit and 2 packs of skincare 
creams

3195 +VAT Osprey London handbag

3196 +VAT Osprey London handbag

3197 3 sealed fragrances; White Lies, Pink Lies etc.

3198 +VAT Dyson Airwrap, boxed

3199 +VAT 2 boxes of Nutrafol men's hair wellness 
supplements

3200 2 black evening-style bags

3201 +VAT 2 Joseph Joseph Elevate knife sets

3202 +VAT Osprey hiking backpack

3203 +VAT Large hard shelled Samsonite suitcase

3204 +VAT Large blue fabric suitcase

3205 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase, 
boxed

3206 +VAT 2 Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcases

3207 +VAT 2 mini hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcases plus 3 mini hard-shelled Samsonite 
suitcases

3208 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3209 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3210 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3211 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase, boxed

3212 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase, boxed

3213 +VAT 2 large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcases

3214 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase, 
boxed

3215 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase, 
boxed

3216 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase

3217 +VAT 2 grey throws

3218 +VAT Hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase set, 
boxed

3219 +VAT Hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase set, 
boxed

3220 +VAT Hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase set

3221 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3222 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3223 +VAT 2 Samsonite suitcases plus an American 
Tourister suitcase

3224 +VAT 3 loose bedding pillows plus a memory 
foam pillow in a bag and another pillow in a bag

3225 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3226 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3227 Box of child's fishing hook sets

3228 Box of black & silver hats

3229 Box of ladies night party costumes

3230 Box of fancy dress, wigs etc.

3231 +VAT Squishimal toy

3232 Bag containing 2 pairs of DKNY XXL ladies 
tracksuit bottoms

3233 Bag containing medium-length pearl-design 
curtains with ties

3234 +VAT 5 packs of blue paper towels

3235 +VAT 12 sets of duck-feather pillows

3236 +VAT Box of foot inner soles, laces etc.

3237 +VAT Box containing red felt tennis balls

3238 Boxed pair of children's Adidas shoes, size 7 
plus a pair of pink Eco ladies shoes, size 7.5

3239 Hamper basket containing vintage horse-riding 
ware

3240 2 boxes of protective visor face-shields

3241 +VAT Large quantity of Brookstone heated 
throws
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3242 +VAT Luxury embroidered quilted velvet duvet 
cover set plus 2 Boutique Living beddings sets 
and a Snuggledown mattress and pillow 
protector set

3243 2 boxes of folders

3244 PetSafe flap

3245 2 large packs of anti-bacterial handgel

3246 +VAT 3 bundles of 300+ muslin cloth

3247 +VAT Box of various sweets

3248 +VAT Mini light blue fabric suitcase

3249 Box of umbrellas

3250 Box of tie hangers

3251 +VAT Ember control mug

3252 Approx. 6 boxes of organic eye serum

3253 2 boxes of ultimate teeth-whitening advanced 
charcoal trio sets

3254 5 boxes of 3D eye-lift serums

3255 Box of Handguard hand-sanitisers

3256 +VAT 2 boxed Sabatier expandable dishracks

3257 +VAT 2 boxed Sabatier expandable dishracks

3258 2 boxes of Mickey Mouse pool rings

3259 +VAT Box of Contec SATWIPES

3260 +VAT Box of Indy hats

3261 +VAT 2 single Union Jack duvet cover sets

3262 7 boxes of poster rolls

3263 Box containing foam comfort inner soles, laces, 
instant shoe polish etc.

3264 +VAT Box containing kneepad combat trousers, 
purple polo shirts etc.

3265 Shoe accessories to include universal cleaner, 
heel grips etc.

3266 Quantity of white A1 sheets plus some 
signboards

3267 Box of children's light blue tops with another box 
containing shoe inner soles

3268 Box containing hairband lights

3269 Box containing various woolly hats

3270 +VAT Box containing Optifit tips plus a box of 
black containers

3271 Box of chamois leather

3272 +VAT Large quantity of various vintage-style 
suitcases

3273 +VAT 2 large hard-shelled suitcases

3274 +VAT Box of various assault course accessories 
to include camo netting, climbing rope etc.

3275 +VAT Box hardboard A4 clipboards plus another 
box of cardboard mini boxes etc.

3276 +VAT Box of Dunlop wellies

3277 +VAT Box of Dunlop wellies

3278 +VAT Box of Dunlop wellies

3279 +VAT Box of mixed men's, women's and 
children's shoes

3280 Box containing disposable shoe covers, 
Marksman quality tool belts, luggage scales, etc.

3281 +VAT Crib mattress

3282 +VAT Crib mattress

3283 +VAT Box containing Aqua filters

3284 +VAT Aircraft Power Glide cordless hard floor 
cleaner

3285 +VAT 2 Samsonite backpacks, Puma backpack 
and Titan Deep Freeze bag

3286 Large bag of Paw Patrol t-shirts

3287 2 pet heated beds

3288 WaterPik water flosser

3289 Box of metal bite indicators for fishing

3290 Box containing number lights, tea light holders, 
etc.

3291 +VAT Orange mini lion suitcase

3292 2 tier glass display rack

3293 +VAT 3 umbrellas

3294 +VAT 3 Whittard Chelsea flavoured tea sets

3295 +VAT Various acrylics, twin marker pens, etc.

3296 +VAT 4 Oriental style teapots

3297 +VAT Bag of loose Waterpik water flossers

3298 Large bag of mixed childrens toys

3299 Box containing nail clipper sets, cosmetic 
brushes, etc.

3300 +VAT Silver care foam safety mattress

3301 Box of coffee body sugar scrub and box of nail 
clipper sets, etc.

3302 Assorted mixed style bags

3303 +VAT 2 boxes of pink mugs

3304 Box containing string reels, crafting tools, etc.

3305 +VAT Folding wagon
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3306 +VAT 2 Eco sensor bins

3307 Round floor cushion

3308 +VAT Brookstone heated throw, heated throw, 2 
Ottlite desk lamps, blanket, etc.

3309 +VAT 16 childrens binoculars

3310 +VAT 2 boxes containing 12 iPhone, iPod car 
chargers

3311 +VAT BT big button phone set

3312 +VAT Ottlite multi purpose desk lamp

3313 +VAT Paper Craft rolling tote bag

3314 +VAT Multi use shelf

3315 +VAT Deluxe foot spa and massager

3316 +VAT Angelcare baby bath support

3317 +VAT Large duvet

3318 +VAT Nipper carry cot

3319 +VAT Bamboo cushion

3320 +VAT Glasses cleaning spray

3321 +VAT 2 large rattan deep baskets

3322 Dorma plain dye flat sheet

3323 +VAT Quantity of twin lever cork screws

3324 +VAT Box of universal filter cartridges

3325 +VAT Quantity of Everyday Luxury toilet roll

3326 Box of suede jackets

3327 Box of James G Brett material

3328 Box of Ripple Super Chunky yarn

3329 Box of mixed wools and yarns

3330 Box of rapid beard grooming kits

3331 Box of skin Golden Youth defence firm gels

3332 Box of milk lotions

3333 +VAT Large box of stationery incl. pencils, 
cordless glue guns, etc.

3334 +VAT Infababy buggy

3335 +VAT Box of childrens wall art animal posters

3336 +VAT Checkered dog bed

3337 +VAT 20kg of Dill Diana herb

3338 +VAT Foam building blocks

3339 +VAT Large quantity of boxed and unboxed 
Sealey air beds

3340 +VAT Boxed heated 3 tier airer plus 1 unboxed 
and 2 other clothes airers

3341 Micro scooter

3342 +VAT 2 Lego Marvel Avengers advent calendars

3343 +VAT 2 Alpine Stars rib supports

3344 +VAT Coloma board game, sealed

3345 +VAT Lit Man Cardiology stethoscope

3346 +VAT Lego Harry Potter Clockworks tower plus 
Lego Harry Potter 4 Privet Drive set

3347 +VAT Quantity of Premier League trading card 
multi packs plus Premier League 2002 official 
sticker collection

3348 +VAT Nickelodeon Kidrobot collectible vinyl art 
figure plus Elder Scrolls collectible tin and zebra 
pens

3349 Box of sports equipment incl. pumps, balls, 
tennis rackets, etc.

3350 +VAT Spot Elite Pro Rebound football training 
system

3351 +VAT Box of ladies swimming costumes

3352 Loose pair of ladies knee length boots plus a 
pair of Misguided shoes and a pair of Quiz 
ladies boots

3353 +VAT Quantity of tennis rackets

3354 +VAT Quick Play fitness dumbbell box set, 
suspension trainer and yoga mat

3355 +VAT 4 yoga mats

3356 +VAT Pair of 7kg dumbbells and pair of 4kg 
dumbbells

3357 Box containing mixed fishing tackle

3358 Ron Thompson fishing suit

3359 +VAT 2 Lifetime basketball stands with back 
boards

3360 +VAT Pallet of used clothes, shoes, linen and 
odd shoes

3361 +VAT Large pallet of toys, household items, etc.

3362 +VAT Adidas Performance flat bench

3363 +VAT Adidas Performance flat bench

3364 +VAT Everlast Power Core heavy bag kit

3365 Reebok exercise bike

3366 V-Fit exercise bike

3367 Pro Power multi gym

3368 Large sports bag containing boxing gloves, 
sparring pads, helmet, face guard, etc.

3369 Roger Black rowing machine

3370 +VAT Roger Black rowing machine
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3371 York Fitness cross trainer

3372 Pro Fitness cross trainer

3373 +VAT 6 assorted kites

3374 +VAT Bronco remote control truck with remote 
control, no charger

3375 +VAT Lego Technic McLaren F1 team car, 
sealed

3376 Childs wooden activity table

3377 R2-D2 model figure plus Yoda pre-painted 
model figure

3378 +VAT Best Mum teddy

3379 +VAT Flat pack football goal

3380 +VAT Large shelf of mixed toys

3381 +VAT Pinata, training cones, 2 tennis rackets, 
etc.

3382 +VAT 1 boxed and 1 unboxed Go Air bikes

3383 Box of scratch and draw ocean animal books

3384 +VAT Box of Schleich farm world toys

3385 +VAT Box of soft touch balls

3386 +VAT Disassembled Doctor Who toy in box

3387 +VAT Baby drawing table

3388 +VAT Box of Super Sky gliders

3389 Quantity of childrens bedroom ocean mats

3390 +VAT 3 swing ball sets

3391 +VAT 3 swing ball sets

3392 +VAT Ab Max core trainer

3393 +VAT Quantity of boxed and unboxed swimming 
pools

3394 +VAT Disassembled Samba football goal

3395 +VAT TP Deluxe wooden picnic table sand pit

3396 +VAT Lifetime portable basketball system

3397 +VAT Lifetime portable basketball system

3398 +VAT Childs pop out play tunnel

3399 Disassembled air hockey table

3400 +VAT Leg trainer

3401 +VAT Kid K'nex game plus a small wooden toy 
garage, etc

3402 +VAT Boxed pair of Columbia boots plus 2 pairs 
of mens Kumba boots, 2 unboxed pairs and a 
pair of DeWalt boots

3403 +VAT 3 boxed pair of Go Walk Skechers shoes 
plus 2 unboxed pairs

3404 +VAT Boxed pair of Fila womens trainers plus 4 
boxed pairs of Skechers shoes and a pair of 
Columbia boots

3405 +VAT 8 boxed pairs of memory foam Skechers 
shoes

3406 +VAT 5 boxed pairs of Go Walk Skechers shoes 
and a pair of womens Fila shoes

3407 +VAT 3 boxed pairs of Skechers shoes plus an 
unboxed pair, pair of mens Dearfoam slippers, 
pair of Penguin shoes, pair of short Shearling 
boots and an unboxed pair of mens Penguin 
desert boots

3408 +VAT 6 boxed pairs of Skechers shoes

3409 +VAT 10 boxed pairs of Skechers shoes

3410 Mango jacket in box

3411 +VAT Large pallet of used clothes, used linen 
and odd shoes

3412 +VAT Large pallet of mixed odd shoes, used 
clothing, linen, etc

3413 +VAT Large box of mixed odd shoes, linen, 
clothes, etc

3414 Bosch American fridge freezer

3415 +VAT Panasonic Inverter microwave

3416 +VAT Swan retro microwave

3417 Hotpoint integrated oven

3418 Samsung Eco Bubble 8kg washing machine

3419 Beko under the counter fridge

3420 Small white microwave

3421 White fridge freezer

3422 Lec fridge freezer

3423 Indesit single door fridge

3424 Electric soup maker

3425 +VAT F Whip ice cream maker (no psu)

3426 Tabletop Zanussi fridge

3427 Under counter Lab Cold fridge

3428 Under counter Master fridge

3429 Under the counter fridge

3430 +VAT Sharp microwave

3431 +VAT Panasonic microwave

3432 Beko washing machine

3433 Logik washing machine

3434 Tabletop Russell Hobbs fridge
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3435 +VAT Large pallet of various arts and crafts 
items

3436 +VAT Large pallet of various arts and crafts 
items

3437 +VAT Large pallet of various arts and crafts 
items

3438 +VAT Large pallet of various arts and crafts 
items

3439 +VAT Large bag of mixed wools and yarns plus 
another bag of House of Alistair material

3440 +VAT Clothes rail

3441 +VAT Full zip fur hooded Canada Goose parka 
coat

3442 +VAT LK Bennet pin-rose dress, size 10

3443 +VAT Regatta Tyler jacket in dark khaki, size 
medium (hanging)

3444 +VAT Messi x Siksilk iridescent hoodie, size M 
(UK 40) (hanging)

3445 Brown jacket size 5XL

3446 +VAT Box containing 2 Bridge Design floor lamp 
lampshades plus 2 Bridge Design table lamps

3447 Large quantity of various style vases

3448 +VAT Large hardshell yellow American Tourister 
suitcase

3449 +VAT Large hardshell yellow American Tourister 
suitcase

3450 +VAT 2x large hardshell yellow American 
Tourister suitcases

3451 +VAT Large hardshell Samsonite suitcase

3452 +VAT Large hardshell Samsonite suitcase

3453 +VAT Large hardshell Samsonite suitcase in 
box

3454 +VAT Mini hardshell American Tourister 
suitcase and a Samsonite suitcase

3455 +VAT 3 red waste bins

3456 2 mixed style Mulberry handbags

3457 Large quantity of mens England Nike polo tops

3458 +VAT Freetown cycle helmet

3459 +VAT Vision birdcage

3460 +VAT Pop Rock collectable vinyl figures to 
include Freddie Mercury, Joe Perry, Jeff 
Hanneman, etc

3461 +VAT Aynsley Christmas mug set

3462 +VAT Guerlain Paris fragrant gift set

3463 +VAT Travel Sensate karma

3464 +VAT Lego Millennium Falcon set

3465 +VAT Levi's black shaping skinny jeans plus a 
pair of Diesel jeans

3466 +VAT Rey Mysterio replica wrestling belt

3467 Love Moschino handbag

3468 +VAT Pallet of linen, pillows, towels, etc

3469 +VAT Large pallet of mixed used and unused 
clothing

3470 +VAT Large pallet of used and unused linen

3471 +VAT Large pallet of mixed used clothing, odd 
shoes, etc

3472 +VAT Large pallet of mixed used and unused 
clothing

3473 +VAT Large pallet of mixed arts and craft items

3474 +VAT Large pallet of mixed arts and craft items

3475 +VAT Mint Velvet Emmy black pointed pump 
size 6 (signs of use)

3476 +VAT Nike Shox NZ EU size 6

3477 AusWooli Sydney Chestnut slippers size 7

3478 +VAT 9 pairs of shoes to include Adidas LA 
Trainer size 9 and 2 pairs of Steve Madden 
trainers (some with signs of use)

3479 +VAT Bag containing 6 pale blue Peter Werth 
polo shirts and 1 dark blue, all size medium

3480 +VAT Hunter boots size EU 40 (used)

3481 +VAT Bag containing 5 6 packs of babies body 
suits

3482 +VAT Bag containing Whistles funnel neck 
flecked jumper in blue and Whistles flecked 
button back knit jumper in brown (both size 
small)

3483 +VAT Large quantity of ladies Flora Nikrooz long 
sleeved lounge sets

3484 +VAT Bag containing clothing from Club L, 
Mela, Pretty Little Thing, New Look, and 
Monsoon (all size 12)

3485 +VAT Qty of 50 x 48 page notebooks

3486 +VAT Nike training bag

3487 +VAT Ovis interlocking bluetooth suitcase

3501 +VAT Kipling holdall

3502 +VAT Contract grill and smoking oven

3503 +VAT Spear & Jackson garden spade

3504 +VAT 2 x 90x160 blinds, Fibre Optic lamp and 
Kenwood Frothie
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3505 +VAT Jart skateboard bed and length of grip

3506 +VAT Nintendo Swith Labo Vehicle kit and pull 
along Trunki

3507 +VAT Krupps Nespresso Vertuo Next coffee 
machine and Set of 6 dry food storage 
containers

3508 +VAT Abus Urban Hyban 2.0 cycle helmet

3509 +VAT Box of 100 Classic AroFol padded 
envelopes

3510 +VAT Cinematic light box, Post & Letter box, 
Hair dryer caddy etc

3511 +VAT Tefal Ingenio Elegance 6 piece frying pan 
& saucepan set

3512 +VAT Mini electric bike

3513 +VAT Cricket stump set (plastic) and Toot-Toot 
Animals characters and display

3514 +VAT Rotation 5 shelf basket shelf

3515 +VAT 4 duck feather cushion pads

3516 +VAT Vax Air Stretch Pet max vacuum cleaner

3517 +VAT 2 duck feather inner cushions pads and 6 
chair seat cushions

3518 +VAT Cool touch pillow and V shape support 
pillow

3519 +VAT GM Purist Geo II cricket helmet Size 
Junior

3520 +VAT 15 rolls of Nicky 3 ply kitchen towels

3521 +VAT Tempur comfort pillow (firm)

3522 +VAT Sealy side sleeper pillow

3523 +VAT Dreams Doze double 10.5 tog duvet

3524 +VAT Bingo Paws pet bed

3525 +VAT 3 packs of 3X shin pads

3526 +VAT 5 Craft pony & rider sets including horses, 
riders, headcollars, lead ropes etc

3527 +VAT Flight Knight hard case 4 wheel suitcase

3528 +VAT Small stool, 5 plastic storage containers, 6 
piece bathroom set, toilet roll holder, shower 
corner rack, lampshade and 2 trays

3529 +VAT 6 x 55cm Grosvenor garden planter 
troughs

3530 +VAT 12 packs Clinell multi purpose wet wipes, 
2 privacy leaf design screens and 2 large picture 
frames

3531 +VAT Cosynights King size 10.5 tog duvet

3532 +VAT 2.5 tog double duvet

3533 +VAT Super King 10.5 tog duvet

3534 +VAT 14 Winchester collection 40cm round 
garden plastic planters

3535 +VAT Toyota ER Classic electric sewing 
machine and carry bag

3536 +VAT Cat carrier / enclosed litter tray

3537 +VAT Laz-z-spa foot bath, Fold up shopping 
trolley, 400 plastic shoe covers, and Henry 
vacuum accessories

3538 +VAT Harry Potter electric train set and Nuby 
Musical Cot mobile

3539 +VAT Round outdoor trampoline set

3540 +VAT Tempur comfort pillow (firm)

3541 +VAT Tempur comfort pillow (firm)

3542 +VAT Tempur comfort pillow (firm)

3543 +VAT Tempur comfort pillow (firm)

3544 +VAT Hebden double white goose feather & 
down topper

3545 +VAT Khalil Maamoon Hookah

3546 +VAT Bestway Fortech Queen airbed with built-
in AC pump

3547 +VAT Bestway Fortech Queen airbed with built-
in AC pump

3548 +VAT Avenli Queen high raised flocked airbed 
with built-in pump

3549 +VAT Miele Complete C3 Power Line vacuum 
cleaners (used)

3550 +VAT Bestway Fortech Queen airbed with built-
in AC pump

3551 +VAT Tripp Essential Business suiter

3552 +VAT Sunlounger tie on cushion, Mobility aid 
flat pack stool, cot mattress, picture frame and 
Chalk notice board

3553 +VAT 2 marble effect ceiling light fittings

3554 +VAT Hanging globe ceiling fitment

3555 +VAT Put door pet play connecting tunnels

3556 +VAT 2 outdoor swing chair cushion liners

3557 +VAT 7 various sized plastic lidded storage 
containers

3558 +VAT Selection of artificial flowers and 2 inner 
cushion pads

3559 +VAT La Cafetiere Barcelona coffee for one and 
Emperial 4 in 1 blender

3560 *Withdrawn*

3561 *Withdrawn*
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3562 *Withdrawn*

3563 +VAT 2.2kg bag ofScimx Pro V-Gain vegan 
protein vanilla flavour

3564 +VAT 2.2kg bag ofScimx Pro V-Gain vegan 
protein vanilla flavour

3565 +VAT Large selection of various flavor coffee 
beans including Pack Anvil, Assembly and 
others

3566 +VAT Large selection of ground coffee in 
various flavors including Pact, My Coffee 
Station, Taylors and others

3567 +VAT Selection of various flavour coffee beans 
including Pact, Hasbean, Square Mile, 
Manhattan, Coleman and others

3568 +VAT Selection of various flavour ground 
coffees and pack of Hotel Chocolat. Salted 
Caramel drinking chocolate

3569 +VAT Selection of coffee pods including 
Tassimo, Kenco, Grind, Solimo etc

3570 +VAT Selection of various flavour L'or & 
Nespresso coffee pods

3571 +VAT Nutribuddy Breakfast & Oat Milk, Nuzest 
Clean Lean Protein, ABE Ultimate pre-workout 
and CNP Full tilt

3572 +VAT Performance protein shakes, Caffeine 
energy chews, Organic Cacao butter etc

3573 +VAT Selection of My Protein shakes including 
Impact Whey, Castein Protein, Peanut butter etc

3574 +VAT 2 packs of Grenade Carb Killa protein 
bars, Flat stomach tea curve enhancer shake 
and capsules

3575 +VAT 2 x Orkney Craft vinegar, Pure Vanilla 
extract, Saffron and The Little Coffee Co. ground 
coffee

3576 +VAT Selection of hair products including hair 
sprays, mousse, dry shampoo, regaine, root re-
touch etc

3577 +VAT Large selection of deodorants, anti-
perspirants and fragrance body sprays

3578 +VAT Deep & freeze sprays, Shaving foam & 
gels, sun protection etc

3579 +VAT Air fresheneners, Oven cleaner, Suede 
care, Air dusters, Non sting barrier film, 
Atmosphere aerosol etc

3580 +VAT Air fresheners, Jungle formula insect 
repellant, Shoe cleaner, sticky stuff remover, Tar 
Plast spray etc

3581 +VAT Philips Sonicare 9900 Prestige toothbrush 
set and 2 x Oral B Junior toothbrush sets

3582 +VAT GHD Original styler

3583 +VAT Braun Series 7 razor set, 2 x Philips 
Multigroom Series 3000, Kemei hair clippers 
and Soarfly hair clipper set

3584 +VAT Silvercrest Ionic hair dryer, Hot air styler, 
Bodywaver and Amika blow dryer brush (used)

3585 +VAT Ice superfast hairdryer, Hair curler and B-
Cure Laser classic

3586 +VAT Gramma Core Sapphire for Migraines

3587 +VAT Pulsi Air massager, Facial massager gun, 
Slendertone Abs muscle toner and Air Purifier

3588 +VAT Homestart contact grill and 3 various 
kettles

3589 +VAT 2 kettles and a desert maker

3590 +VAT Large bag of toiletries including body 
wash, hair products, serums, lotions, balms, 
moisturizers etc

3591 +VAT Bag of assorted toiletries, nail polish and 
wet wipes

3592 +VAT Bag containing Sanex, Head & Shoulders, 
Dove & Nivea assorted toiletries

3593 +VAT Selection of Justice hair products

3594 +VAT Cotton buds, cotton pads and sanitary 
ware

3595 +VAT Selection of Lynx body washes and 
Radox bath soaks

3596 +VAT Selection of Estee Lauder beauty 
products including Double Wear, mascara, 
Revitalizing Supreme cream, Advance Night 
Repair etc

3597 +VAT Selection of branded toiletries including 
La Mer, Justice, L'Oreal, Kora, Willow, Pai and 
others

3598 +VAT Bath salts, soaps, support bandages, 
razors, cotton buds, dental accessories, face 
masks and other beauty products

3599 +VAT Diptyque Velvet hand lotion 350ml & 
Diptyque Softening hand wash 350ml

3600 +VAT Selection of assorted cosmetics including 
NARS, Charlotte Tilbury, Lancome, No. 7, Il 
Makiage and others

3601 +VAT Smiffy's Michael Jackson ' Bad Costume'

3602 +VAT 9 assorted size and design jigsaw puzzles

3603 +VAT Selection of soft cuddly toys including TY, 
Disney etc

3604 +VAT 10 toys including No Stress Chess, 
Frozen magic sleeve, Beano marbles, Outdoor 
Explorer kit, Scrabble etc
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3605 +VAT Fisher Price Smart Stages Puppy. 
Sensory stacking rings, play tent, Robo-Chi Pet 
chicken, Dinosaur & Farm animal figures etc

3606 +VAT Bag of novelty toys, fidget pop mats, 
diggers, Toomies hoover etc

3607 +VAT Boxing gloves, skipping ropes, shin pads, 
Rifle target set, football and The Claw surfboard 
grips

3608 +VAT 2 x Rastar r/c LaFerrari model cars

3609 +VAT 11 toys including Dino Dentist, Play-Doh, 
Watergun backpack, R/C Thomas Tank, jigsaws 
etc

3610 +VAT Selection of soft cuddly toys

3611 +VAT 11 x Collectable Pop! vinyl figures 
including Endeavour, Cat Woman, the Riddler, 
Tracer, Nitros Oxide, Harley Quinn etc

3612 +VAT 8 boxed games including Glass Chess, 
Water Doodle mat, Humpty Dumpty Wall game, 
Snakes & Ladders, Smiggle Time Teacher etc

3613 +VAT Selection of art, craft & stationery 
including colouring pens, pencils, paints, 
highlighters, activity magazines, kits etc

3614 +VAT Selection of games including Library 
Labyrinth, Brainbox Pictures, Craft kits, glow 
bands, puzzles, White clay etc

3615 +VAT LEGO 10282 Adidas Originals Superstar 
trainer kit 731pcs (sealed)

3616 +VAT Judge Dredd Helter Skelter games, Robo 
Alive Snake & Lizard, Rock Pool Explorer Kit, 
Drone, Gross Worm and r/c helicopter

3617 +VAT 5 sealed Lego kits including City, Creator, 
Technic and 2 large bags of loose Lego

3618 +VAT Selection of fancy dress costumes and 
wigs

3619 +VAT Selection of fancy dress costumes, wigs, 
masks and accessories

3620 +VAT Officer of the Watch (oow) MCA Oral 
exam training cards, 6 x Cards Against 
Humanity sets and other card games

3621 +VAT McLaren Technology Centre 15 
November 2011 presented by Akzonobel model 
F1 car

3622 +VAT 2 Burago Bugatti model cars and 8 
various Hot Wheel model cars

3623 +VAT Revell, Lord of the Rings & other model 
kits, Warhammer model magazine, Ghostbuster 
model magazine and model parts

3624 +VAT Bag of novelty toys, play mats, bubble 
wands, balloons etc

3625 +VAT Tactical Experience helmet, cycle helmet, 
Zoea bat, tennis balls, pump, training cones etc

3626 +VAT Supreme skateboard deck

3627 +VAT Footballs & goal keeper gloves

3628 +VAT Smack Down Stone Cold Steve Austin 
Series 5 Figure, Elite Collection Johnny 
Gargano figure & Hulk Hogan figure

3629 +VAT Devil May Cry 4 Play Arts Action Figure 
KA1 Nero

3630 +VAT 5 collectable figures including Super 
Saiyan 4 Goku, Rin Tohsaka, Lex Luthor etc

3631 +VAT DC Comics Superwoman doll, Barbie You 
Can be Anything set, Spiderman figure, Talk & 
Sing Shimmer doll etc

3632 +VAT Pelham Puppets Snoopy puppet

3633 +VAT Selection of collectable trading cards 
including Aston Martin Sebastian Vettel, NBA 
Hoops basketball, Digimon , Topps Chrome etc

3634 +VAT Large selection of Pokémon trading cards 
Approx 2016 to 2022

3635 +VAT Disney Woody Interactive talking action 
figure and Vegetable garden set

3636 +VAT Yuanzu tropical design ring top curtains, 
Large throw, pillowcases, memory cushion and 
inner cushion pad

3637 +VAT Yuanzu ring top football design curtains, 
pillowcases, shower curtains, beach towel, 
double duvet set, door stop, cushion, cushion 
covers etc

3638 +VAT 2 blue 'In Loving Memory Cousin & 
Nephew' memorial flower pots and vase

3639 +VAT Fabric care kits, collapsible canes, Royal 
Mail presentation pack (empty), storage boxes 
and sundry items

3640 +VAT Sugar rush pro work out waist band, Nike 
wristbands, Salomon waterbottle, 4kg kettlebell, 
skipping rope and 1 ankle weight

3641 +VAT 2 Sass & Belle gold colour vases and 
Garden ceramic planter

3642 +VAT GES 17.3 holdall, backpacks, lunch bag, 
drawstring bag and others

3643 +VAT Flat pack clothes rail, Gigaset A270A 
telephone set, tape dispenser, Pack of cards 
design tray & dishes, hessian sacks, Clip on 
Magnifier light, Symphony light etc

3644 +VAT ResMed AirFit F20 nasal mask, Aile X5 
electronic sphygmomanometers, Smart Neck 
Massager and massage gun

3645 +VAT Silentnight King Size 10.5 tog duvet
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3646 +VAT Silentnight double 10.5 tog duvet

3647 +VAT Large bag of household sundries, leather 
& fabric care kits, dry board kit, Ralph Lauren 
wallpaper, large button telephone, baskets etc

3648 +VAT Rainbow throw & one other, single duvet 
set, placemats, tea towels, cushion covers, oven 
gloves etc

3649 +VAT Silvercross & Komfort Me baby accessory 
bags, SNuz fitted sheets, Disney baby duvet set, 
bumper pads, Dinosaur cable holder etc

3650 +VAT Ice Superfast hairdryer

3651 +VAT Tower CeraGlide steam iron, Shaver 
adaptors, 2 5th Season Aromatherapy diffusers, 
Braun Clean & Renew pack, wonder hanger and 
wax melts

3652 +VAT Rainberg frying pan, grill pan, Harvey 
William cereal bowls, Samsung water filter, 
chopping board, canisters, vacuum seal bags 
etc

3653 +VAT Health Products: Foley Catheterization 
trays, Zetuvit Plus Silicone borders, Tegaderm 
foam adhesives, Aquacel Extra, height chart and 
Sports knee support cushion

3654 +VAT Bosch Easy Prune, Moisture measure, 
Soaker hose, 3 pce spray gun set, garden lights, 
gazebo cover etc

3655 +VAT Seal tight wound care protector, 
Compression garments, F&P nasal masks, 
Sonic toothbrush set, ResMed Vira/ Bacterial 
filters, pill box and wig

3656 +VAT Zakami and double knit wools, lengths of 
fabric, Rainbow Macrame Kit, Card making kit 
and Craft magazine

3657 +VAT Backpacks, lap top sleeves, travel & 
laundry bags etc

3658 +VAT Large bag of household sundries, 
wallpaper, stationery, roll of cork, picture frames 
etc

3659 +VAT Large non slip mat, large throw, 2 
Silentnight electric blankets and shower curtains

3660 +VAT King size duvet set, bath mat, hot water 
bottle, soft covers etc

3661 +VAT Reebok boxing gloves & wrap, RDX shin 
pads, Boxing bag bracket, resistance bands, bat 
grip cone and canoe cover

3662 +VAT MT full dressage pad, Eskadron big 
square saddle cloth Size VS, HKM saddle pad 
Size VS, riding crop, Dever comport noseband 
and Solantel application gun

3663 +VAT Nike backpack, cool bag, gift bags, 
mattress storage bag and tote bag

3664 +VAT Tripp Super Lite 4W holdall and Tripp 
Ultra Lite holdall

3665 +VAT Black & Decker strimmer wire, rake 
heads, parasol base, Wild bird suet pellets, Slug 
gone pellets, grass seed etc

3666 +VAT Pet accessories including bed, harnesses, 
collars, toys, dog disposable diapers, ball 
launcher. waste bags etc

3667 +VAT Set of smart scales, Redy Wrap calf & foot 
compression wraps, Ralvo medicated plaster, 
Box 1ml syringes, RedMed nasal mask, Tresiba 
insulin etc

3668 +VAT Whistling kettle, cordless kettle, microsafe 
bacon cooker, storage containers, placemats, 
canisters, 60m roll foil, whisky glasses etc

3669 +VAT Large bag of household sundries, 
incense, mop head, wallpaper, 10m roll sticky 
back plastic, A3 ring binder, baskets etc

3670 +VAT Selection of water bottles and travel mugs 
including Longrich, Waterdrop Sho and others

3671 +VAT Large picnic blanket, throw, tablecloth, 
cushion, draught excluder, ring top curtains etc

3672 +VAT Ulster Weaver shopper bags, Nike 
backpack, Fair Trade Jute bags and PSA 
symbol bags

3673 +VAT Hedgehog door stop, large non slip rug, 
cushion covers, String door curtain, pillowcases, 
aprons and tea towels

3674 +VAT Goblin hand held vacuum cleaner, Shark, 
Dyson, Henry & other vacuum heads, poles and 
accessories

3675 +VAT Table top washing machine, Leather & 
Fabric Care kits, magazine rack, Lunar storage 
box, camera tripod, wooden wall shelves, trays 
etc

3676 +VAT Royal Selangor Bunnies' Day Out Helter 
Skelter Music Box

3677 +VAT Aluminium pizza peel, 2 packs Brita water 
filters, Stovetop waffle maker, Lunch box set, 
Icing nozzel set, napkins etc

3678 +VAT Flameless candle lights, Chrome bead 
light shades, paper lamp shade, Stotta Ikea strip 
lights, night light, Music scene light etc

3679 +VAT 3 x Amika Hair blow dryer brushes (used)

3680 +VAT Selection of wool, string, Knitting pattern 
book, tassel fringe and embroidery kit

3681 +VAT Exotic Ankara Fabric, hessian and other 
lengths of fabrics
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3682 +VAT Trail knee skins, Srixon golf balls and 
indoor golf set, Senshi hand grips, Trekking 
poles, boxing gloves, Head tennis balls, 
Shuttlecocks, Gold star sports belts etc

3683 +VAT 2 large Composition dog coats

3684 +VAT Active Sports Junior sleeping bag, Euro 
Hike 200 Mummy sleeping bag, Trakker 
Tempest Advance 150 insect panel, Canvas 
game bag, sleeping bag storage bag and 
collapsible kettle

3685 +VAT 2 large non slip mats, throw, pillow, 
cushion, place mats, set of towels and shower 
curtains

3686 +VAT Cased artist set, Lancaster & Gidding 
Pewter picture frame, fabric care kits, storage 
chest, adjustable walking sticks and sundry 
items

3687 +VAT The House of Balmoral, Scotland All wool 
throw

3688 +VAT Single duvet sets, John Lewis throw, 
pillowcases, cushion covers, Bee design 
cushion, tea towels and travel towel

3689 +VAT Irregular Sleep pattern Terracotta duvet 
set and Irregular Sleep Paradox fitted sheet and 
pillowcases

3690 +VAT Brass tray, brass inkwell set (af), coat 
hangers, dog ornament, luggage straps, 
cosmetic organizer, wallpaper and sundry items

3691 +VAT OMM chest pod, Tool storage bag, gift 
bags, backpacks, Pedro holdall etc

3692 +VAT Thule lap top sleeve, Targus Spruce 15.6" 
lap top backpack, Carhartt Phillis backpack and 
Halford waterproof handlebar bag

3693 +VAT Beldray retractable clothes line, large 
garden fruit net, hose pipe, Wasp nest powder, 
watering can, patio furniture covers, growing tray 
etc

3694 +VAT ResMed nasal masks, Sure Smart Duo 
blood glucose monitor, ResMed Climate Lines, 
back support, Philips Side Stream Plus 
nebulizers, Pelican ModaVi pouches and 
personal protection face masks

3695 +VAT Sass & Belle tractor bookends, Seraphine 
baby skin to skin top, Tomee Tippee bottle & 
food warmer, 2 wooden swing seats, cot bumper 
set, cot cat net, baby pillowcases etc

3696 +VAT 8 x pairs of mixed shoes, to include Fila, 
Nike, Next etc, in various styles and sizes

3697 +VAT USED - 11 pairs of mixed shoes in various 
styles and sizes

3698 +VAT USED - 10 pairs of trainers in various 
styles and sizes

3699 +VAT USED - 8 pairs of various slippers and 
boots of various styles and colours

3700 +VAT Pair of Dr Martens AirWair boots in black. 
UK size 6

3701 +VAT Pair of Dr Martens Magdalena boots in 
black, UK size 7 (slight signs of wear)

3702 +VAT Pair of Converse Play Chuck Taylor 
trainer shoes, UK size 5

3703 +VAT Pair of Nike Dunk Hi / Ambush trainers, 
UK size 9.5 - with box

3704 +VAT Pair of Dolce & Gabbana Bianca high heel 
sandals, UK size unknown. Some damage to 
rose relief (wrong dust bag)

3705 +VAT Pair of Valentino Lovelatch Cage 100 
black / beige heeled shoes, size 39, with dust 
bag

3706 +VAT Pair of Marc Jacobs Plum heeled shoes in 
black / gold, size 39, with dust bag (signs of 
wear)

3707 +VAT Pair of Christian Dior pink heeled mules, 
size 39 (signs of wear)

3708 +VAT Pair of pink Burberry wedged sandals, 
size 39 (heavy signs of wear)

3709 +VAT 3 x boxed pairs of: Dunlop Carla slippers 
in black, size UK 5; Sketchers On-the-Go 
Performance Sandals in mauve, size UK 6 
(signs of wear); Office Mixer - Two Part Stilettos 
in gold, UK size 7

3710 +VAT 3 x boxed pairs of: Linzi Twyla trainers in 
cream, size 4; Superga Alpina trainer boots in 
cream, size UK 7; Aldo trainers in black, size UK 
10

3711 +VAT 2 x boxed pairs of: Clarks Un Globe Sport 
trainers in grey, size UK 7; Clarks Pure Easy 
shoe in sand, size 5.5

3712 +VAT Pair of Nine West heeled ankle boots in 
black, size 11

3713 +VAT Pair of boxed TOMS Alpargata shoes in 
white / multi print, size UK 4.5

3714 +VAT Pair of boxed Converse All Star trainers in 
black, size UK 5

3715 +VAT Pair of boxed Just Fab Giada heeled 
shoes in black, size UK 6

3716 +VAT Pair of boxed Joe Browns heeled ankle 
boots in red, size UK 5

3717 +VAT Pair of boxed Una Healy Xanadu heeled 
sandals in rose, size 5
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3718 +VAT 9 x pairs of sandals, to include Sweet 
Suede, The March & Primark etc, in various 
styles and sizes

3719 +VAT 7 x pairs of shoes, to include, Bombas, 
Style Matchmakers & Simply Be, in various 
styles and sizes

3720 +VAT 2 x pairs of Vans trainer / shoes; 1 x black 
multi print (signs of wear), UK size 5, 1 x Classic 
black / white, UK size 7.5

3721 +VAT 3 x pairs of footwear; 1 x Pull & Bear 
trainers in cream, size UK 8; 1 x Sketchers Work 
Bronwood shoes in black, size UK 8 (with box); 
1 x Reebok Rewind Run trainers in black, size 
UK 4 (with box)

3722 +VAT 3 x pairs of shoes (with boxes); 1 x Clarks 
Couture Bloom pumps in black, size UK 5; 1 x 
Clarks Morven Sail boat shoes in tan, size UK 9; 
1 x Vionic Lloyd boat shoes in navy, size UK 9

3723 +VAT 4 x pairs of footwear (with boxes); 1 x 
Dolcis Winlove ankle boots in burgundy, size UK 
8; 1 x Coolers Summer Fruits shoes in plum, 
size 8; 1 x Hotter Livvy II in navy, size UK 7; 1 x 
Urban Outfitters knee length boots in black, size 
UK 5

3724 +VAT Pair of Lamoda platform shoes in black 
with pink hearts, size 6

3725 +VAT Pair of Portobella Art hand painted Yoda 
hi top trainers, size 4 (with box)

3726 +VAT Pair of Converse Chuck Taylor All Star 
trainers in black, size UK 9

3727 +VAT Pair of Rieker Sneaker shoe/trainers in 
grey/multi, size EUR 39 (with box)

3728 +VAT Pair of Love Moschino wrap over logo 
slider in black, size UK 6 (with box)

3729 +VAT Pair of Saucony Ride 14 trainers in black, 
size UK 10.5 (with box)

3730 +VAT Pair of Roamers ankle boots in navy, size 
11 (with box)

3731 +VAT Pair of Geox Charlene pumps in black, 
size UK 7.5 (with box)

3732 +VAT Pair of La Sportiva Finale climbing shoes 
in black / orange, size UK 7

3733 +VAT Pair of Dune Kamilea ankle strap wedges 
in tan, size 8 (with box)

3734 +VAT Pair of Converse All Star Mary Jane 
shoes in leopard print, size UK 5

3735 +VAT Pair of Converse All Star trainers in 
metalic white, size UK 5 (with box)

3736 +VAT Pair of New Balance Running Course 
trainers in light pint / rose gold, size UK 6 (with 
box)

3737 +VAT Pair of New Balance 550 trainers in white, 
size UK 5 (with box)

3738 +VAT Pair of Adidas Retropy F2 trainers in 
white, size UK 9 (with box)

3739 +VAT Pair of New Balance trainers in green / 
plum, size UK 5

3740 +VAT Pair of Kurt Geiger Vegan Rigged sandals 
in cream, size 38 (with box)

3741 +VAT Pair of J D Wlliams ankle boots in tan, 
size UK 9 (with box)

3742 +VAT Pair of Dr Martens 1461 Mono shoes in 
white, size UK 11 (with box)

3743 +VAT Cat Mate Elite I D disc cat flap. Dog 
casino mind game, Lurcher collar, harness, ball 
launchers, muzzle, pet carrier etc

3744 +VAT Shark, Henry & Gtech vacuum cleaner 
replacement heads, poles etc together with 
Numatic and other dust bags

3745 +VAT Charles Owen Wellington Classic Horse 
Riding helmet

3746 +VAT Selection of water bottles, travel & coffee 
mugs

3747 +VAT 2 x Point Two life jackets and Barbour life 
jacket

3748 +VAT Large & small cushions, duvet cover, 2 
sofa covers, non slip bath mat and small brown 
rug

3749 +VAT VW picnic blanket, John Lewis throw, 
mattress & pillow protectors, door mat, hair 
dresser cape, household wipes etc

3750 +VAT Puma Challenger duffle bag, Herschel 
Marvel backpack, Ann-Marie Lyric tote bags etc

3751 +VAT Music stand, Chillmax Air, wall clocks, 
household wipes, tape dispenser, empty 
jewellery boxes, Easter wreath etc

3752 +VAT Gazebo cover, hose pipe and hose 
attachments, water butt stand, greenhouse 
cover, rubber brush head etc

3753 +VAT 3 x 5 tier cake stands, 2 wooden chopping 
boards, Silicone utensil set, Toasted snack 
crimpers, Coffee filters, Multi function food cutter 
and Squeeze station

3754 +VAT Philips Wake-Up Light Alarm Clock with 
sunrise simulation and radio functions
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3755 +VAT Philips Hue & Daigie Atmosphere lights, 
lamp shade and other lighting, radio alarm clock, 
Cuckoo clock, desk fountain, wheelie bin sacks 
etc

3756 +VAT 4 decorative handheld fans and Vintage 
table top miniature crochet set

3757 +VAT Cricut Joy smart cutting machine (no 
power lead)

3758 +VAT Oven Pride cleaners, Coffee machine 
cleaner, Fabric care, Moth repellent, Descaler, 
Hair growth serum etc

3759 +VAT Large bag of household sundries, pegs, 
Elephant ornament, hoover dust bags & 
attachments, luggage straps, model parts, ice 
packs, Meccano angle brackets, stationery etc

3760 +VAT Household sundries including Actim alarm 
clock, Battery safe bags, Spigen card holder, 
stationery, wild seed papers, Compass 
binoculars, storage bags, cushion covers etc

3761 Pallet containing mixed baby clothing ages 3 
and under

3762 Selection of various baby accessories to include 
bibs, socks, hats, etc

3763 Selection of kids accessories to include hats, 
socks, suspenders, etc

3764 +VAT Disney Parks Loungefly sequin Minnie 
Mouse backpack

3765 Pamina Kids Wear girls cupcake skirt in fuchsia 
age 5

3766 Burberry London baby bright blue snow suit age 
18 months

3767 +VAT Canada Goose ladies gilet jacket in black 
size 2XS with box, hanger and garment bag 
(some signs of use)

3768 Selection of clothing to include Joules, Boden, 
Little Green Radicals, Mori and JoJo Maman 
Bebe

3769 Selection of children's sportswear to include 
Adidas, Nike, Hype, etc

3770 Selection of children's designer clothing to 
include Polo Ralph Lauren, DKNY, Armani 
Exchange, Confiture, Stella McCartney and Ted 
Baker

3771 Selection of Zara & Co children's clothing in 
various styles and sizes

3772 Selection of Next children's clothing in various 
styles and sizes

3773 Pallet containing mixed children's clothing ages 
4+

3774 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3775 +VAT Jacquemus mini handbag in orange with 
dust bag

3776 +VAT Ted Baker leather puffer small matinee 
purse in teal blue

3777 +VAT Ngaos the book handbag in rosewood 
with dust bag

3778 +VAT Ngaos candy fairyland handbag in light 
green with dust bag

3779 +VAT Selection of coffee mugs, ornaments, 
glassware etc

3780 +VAT Health products including full body mesh 
split leg sling, Accu-Chek, LED magnifying 
glasses, Micro-Fine pen needles, face masks 
etc

3781 +VAT Water bottles, milk frother, Chop wizard, 
cutlery, moulds, Apple divider, chop sticks, 
packs of loose tea etc

3782 +VAT 2 boxes containing 60 wooden hangers 
and a box of plastic hangers

3783 +VAT 2 pink wipe proof cushions and 5 cushion 
inner pads

3784 +VAT 4 large picture frames and 1 smaller

3785 +VAT Motorbike pannier bags and Ziploc space 
bags

3786 +VAT Silver Cross buggy apron, Bamboo 
memory cot pillows, plastic cultery, Milk storage 
bags, buggy parasol etc

3787 +VAT 2 Kids Disney Character design pull along 
suitcases

3788 +VAT First Figures Luigi & Polterpup 9" PVC 
painted statue

3789 +VAT 5 various design lampshades, step wicker 
basket and 2 expanding folders

3790 +VAT Deep fryer, draining rack, door mat, 
trouser hangers and writing board

3791 +VAT Ladida baby bather, Childrens toilet 
trainer seat and support cushion

3792 +VAT Sodastream Spirit Decor edition

3793 +VAT Pinnicle Vango 32L cool box

3794 +VAT 2 boxes of 250 large brown SOS bags 
and 2 packs of flat pack boxes

3795 +VAT Gothic Arch large garden mirror

3796 +VAT XL holdall, Multi colour rug, jewellery 
stand and 2 leaf privacy screens
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3797 +VAT Selection of rocks & ornaments including 
Amethyst, Quartz, Himalayan salt tea light 
holders and New Shot wall art

3798 +VAT Soda Stream Spirit sparkling water maker

3799 +VAT Box containing a large quantity of slate 
picture frames

3800 +VAT Large box of plastic hangers

3801 +VAT Pink and green plastic stools and to large 
feather cushion pads

3802 +VAT Shakti yoga mats, Donut stand, curtain 
tension rods and 5 boxes of confetti

3803 +VAT Hornby Station Terminus (af)

3804 +VAT Large bag of household sundries, craft 
packs, Religious plaques & ornament, Gothic 
goblets, lint removers, hip flast, brass key, glue 
gun, plant tie and more

3805 +VAT Large bag of household sundries 
including Harley Davidson pouch, Lighting up 
kit, hose attachments, kitchen, Health & 
stationery products, lavender heat bottle and 
more

3806 +VAT Dumbell set, golf balls & tees, injury 
supports, straps, Occlusion cuff, basketball nets 
etc

3807 +VAT Pet accessories including Anti barking 
device, Aquarium Auto dosing device, Paw 
Track, Delta Therm flat heater, leads, toys, 
horse bit etc

3808 +VAT Length of Gardenya Keten fabric, wool, 
Bargello kit, craft packs etc

3809 +VAT Small bag of scented candles

3810 +VAT Tetley tea pot, 2 mugs and a glass vase 
(af)

3811 +VAT White Vinegar, Caustic soda, shoe & 
leather cleaner, washing up liquid, polish, Slime, 
Bubblz etc

3812 +VAT Pet products including shampoo, Tap 
Water safe, Blanketweed treatment, Equine 
Frog Oil spray, Fly Repellant, Cat nip bubbles 
together with Ant Bait stations, Tree & Weed 
killer, plant feed etc

3813 +VAT Shimano Big Baitrunner LC fishing reel, 
line, Z3 wireless bait alarm set, catapult and BB 
bullets

3814 +VAT Dyson Airwrap complete long

3815 +VAT Suri Sonic toothbrush, Oral B Pro 3 3500 
Gift edition toothbrush set and Waterpik water 
flosser

3816 +VAT Medela Mini electric breast pump and 
Minio Electric breast pump

3817 +VAT Kenwood hand mixer, Mini waffle maker 
and Bosch Tassimo coffee maker (af)

3818 +VAT Knee massager, LED nail lamp, 2 in 1 
Epilator kit and Multifunctional beauty kit

3819 +VAT Opatra Dermisonic anti aging device

3820 +VAT GHD V gold hair styler and GHD Max 
styler

3821 +VAT Remington & Revlon hair dryers and 2 x 
Amika hair blow dryer brushes (used)

3822 +VAT Amika blowout babe thermal brush, 
Bellezza hot air brush, Beauty Works The Waver 
kit and Portable cordless automatic curler

3823 +VAT Shimano Ultegra 14000 CI4+ 14000XTC 
fishing reel

3824 +VAT Shimano Ultegra 14000 CI4+ 14000XTC 
fishing reel

3825 +VAT Shimano Ultegra 14000 CI4+ 14000XTC 
fishing reel

3826 +VAT Nike Air Force 1 Low '07 Glitch Swoosh 
White Orange size 9.5

3827 +VAT Boden Striped Runner Trainers size EU 
38

3828 +VAT DB Shoes Diss White/Mustard trainers 
size 6

3829 +VAT DB Shoes Diss White/Pink trainers size 6

3830 Safety Jogger Bestboy safety boots size 10 (box 
damaged)

3831 +VAT 8 pairs of sandals to include a pair of 
Skechers On The Go Flow size 5

3832 +VAT Bag of 15 pairs of sandals and slippers

3833 +VAT Bag of 13 pairs of mixed ladies shoes

3834 Bag of 11 pairs of childrens shoes to include a 
pair of Nike Phantom trainers size 4.5 (used) 
and a pair of Nike Jordan trainers size 10 (used)

3835 +VAT Bag of 7 pairs of mixed shoes (mostly 
used) to include a boxed pair of Gola Rey VX 
trainers size 5

3836 +VAT Bag of 16 pairs of mixed shoes and 
footwear accessories

3837 +VAT Bag of 5 pairs of mixed shoes

3838 +VAT Converse Run Star Hike Hi size 5 (used)

3839 +VAT All-Rounder Nigita Tex boots size 7

3840 +VAT AllRounder Noomie Tex size 7

3841 +VAT Allrounder Sakita Tek size 7
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3842 +VAT Dr Martens 1460 boots size 11 (used)

3843 +VAT Nike Air Max 270G Golf Shoes size 9.5

3844 +VAT Adidas Yeezy Boost 350 V2 Core Black 
White size 12

3845 +VAT Nike Air Jordan 1 Mid Triple White 
childrens trainers size 6

3846 +VAT Reebok NPC II MU trainers size 9.5

3847 +VAT Nike Air Max Verona womens trainers 
size 4.5

3848 +VAT Adidas Samba Vegan size 8

3849 +VAT Adidas Forum Low womens trainers size 
3

3850 +VAT Ugg Cozette womens slippers size 7

3851 +VAT Nike Air Jordan 1 Mid Diamond Shorts 
size 6 (signs of use)

3852 +VAT Nike Air Jordan 1 Retro Low Golf Triple 
White size 9

3853 +VAT Ugg Oh Yeah womens slippers size 8

3854 +VAT La Sportiva TX5 GTX boots size 9.5

3855 +VAT Vans Classic Slip On size 9 and a pair of 
Vans Old Skool size 6

3856 +VAT Lacoste Hapona strap leather shoes size 
6

3857 +VAT Adidas Solar Blaze M size 8 and a pair of 
New Balance 237 size 3

3858 +VAT Nike Joyride Dual Run womens trainers 
size 8.5

3859 Nike Dunk Low Retro Black White childrens 
shoes size 5.5

3860 +VAT Meindl Rapide Lady GTX boots size 7

3861 +VAT Clarks Kaylin Cara 2 size 6 and a pair of 
Clarks Freckle Walk size 6

3862 +VAT Adidas X Ghosted .3 size 8

3863 +VAT Skechers Quick Getaway size 6

3864 +VAT Ego Mia platform heel sandals size 6 and 
a pair of Pavers silver floral sandals size 7

3865 +VAT La Redoute gold sandals size EU 40 and 
a pair of Birkenstock sandals size 5

3866 +VAT Strive Chatsworth II boots size 6 and a 
pair of Vans Era trainers size 9

3867 +VAT Miss KG Emelie black suedette heels size 
EU 39 (has signs of use)

3868 +VAT Nike Air Jordan Flight Remix size 10 
(used)

3869 Bag of 9 pairs of childrens shoes to include a 
pair of Gola trainers size 9

3870 +VAT Bag of 7 pairs of mixed shoes including 
boots and heels

3871 +VAT Bag of 10 pairs of shoes, mostly trainers 
(some used), includes a pair of Svartz memory 
foam footbeds

3872 +VAT Bag of 7 pairs of shoes including boots 
and ankle boots

3873 +VAT Bag of 13 pairs of shoes to include 
sandals and slippers

3874 +VAT Bag of 14 pairs of ladies shoes

3875 +VAT Bag of 15 pairs of mixed shoes including 
heels and sandal (1 used pair)

3876 +VAT Birkenstock Madrid BS sandals size 3.5

3877 Nike Air Force 1 LE childrens shoes size 5

3878 +VAT Converse CTAS Lift Hi size 5.5

3879 +VAT Skechers Summits womens shoes size 8

3880 +VAT Converse CTAS Eva Lift size 5

3881 +VAT Bag of 7 pairs of used shoes

3882 +VAT Veja Campo Chromefree leather trainers 
size 7

3883 +VAT Bag of 12 pairs of loose used shoes

3884 +VAT Bag of 12 pairs of used shoes to include a 
pair of Nike Vapormax size 7

3885 +VAT Mallet London trainers size 7 (used)

3886 +VAT Bag of 9 pairs of used shoes including 
trainers by Nike to include a pair of Air Force 1 
trainers size 12

3887 +VAT Sézane Mocassins Noelie size EU 35

3888 +VAT Sézane Escarpins High Helena size EU 
35 (has signs of use)

3889 +VAT Bag of 7 pairs of mixed shoes

3890 +VAT Nike Air Max 90 size 11

3891 +VAT Adidas Torsion trainers size 8.5

4001 Audi A4 SE TDI CVT 1968cc 4 door Automatic 
saloon Reg FR12 RYY, First Reg 29/6/2012, 
SORN, MOT Expires 24/2/2023 Showing 
106108miles 
£3,400-3,800

4002 +VAT (2016) Ford Transit Custom 290 Limited, 
Panel Van, 1995cc, diesel, first registered 
31.10.16, mileage showing 74,955, registration 
plate WR66 ESN, 1 former keeper, v5 present 
with two keys. 
£11,000-12,000
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4003 (2013) Ford Ranger Wildtrak 4x4 Pickup TDCI 
Auto in silver, diesel 3198cc, first registered 
15/11/2013, registration plate WG63 SZF, 
mileage 117,564, Mot until 04/11/2022, one 
former keeper, V5 and 1 key, HPi checked

4021 +VAT 15ft x 8ft x 8ft steel container 
professionally converted to a site office with 
windows, secure door, lighting and power

4022 +VAT Pashley three wheeled tricycle

4023 TREK silver gents mountain bike

4024 Carrera blue gents mountain bike

4025 +VAT Bicycle-for-you red fold up bike and bag

4026 +VAT Bicycle-for-you red fold up bike and bag

4027 White and Co racing cycle

4028 Grey Carrera junior mountain bike

4029 Magnum purple and silver child's mountain bike

4030 +VAT Electric scooter

4031 Viking girls Belgravia bike

4032 Boxed Viking Belgravia child's bike

4033 Rhino silver and blue BMX

4034 Tenan Urban blue fold-up bike

4035 Green Apollo Creed child's mountain bike

4036 Btwin gents town bike

4037 Psycho Concept child's suspension mountain 
bike

4038 +VAT Ladies boxed flatpack bike

4039 3-wheel Wiggle scooter

4040 +VAT Jetson 3-wheel scooter in blue

4041 Black and white racing bike

4042 Giant grey electric bike, no charger, no key

4043 Black BMX

4044 Maxim pink and purple girls mountain bike

4045 Jetson electric bike with charger

4046 BSA vintage racing cycle

4047 Metropolitan blue town biike

4048 Vintage black butcher's style bike with front 
basket

4049 Aomeisi fold-up silver bike

4050 Magma Creation green suspension child's 
mountain bike

4051 +VAT Polo Vault boxed child's bike

4052 Flash rider 360 wiggle bike

4053 Hosepipe, pick-axe, and quantity of 'Caution 
Wet Floor' signs

4054 Climbing wall attachments

4055 +VAT Plastic drain cover

4056 Wheelbarrow of assorted tools inc. 
hedgecutters, spades, angles, forks, kneeling 
pads, etc.

4057 +VAT Half an underbay cont. dry playpit sand, 
sawdust, floor grids, miracle grow, compost, 
small bird spike

4058 Half underbay cont. tools inc. saws, files, 
measures, screwdrivers, kneeling pads, etc.

4059 2x skateboard ramps

4060 +VAT 3x Hoselock telescopic watering systems

4061 Pair of chainsaw trousers

4062 Hawksmoor boxed petrol powered brush cutter

4063 Petrol powered strimmer with broken shaft

4064 Husquarvana orange petrol powered strimmer

4065 Titan petrol powered chainsaw

4066 Titan electric chainsaw

4067 Hyundai blue petrol multi-tool with brush cutter, 
chainsaw, hedgecutter attachments

4068 +VAT Stihl HS45 petrol powered hedgecutter 
with box

4069 +VAT Boxed MacCulloch petrol powered 
strimmer

4070 Yellow Cabrino petrol powered strimmer

4071 2x green battery powered strimmers with no 
batteries or charger

4072 Honda petrol powered strimmer

4073 Flymo electric strimmer and a red petrol 
powered homelight strimmer

4074 Red Homelite petrol powered bent shaft 
strimmer

4075 Green petrol powered bench shaft strimmer

4076 MacCulloch yellow petrol powered chainsaw

4077 Bucket of garden shears

4078 Robin petrol powered hedge cutter

4079 *Withdrawn*

4080 Stihl TX400 petrol powered disc cutter with oil, 
fuel, diamond blade and one other blade

4081 +VAT Fold-up 4-wheel trolley
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4082 +VAT Boxed flat-pack veg trug

4083 +VAT 2x Igloo cool boxes

4084 2x fold-up directors style chairs

4085 4 industrial style lights

4086 +VAT 5x white plastic trays

4087 Vintage sieve, wooden rake and a hoe

4088 +VAT Illuminated reindeer

4089 +VAT Illuminated reindeer

4090 +VAT 2x plastic rattan style troughs and a 
pressure sprayer

4091 +VAT 2x birdfeeding stations, a buddha and a 
small water feature

4092 +VAT Jerry Lopez surfboard

4093 +VAT Jerry Lopez surfboard

4094 +VAT 3x boxed LED vintage string-lights and a 
birch branch light

4095 +VAT 5x assorted garden pots and a birdfeeder

4096 +VAT Pelican plastic canoe

4097 +VAT Skateboard base

4098 +VAT Roughneck shovel and a trench spade

4099 Boxed gazebo

4100 +VAT Boxed garden parsol

4101 +VAT 1x bag bark and 1x bag compost

4102 +VAT 3x rolls rubber and some click-together 
matting

4103 +VAT Boxed balance board

4104 +VAT Stack of artificial greenery

4105 2x paraffin heaters

4106 2x boxes of screws, washers, bolts, nuts and 
various other items

4107 Wheelbarrow cont. various tools inc. hoes, 
edging trowels, spades, sledgehammers, mesh, 
saws, socket sets, etc.

4108 Small bundle of tools inc. lawn aerator, rakes, 
lopper, etc.

4109 +VAT Keter boxed go bar

4110 +VAT Royal baby boxed dinosaur bike

4111 +VAT 5 pet friendly salt tubs

4112 2x boxes small flowerpots

4113 +VAT 8x pieces grey garden edging

4114 2x 20m Hozelock hosepipe reels with 
attachments

4115 2x 20m Hozelock hosepipe reels with 
attachments

4116 2x 20m Hozelock hosepipe reels with 
attachments

4117 2x 20m Hozelock hosepipe reels with 
attachments

4118 2x 20m Hozelock hosepipe reels with 
attachments

4119 2x 20m Hozelock hosepipe reels with 
attachments

4120 2x 20m Hozelock hosepipe reels with 
attachments

4121 2x 20m Hozelock hosepipe reels with 
attachments

4122 2x 20m Hozelock hosepipe reels with 
attachments

4123 2x 20m Hozelock hosepipe reels with 
attachments

4124 2x 20m Hozelock hosepipe reels with 
attachments

4125 2x 20m Hozelock hosepipe reels with 
attachments

4126 5x 15m Hozelock hoses

4127 5x 15m Hozelock hoses

4128 5x 15m Hozelock hoses

4129 5x 15m Hozelock hoses

4130 2x 30m Hozelock hose reels

4131 2x 30m Hozelock hose reels

4132 2x 30m Hozelock hose reels

4133 2x 30m Hozelock hose reels

4134 2x 30m Hozelock hose reels

4135 2x 30m Hozelock hose reels

4136 2x 30m Hozelock hose reels

4137 2x 30m Hozelock hose reels

4138 2x 30m Hozelock hose reels

4139 2x 30m Hozelock hose reels

4140 +VAT Boxed Razor electric scooter

4141 +VAT Boxed Razor electric scooter

4142 Bike rack

4143 Thule bike rack

4144 +VAT Flat pack plastic wheelbarrow

4145 Galvanised bath

4146 Plastic Halfords roof box
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4148 +VAT Large boxed cantilever parasol

4149 +VAT Large round tile topped garden table with 
rattan oval seating and a beige parasol

4150 +VAT Large round high topped garden table 
firepit complete with 6x rattan high chairs

4151 Stainless steel gas BBQ

4152 +VAT Rattan 3-seater sofa with canopy, 2 side 
chairs and a small table (cushions inc.)

4153 +VAT Rattan 3-seater sofa with canopy, 2 side 
chairs and a small table (cushions inc.)

4154 +VAT Rattan love seat

4155 +VAT Novera pagola in 5 boxes

4156 +VAT Flat pack Deckboy storage box

4157 +VAT Metal mesh garden chair

4158 +VAT 2x Lafuma deck chairs, 1 damaged

4159 +VAT Large 3 seater black metal hammock with 
grey cushions

4160 +VAT Wooden 2 seater love seat

4161 +VAT White metal framed garden lounger

4162 +VAT L-shaped rattan garden set with footstool

4163 2x wooden garden loungers

4164 +VAT 3 piece garden set consisting of 2x wicker 
style chairs and a glass topped coffee table

4165 +VAT Large red chimnea or fire pit

4166 +VAT Large rattan-style double swinging egg 
chair

4167 +VAT Large rattan-style double swinging egg 
chair

4168 +VAT Boxed Outdoor Living fire bowl

4169 +VAT Napoleon charcoal boxed BBQ

4170 +VAT Keter boxed patio cooler and beverage 
cart

4171 +VAT Keter boxed patio cooler and beverage 
cart

4172 Small silver charcoal BBQ

4173 +VAT Large black round fire pit

4174 +VAT Boxed garden lounger

4175 +VAT Large black and silver gas BBQ

4176 +VAT Flat pack BBQ

4177 +VAT Large rattan-style egg shaped single 
garden swing

4178 Pallet of assorted slate

4179 7x large potted plants

4180 +VAT White UPVC glazed window

4181 4x assorted water butts

4182 4x garden chair frames, no cushions

4183 9x sheets of plywood

4184 +VAT 2x arched cream windows

4185 Approx. 4m x 4.2m astroturf

4186 1x pallet containing 4x terracotta pots, 1 
concrete pot and a terracotta pipe

4187 4x concrete and an assortment of various other 
pots

4188 Metal garden chair, plastic and metal rack

4189 4x pieces rectangular trellis

4190 5x 3' fence panels

4191 3x 6' fence panels

4192 Some short panels of OSB board

4193 +VAT Flat pack storage box

4194 2x drainage gulleys

4195 +VAT 5x wheeled metal multi-shelf cages

4196 Wooden love seat

4197 Round metal garden table and 2x metal chairs

4198 Wooden oval garden table and 6x matching 
chairs

4199 2x wooden folding garden chairs

4200 Galvanised oval container

4201 Set of small boat wheels

4202 Pallet of assorted plastic and terracotta pots

4203 Rrectagular wooden garden table

4204 Wooden garden bench

4205 Large 2-section grey metal rack

4206 3x pieces of concrete reinforcement mesh

4207 Blue black and orange metal rack

4208 Pallet of timber

4209 Pallet of long timber lengths

4210 Builders muck bucket

4211 8x storm drain covers

4212 4x metal drain covers

4213 Pallet of barrier fencing

4214 Wooden picnic bench

4215 Wooden picnic bench
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4216 Large chicken house on wheels

4217 20x stacking crates

4218 20x stacking crates

4219 13x small plastic crates

4220 6x bags of joist hangers

4221 Builder's muck bucket

4222 Wooden picnic bench

4223 Bag of wooden offcuts

4224 Bag of kindling/wooden offcuts

4225 Bag of wooden offcuts

4226 3x pallets assorted pots, water features, parasol 
stand, etc.

4227 Small qty. of door frame parts

4228 Small qty. of beading strips

4229 11x large planks

4230 Pallet of long lengths of old timber

4231 10x pieces of timber

4232 6x large pieces timber

4233 10x pieces of long timber

4234 10x pieces of long timber

4235 10x pieces of long timber

4236 10x pieces of long timber

4237 10x pieces of 2x2 timber

4238 Large pallet of metal fencing

4239 Abbey GTS215 2-berth caravan with locks and 
various other accessories

4240 8x pieces OSB

4241 10x large lengths of timber

4242 10x pieces of short timber

4243 6x large posts

4244 10x large planks

4245 8x large planks

4246 Pallet of palletwood type timber

4247 Ransomes 350D 4WD 5 Gang Mower, with 12ft 
cut, year 1992

4251 Small wood burning stove

4252 +VAT 2x wooden square planters

4253 Large vintage metal 'Safety Matches' sign

4254 +VAT Gardenline egg-shaped smoker BBQ

4255 +VAT 2x broken twisted artifical conifers

4256 +VAT Wooden cartwheel style bench

4257 Vintage style water pump

4258 2x concrete pots with feet

4259 1x large, 1x small concrete pots, one having feet

4260 +VAT Vintage metal planter with stand

4261 +VAT Bagged 2-person popup tent

4262 Orange & black golf bag with qty. assorted clubs

4263 +VAT Horse saddle

4264 +VAT Two boxes of firestarter and some 
charcoal briquettes

4265 Waste hog

4266 +VAT Vango JORO 600 tent

4267 2x camping washing machines

4268 +VAT Core Equipment 10 person tent

4269 2x small camping BBQs and a qty other 
camping gear

4270 Box of golf balls

4271 +VAT Hiking poles (for parts) and 4x assorted 
golf clubs

4272 +VAT Large Vango Air beam Marino 2 air tent

4273 +VAT Large Vango Air beam Marino 2 air tent

4274 Croquet set

4275 +VAT Kirkland Signature three piece golf set, 
golf gloves and some golf balls

4276 Box of golf balls, tees , water bottles and some 
pool balls

4277 4x assorted golf clubs inc. Ben Sawyer, Gravity 
Black and Scotty Cameron

4278 Ping white and black golf bag with qty of 
assorted Ping clubs

4279 +VAT Tommy Bahama beach chair, parasol, 3x 
camping chairs and a small pad

4280 +VAT Camp Chef Explorer hob, boxed

4281 +VAT Camp Chef Explorer hob, boxed

4282 +VAT Camp Chef Explorer hob, boxed

4283 +VAT 2x Quickplay golf mats

4284 Titleist golf bag and a qty. of assorted clubs

4285 1x green, 2x black golf bags and a large qty 
assorted clubs

4286 +VAT Pet cooling mat and 2x inflatable 
mattresses
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4287 Green ladies golf set with trolley

4288 +VAT Horse blanket

4289 +VAT Easyglide 3-wheel golf trolley

4290 +VAT Easyglide 3-wheel golf trolley

4291 +VAT Folding 4-wheel cart

4292 +VAT Inflatable paddle board

4293 +VAT Callaway Edge golf set

4294 +VAT Kirkland 3-piece golf set and some putting 
mats

4295 +VAT Unboxed Camp Chef explorer hob

4296 Two sets of golf clubs in bags

4297 Cast iron vintage fire surround

4298 2x fishing nets and some walking poles

4299 +VAT Flat pack prism shaped patio heater with 
glass tube

4300 Large four section UPVC window with glazing

4301 +VAT Flat pack prism shaped patio heater with 
glass tube

4302 Plasterer's edging strips

4303 +VAT Blue wind out parasol

4304 +VAT Large roll of wood effect vinyl flooring

4305 +VAT Large market umbrella

4306 +VAT Qty of long lengths of wood, some shelf 
brackets and a small radiator

4307 Four tread yellow and silver electrician style step 
ladder

4308 Double section aluminium ladder

4309 White 4-tread stepladder and a 5-tread 
aluminium stepladder

4310 2x 8-tread aluminium stepladders

4311 Double section aluminium ladder

4312 +VAT Parasol (top part only)

4313 Double section aluminium ladder

4314 Single section aluminium ladder with standoff

4315 Mira corner shower tray

4316 Roll of industrial style vinyl

4317 +VAT Chrome towel radiator

4318 +VAT Quantity of assorted timber

4319 +VAT 5x curved top glass mirrors

4320 +VAT Rattan style single hanging egg chair

4321 +VAT Rattan style single hanging egg chair

4322 Electric child's four-wheel buggy

4323 Hyundai orange petrol powered rotary mower 
with grass box

4324 Huquavana petrol powered rotary mower with 
grass box

4325 Yellow petrol powered rough cut mower

4326 Suffolk Punch petrol powered cylinder mower

4327 Flymo petrol powered rotary mower, no grass 
box

4328 Bosch electric mower with grass box

4329 Bosch rotak electric garden mower with grass 
box

4330 Bosch rotak electric garden mower with grass 
box

4331 Green petrol powered rotary mower with grass 
box

4332 +VAT Dennis vintage greenkeepers cylinder 
mower with grass box

4333 Hayter petrol powered rotary mower with grass 
box

4334 +VAT Powerworks battery powered mower with 
battery and charger

4335 2x large concrete prone lions

4336 2x small crouching concrete lions

4337 2x small crouching concrete lions

4338 Small concrete Buddha

4339 Concrete bust of a Greek man on column

4340 2x concrete cats

4341 Concrete rabbit

4342 Concrete pig

4343 See no evil, hear no evil, speak no evil concrete 
monkeys

4344 Concrete elephant

4345 Concrete gorilla

4346 Concrete hindu godess head

4347 2x concrete statues of dogs on plinths

4348 Concrete head of a Buddha

4349 2x small concrete monks with swords

4350 Concrete Green Man's head

4351 Concrete bird bath

4352 2x concrete lions
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4353 Concrete England football emblem

4354 2x concrete gargoyles

4355 2x concrete gargoyles

4356 2x concrete gargoyles

4357 Concrete statue of a dog with puppies

4358 Concrete Buddha

4359 Reclining concrete child

4360 Concrete bust of a goddess on plinth

4361 2x concrete cats

4362 Concrete dog

4363 Concrete pixie on ball

4364 2x large concrete monks with swords

4365 2x concrete eagles

4366 Concrete dog

4367 Concrete bird bath with semi clad ladies on 
round plinth

4368 Grey and black coloured Buddha

4369 2x Concrete Buddhas

4370 2x concrete Easter Island heads

4371 Concrete statue of a greek mason

4372 Concrete statue of a Hercules in the style of 
Farnese Hercules. 

4373 Concrete statue of an angel

4374 2x concrete statues of terracotta warriors

4375 Concrete bird bath with child decorated plinth

4376 Concrete bust of apollo on column

4377 Rattan 4-piece garden set consisting of a two-
seater sofa, 2 tub chairs and a rectangular 
wooden topped coffee table

4378 +VAT Lifetime folding picnic table, boxed

4379 Square aluminium wooden topped bistro table 
with 4x matching chairs

4380 +VAT Bestway pump

4381 +VAT Small plastic storage box

4382 +VAT Small terracotta plant pot rack

4383 +VAT Glass topped rectangular metal framed 
garden table

4384 +VAT Box containing car parts inc. sound proof 
matting, gauges, cylinder head bolts, 
carburettors, hoses, etc.

4385 Ten flashing kits for Velux windows

4386 Lay-Z-Spa with pump and a small hamster 
house

4387 Pallet of blue speckled carpet tiles

4388 +VAT 2x plastic garden planters

4389 +VAT Lay-Z-Spa with pump

4390 +VAT Pallet cont. 1 (or 2?) flat pack swimming 
pools

4391 +VAT Platinum Series swimming pool

4392 Small Intex swimming pool

4393 Large qty., assorted radiators

4394 Large qty. of assorted tiles

4395 2x boxes of plumbing items inc. wastes, gas 
pipe, shower heads, hoses, valves, etc.

4396 Wood burner style electric fire

4397 Qty. plastic trays

4398 +VAT 500mm single panel radiator

4399 +VAT Boxed Reginox boiling water kitchen tap 
and unit

4400 +VAT Unboxed Reginox hot water tap and unit

4401 1 boxed and 1 unboxed used kitchen taps

4402 +VAT 1.5 bowl grey resin sink (badly damaged)

4403 +VAT Qty flat pack cardboard boxes

4404 Fold up disability ramp

4405 +VAT Small hand brush, some macerator 
cleaner and descaler, and some cleaner 
sanitiser

4406 +VAT Thermotech unit and a shower pump

4407 +VAT Qty. LED panels, lights and bulbs

4408 +VAT Boxed Meaco dehumidifier

4409 2x strip lights

4410 Large roll bubble wrap

4411 Thin roll bubble wrap

4412 Plastic bath and panel

4413 +VAT Tresanti glass topped rise and fall desk

4414 +VAT Flat pack plastic table and chairs (parts)

4415 +VAT Southgate metal sign

4416 +VAT Flat pack Whalen boxed rack

4417 Some plant halos, 3x plastic buckets and some 
pieces of wood

4418 +VAT Resin boxed kitchen sink
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4419 +VAT 3x boxed Tavistock toilet seats and an 
unboxed toilet seat, and a hat and coat rail

4420 +VAT Mira sport boxed electric shower and a 
Waterpick shower head

4421 +VAT 2 unboxed heavy duty platform scales

4422 Small qty. of rectangular thin strips of tiling and 
5x wall tiles

4423 5x boxes hand sanitiser

4424 2x large round folding plastic tables and 
corresponding table cloths

4425 3x silver coloured metal pedestals

4426 +VAT Mini round edged 3-drawer pedestal

4427 2x low timbre fronted stationery cupboards

4428 3-section grey metal 6-door cabinet

4429 +VAT Grey/black executive style high back 
swivel armchair

4430 5' grey metal timbre fronted stationery cupboard

4431 5' grey metal timbre fronted stationery cupboard

4432 2-drawer white pedestal

4433 Black metal 2-drawer stationery cupboard

4434 Qty of Perspex sheets

4435 +VAT 2 boxes of flatpack furniture parts, door 
curtain and blind

4436 +VAT Large blue 5-shelf metal rack

4437 +VAT 5-shelf orange/blue metal rack

4438 +VAT Protector screen

4439 Rexel paper shredder

4440 Coffee and cream multi-drawer cabinet

4441 +VAT 2x cloth and 1x wooden folding chair

4442 Pheonix 4-drawer metal fire safe

4443 +VAT True Innovations boxed chair

4444 +VAT Grey metal shelf rack

4445 +VAT Grey metal shelf rack

4446 +VAT Grey metal shelf rack

4447 +VAT Grey metal shelf rack

4448 +VAT Grey metal shelf rack

4449 +VAT Grey metal shelf rack

4450 +VAT Grey metal shelf rack

4451 +VAT Grey metal shelf rack

4452 +VAT Grey metal shelf rack

4453 +VAT Grey metal shelf rack

4454 +VAT Grey metal shelf rack

4455 +VAT Stillage cont. grey metal shelf racking 
parts and shelves (stillage not included)

4456 +VAT Lay-Z-Boy boxed chair

4457 +VAT 2 grey, 1 black and 1 blue cloth swivel 
chairs

4458 2x metal framed wooden topped tables

4459 +VAT Boxed bar stool

4460 Clarke safe

4461 +VAT 1x boxed, 1x unboxed Sitwell adjustable 
stools

4462 +VAT Tresanti rise and fall glass topped desk

4463 +VAT Tresanti rise and fall glass topped office 
desk

4464 +VAT Tresanti rise and fall glass topped office 
desk

4465 +VAT Boxed Tresanti rise and fall glass topped 
desk

4466 +VAT Boxed Tresanti rise and fall glass topped 
desk

4467 Red chrome framed chair

4468 Red chrome framed chair

4469 +VAT Contemporary style swivel armchair

4470 +VAT Black high back executive style swivel 
armchair

4471 Grey cloth mesh back swivel armchair

4472 +VAT Black mesh swivel armchair

4473 +VAT Black cloth mesh back swivel armchair

4474 Wooden vintage architects drawing board

4475 Red chrome based barstool and black chrome 
based barstool

4476 +VAT Black high back executive style swivel 
armchair, worn arm

4477 Black and white high back swivel armchair

4478 Black and white high back swivel armchair

4479 Black and white high back swivel armchair

4480 +VAT Large Fellows industrial style paper 
shredder

4481 Small grey electric paper shredder

4482 +VAT Ezone galvinized tank with lid

4483 Small 3 tread aluminium step ladder

4484 Small Specialist red mobility scooter
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4485 Quingo Vitesse 2 electric mobility scooter

4486 Small sack truck

4487 Brick lift

4488 Copper water cylinder

4489 +VAT Large pallet containing crash mat with 
holes, snow socks, hydra blade, electrical 
switches, electrical connectors, furniture 
cushions, etc

4490 +VAT Large pallet containing combi ducting, 
metal rods, tree stump, green cushions, solar 
unit, etc

4491 +VAT Large pallet containing edging strips, bar 
stool, parts, cable, wire, lights, wheels, etc

4492 +VAT Wheeled metal flight case

4493 JCB Workmax 1000D UTV, diesel, 3 cylinder, 
with tipper, year 2013, in running order, the 
current owner acquired this from a school

4494 2 sets of plaster and stilts

4495 +VAT Petrol powered pressure washer

4496 Voyager walk behind electric forklift

4497 Electric mixer

4498 +VAT Boxed Arcan trolley jack

4499 +VAT Boxed Arcan trolley jack

4500 +VAT Unboxed Arcan trolley jack

4501 +VAT 2 pallet weighing units

4502 2 car ramps

4503 Pallet containing Velux windows and blinds

4504 DeWalt chopsaw

4505 Clark petrol powered pressure washer

4506 Yamaha petrol powered generator

4507 Aluminium sack truck

4509 +VAT 4 motor Orazi electric compressor

4510 +VAT Pallet containing blinds, towlings, rolls of 
plastic sheeting, carpet tiles, etc

4511 Numatic industrial style vaccum

4512 210v Devil heaters

4513 Stihl RE551+ large pressure washer

4514 Cebora welder

4515 Red 110v compressor

4516 Black 110v compressor

4517 25mm heavy duty 25 metre hosepipe

4518 25mm heavy duty 25 metre hosepipe

4519 25mm heavy duty 25 metre hosepipe

4520 25mm heavy duty 25 metre hosepipe

4521 25mm heavy duty 25 metre hosepipe

4522 25mm heavy duty 25 metre hosepipe

4523 25mm heavy duty 25 metre hosepipe

4524 25mm heavy duty 25 metre hosepipe

4525 25mm heavy duty 25 metre hosepipe

4526 25mm heavy duty 25 metre hosepipe

4527 25mm heavy duty 25 metre hosepipe

4528 25mm heavy duty 25 metre hosepipe

4529 25mm heavy duty 25 metre hosepipe

4530 25mm heavy duty 25 metre hosepipe

4531 25mm heavy duty 25 metre hosepipe

4532 25mm heavy duty 25 metre hosepipe

4533 25mm heavy duty 25 metre hosepipe

4534 25mm heavy duty 25 metre hosepipe

4535 25mm heavy duty 25 metre hosepipe

4536 25mm heavy duty 25 metre hosepipe

4537 +VAT Large pallet box containing clamps, clips, 
screws, drainage items, plumbing items, labels, 
doormats, facemasks, dog toys, metal plate, etc

4538 +VAT Large pallet containing various car parts 
and other items

4539 Large pallet of assorted tools including saws, 
screwdrivers, hammers, spanners, tile cutters, 
drills, cutting blades, etc

4540 6 pieces of glazing for a Velux window roof light

4541 Large vintage parts multidrawer parts rack

4542 10 small vintage metal parts bins

4543 +VAT 4 RC design black alloy wheels

4544 +VAT Aluminium sack truck

4545 Orange sack truck

4546 B&D workbench

4547 30m extension cable and a Titan hot air paint 
stripper

4548 Double barrel footpump, Ring battery charger 
and a Duratool grill

4549 +VAT Box of tool lanyards, and a box cont. 
Dewalt galvanised barbed fencing staples and 
two boxes of bolts
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4550 2x halogen car lights and a qty bulbs

4551 Plastic toolbox, and wheeled toolbox (no 
contents)

4552 Boxed wheel clamp and a box cont. winch, 
chains and locks

4553 Large box of surface plate

4554 Pipe threading machine

4555 110v transformer

4556 2x 110v angle grinders and some discs

4557 Box of various tools inc. saws, spanners, 
hammers, etc.

4558 2x boxes used lorry straps

4559 Box containing various tapes, plumbing and 
other parts

4560 2x boxes cont. items inc. planes, vintage tools, 
hand drills, plaques, etc.

4561 Carboard box cont. vintage saws, metal 
brackets and tape measures

4562 +VAT Coil of flexipipe

4563 110v drill

4564 Box cont. various items inc. flashing, silicon 
guns, spirit levels, floats, saws, tools, etc.

4565 4x small parts boxes and contents of fixings

4566 +VAT Boxed Hilti heavy duty breaker

4567 Box cont. jigsaw, vacuum, sander, etc.

4568 Worx reciprocating saw

4569 +VAT 2x boxes of snow socks for cars

4570 2x boxes cont. various tools inc. small torch, 
spirit level, silicon gun, inflatable mattress, 
tennis balls, clamps, screwdriver, etc.

4571 Carboard box cont. Parkside double ended 
bench grinder, drill stand, sanders, clamps, 
various other tools

4572 4x boxes cont. door locks, hinges, fixings, gate 
furniture etc.

4573 +VAT Chain mail

4574 Box cont. 110v extension leads

4575 Pair of work boots size 8

4576 4x used 12v batteries

4577 +VAT 2x Acurite clocks

4578 Vista lockable case cont. monocular, tape 
measure and work light

4579 Mail box

4580 Chainsaw helmet

4581 Qty. of work wear trousers

4582 2x orange lorry straps

4583 3x boxes cont. downlights, back boxes, switch 
plates, plumbing items, electrical items, etc.

4584 Boxed 1.5" JCB angle grinder

4585 Small Dremel disc/belt sander and some belts

4586 +VAT Record no.3 vice

4587 +VAT Record no.3 vice

4588 Large Record no.35 vice

4589 +VAT Large woodworking vice

4590 +VAT Large woodworking vice

4591 +VAT Large woodworking vice

4592 +VAT Large woodworking vice

4593 Box of assorted screws

4594 Bosch reciprocating saw and a Workzone drill

4595 Box cont. large qty. assorted tools inc. saws, 
wire brushes, ratchet clamps, drill bit set, chisel, 
nails, hinges, etc.

4596 Draper air stapler and staples

4597 Plastic crate cont. clothes line, sprinkler, 
sponges, screws, moss killer, etc.

4598 Box of car filters

4599 +VAT Floor safe

4600 Bosch electric drill and a Draper battery drill

4601 +VAT CK Magma technicians tool holdall

4602 +VAT 5 x Motorcycle Rider comfort / posture 
cushions

4603 +VAT 5 x Motorcycle Rider comfort / posture 
cushions

4604 +VAT 2 x 20L jerrycans

4605 +VAT Large quantity of various colour spray 
paints

4606 +VAT Large selection of various colour spray 
paints

4607 +VAT Expansion foam, adhesive, Anti 
stonechip, Pipe Freezer, Synthetic rubber, tool 
cleaner, air horn etc

4608 +VAT Trim-Hold adhesive, Yacht varnish and 
Clear & Matt varnishes

4609 +VAT Dulux, Johnstone's & other interior wood, 
wall & metal paints and primers
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4610 +VAT Exterior paints, wood stain, varnish, paint 
stripper, Zinga galvanizing system etc

4611 +VAT Stihl MS180 chainsaw

4612 +VAT Yale Conexis L1 keyless smart lock

4613 +VAT Ext Slave receiver units, mitre box, tool 
rack and empty storage box

4614 +VAT Furniture feet, TV stand, brackets, 
insulation, Tent pole repair pack and hardware

4615 +VAT Daikin remote control unit, Digital room 
thermostat, Carbon Monoxide alarms, electric 
air pumps, Assorted Nexus switches, LED strip 
lights, panel light etc

4616 +VAT 240v angled surface mount sockets, 
Video doorbell, Decoy cameras, Outdoor light, 
light switches, extension leads etc

4617 +VAT Vents, door seal, adhesive tapes, 
brackets, high pressure hose, threaded rods, 
drain covers and sundry hardware

4618 +VAT Fascia corners, Ear buds, large tarpaulin, 
trimmer line, work gloves, fire blanket, bird 
spikes, paint brushes and drain cover

4619 +VAT Rutlands M2 HSS Roughing Gouge, hand 
riveter, Electric chain saw stand, DeWalt drill 
body, Mirka Abranets, and insulated tool kits

4620 +VAT Plumbing accessories including taps, 
purification kits, ball valve, shower heads & 
hose, cistern kit etc

4621 +VAT HX-50B cable crimper, Seekone heat gun, 
Dremel multi tools, charge & battery, Detail 
carver, Black & Decker mouse sander etc

4622 +VAT Pod Point Ancillaries EV simulator

4623 +VAT Internal & Exterior paints, chalkboard & 
furniture paints, sample pots etc

4624 +VAT Silicones, Sealants, Bore cleaner, 
Linseed oil, Araldite, Gorilla glue etc

4625 +VAT Wheel nuts, bolts, dowlings, screws and 
assorted fixings

4626 +VAT Padlocks, door handles, letter boxes, 
hinges, lockpicking set etc

4627 +VAT Electrical products including extension 
leads, plugs, window alarms, travel adapters, 
string lights, bulbs etc

4628 +VAT Chisels, Sealey ratchet wrench, battery 
charger & batteries, Emergency hammer, files, 
digital calipers, Ferrex sander, drill bits, pullies 
and other tooling

4629 +VAT AC tube part, motors, shooting targets, 
brackets, gas valve, rope and hardware sundries

4630 +VAT Work gloves, paint brushes, sanding 
pads, cutting discs, flex and adhesive tapes etc

4631 +VAT Pneumatic riveting hammer, hook & pick 
set, Apico leaver, hammer, tape measures, multi 
tool blades and other tooling

4632 Box cont. plane, camping gaz, clamps, small 
socket set, heater, etc.

4633 3x boxes assorted tape

4634 +VAT 1x black/red empty toolbox and an orange 
toolbox cont. drill bits, drill, chisel, spanners, 
string, saw, etc.

4635 Boxed power light

4636 Small display cabinet and some handles

4637 +VAT Small qty. of motorbike parts

4638 +VAT Sparky heavy duty drill

4639 5 roadworks lights and G 10 bulbs

4640 +VAT Small red metal toolbox cont. various 
powertools

4641 +VAT Evaporato steamer

4642 Welding helmet

4643 B&D workbench

4644 Small folding red trolley

4645 4x VW steel wheels and tyres

4646 6x boxes cont. metal plate, brackets, drawer 
runners, furniture feet, etc.

4647 4x display stands

4648 Vintage grease bucket

4649 +VAT Wheeled Stanley toolbox

4650 Large underbay of various items inc. car parts, 
washing machine parts, mats, stands, 
tarpaulins, coat hooks, etc.

4651 Small jump pack

4652 +VAT Rubi mix-n9 1200w plaster mixer

4653 +VAT Rubi mix-n9 1200w plaster mixer

4654 +VAT Set of bike forks, some car cleaning 
chemical, a shock absorber and a box of BMX 
tyres

4655 +VAT Remes battery powered mini press

4656 +VAT 2 Karcher window vacs

4657 +VAT Distance meter, downlights, remote 
control sockets, smart bulbs and a phone holder

4658 Polar pipe freezing kit

4659 +VAT HPAT400 pass/fail pat tester
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4660 +VAT 2 packs of 20 Stanley knife blades

4661 +VAT Gray Nicholls cricket bat size SH

4662 +VAT DeWalt tool set consisting of drill, impact 
drive, jigsaw, circular saw, torch, 2x batteries, 1x 
charger, bit set

4663 +VAT Swiss wax car cleaning kit

4664 +VAT 2x warning lights

4665 +VAT 3x boxes iPhone car chargers

4666 +VAT 4 LED lightbulbs

4667 +VAT Draper boxed power pack

4668 +VAT CAT boxed jumpstart kit with charger

4669 +VAT CAT boxed jumpstart kit with charger

4670 +VAT CAT jumpstart kit, no charger

4671 +VAT CAT jumpstart kit, no charger

4672 +VAT 1x boxed, 4x unboxed Bonnaire tyre 
inflators

4673 3 vintage fuel cans and roadside lamp

4674 Pair of brown size 12 steel toe capped boots

4675 +VAT Wing mirror and a spare wheel jack set

4676 5x small storage boxes

4677 Pro First motorcycle jacket and trousers

4678 Box cont. various weights, tilley lamps and a 
white goods moving kit

4679 Box cont. switches, sockets and lights

4680 +VAT Underbay cont. car mats, door mats, 
wiper blades, cleaning cloths, frost blockers, etc.

4681 +VAT MP series Tru-Test multi purpose load bar

4682 +VAT Metal Jerry can and qty. of sanding pads

4683 +VAT Nilfisk boxed pressure washer

4684 Makita battery pad circular saw, no battery, no 
charger

4685 Bosch electric jigsaw

4686 Bosch battery powered drill, no batteries, no 
charger

4687 Box cont. large qty. Grohe shower valves and 
parts

4688 Hilti WSR36-A reciprocating saw, 2 batteries, no 
charger

4689 B&D drill

4690 Spit 110v drill

4691 Makita impact drill set with 110v charger, no 
batteries

4692 3x boxes cont. door locks, torches, door 
handles, door chains, various other door 
furniture

4693 110v transformer

4694 Set of jump leads

4695 +VAT My Energy car charger

4696 Paslode nail gun, no batteries, 1 charger

4697 Electric spray gun

4698 B&D battery drill

4699 +VAT Bosch electric pressure washer

4700 Small sand blasting pot

4701 Makita 9.5" 110v angle grinder

4702 Small boxed trolley jack

4703 Small site level

4704 Makita battery drill with 3x batteries and charger

4705 Box of brass door furniture

4706 Worx multi tool

4707 Hitachi 110v heavy duty drill

4708 Qty. of 10x bowling pins

4709 +VAT Box of chemicals inc. car polish, 
antifreeze, transmission oil, torch, filler, interior 
cleaner, etc.

4710 Box of wallpaper adhesive

4711 Plastic crate of various tools inc. spanners, 
sockets, files, hex keys, etc.

4712 +VAT Box of mixed DIY stock inc. rope, paint 
rollers, trays, chains, etc.

4713 Bay of assorted car parts

4714 Underbay cont. bulbs, ratchet straps, ties, large 
core bit, etc.

4715 Box of saws and floats

4716 2x brake discs

4717 +VAT Vinyl and laminate flooring

4718 Underbay cont. lights, cable, switches, sockets, 
LED panels, etc.

4719 +VAT Box Woods portable air conditioning unit

4720 +VAT Unboxed Princess air conditioning unit

4721 +VAT 4x Toolmaster folding sack trucks

4722 ProElec air conditioning unit

4723 Box of duplicate books

4724 2x small lights
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4725 Box cont. various bulbs and switches

4726 Small wheeled crate cont. air bed, solar panel, 
car seats, small stool and a bag etc.

4727 +VAT Vybra heater/fan

4728 6 assorted sash cramps

4729 Underbay various car parts

4730 4x boxes cont. various electrical switches, 
sockets, cables, etc.

4731 +VAT Box of click together matting

4732 Box of Diall LED coloured bulbs

4733 Nutool battery drill, 1x battery and charger

4734 Mercedes Sprinter Catloc

4735 +VAT Mono kitchen mixer tap

4736 +VAT Bag containing selection of hi vis clothing

4737 +VAT Bag of ratchet straps

4738 Calister palm sander, extension cable and a 
JCB drill

4739 Box cont. motorcycle helmet cleaner, sponge, 
bike wash, brushes, and buckets

4740 Box of 'no smoking' and 'fire escape' signs and a 
box of pipe fittings

4741 2x B&D drills and a Power performance drill

4742 2x boxes of various cutting discs

4743 Karcher K4.600 pressure washer and 
attachments

4744 +VAT Karcher electric pressure washer with 
attachments

4745 +VAT Underbay cont. wooden and vinyl Golden 
Select flooring

4746 Hilti TE5A drill, 1x battery, no charger

4747 Paslode nail gun with 1x battery, 1x charger

4748 +VAT Red bucket containing screen wash, car 
cleaning chemicals and diesel turbo cleaning 
kits

4749 Flymo electric multi-trim

4750 +VAT Boxed Stack'n'roll toolbox

4751 +VAT Steering rack and an air sensor

4752 +VAT Illuminated bathroom mirror

4753 +VAT Meaco portable air conditioning unit

4754 +VAT Meaco portable air conditioning unit

4755 +VAT Unboxed DeLonghi oil filled radiator

4756 +VAT Unboxed DeLonghi oil filled radiator

4757 +VAT Unboxed DeLonghi oil filled radiator

4758 +VAT Unboxed DeLonghi oil filled radiator

4759 +VAT Grey DeLonghi oil-filled radiator

4760 +VAT Grey DeLonghi oil-filled radiator

4761 +VAT Boxed Winix air purifier

4762 +VAT 4x boxed LED utility lights

4763 3x dehumidifiers

4764 +VAT Tasciugo air dryer

4765 Electric air dehumidifier

4766 Box of Harvey's total protection fabric stain 
remover

4767 Beldray boxed wall fire

4768 +VAT Woods portable boxed air conditioning 
unit

4769 +VAT Box of Diall 3xL30mm screws

4770 +VAT 3x black buckets, qty white buckets, 
tarpaulin, 2x cases of flatpack?

4771 +VAT Small Campingaz BBQ

4772 +VAT Mill convector heater, boxed

4773 +VAT Large box of first aid kits

4774 +VAT 3x blue, 1x green folding camping chairs

4775 +VAT Woods air conditioning unit

5001 Modern "Give Way" sign

5002 Four resin figures of Greek nudes and angels

5003 Modern pine bureau

5004 Two metal figures of warriors on horses

5005 Reproduction rotating bookcase

5006 Chocolate bar dispensing machine

5007 Two framed and glazed posters of Babar en 
avion and Babar a la neige

5008 +VAT Large rectangular mirror with silver gilt 
frame

5009 +VAT (10) Large rectangular mirror with black 
frame

5010 Crewel Work screen

5011 Oil on board of two horses in a field

5012 +VAT (3) Large rectangular mirror with white 
frame

5013 Oil on canvas of two prancing children in gold 
gilt frame

5014 Fire screen with painted panel
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5015 Box of chess pieces

5016 Framed and glazed picture of a river and street 
side scene

5017 Distressed French demi lune console table

5018 Framed and glazed black and white picture of a 
lion and lioness

5019 +VAT (6) Large rectangular multi faceted mirror 
with grey frame

5020 +VAT (9) Large rectangular mirror with white 
frame

5021 +VAT (8) Large smoked glass rectangular mirror

5022 +VAT (7) Large rectangular mirror

5023 +VAT (5) Large rectangular mirror with black 
frame

5024 +VAT (1) Large rectangular framed mirror with 
black frame

5025 +VAT (2) Large rectangular framed mirror with 
silver frame

5026 +VAT (4) Large rectangular with gold frame

5027 +VAT Large 90 degree multi sectional sofa in 
grey suede effect

5028 Framed and glazed print of a lady with bouquet 
of flowers

5029 Green upholstered chaise longue

5030 Two modern canvases of young girl's profile

5031 Framed and glazed Pear's print of two children 
at play

5032 Two mirrors - one of woven effect and one of 
tray effect

5033 Neon sign "Make your decisions happen"

5034 Oil on canvas of a horse head, signed JC 
Loumads

5035 Framed and glazed print of lady admiring the 
view

5036 Six assorted pictures of countryside scenes, 
stagecoach scenes etc

5037 Abstract watercolour by G Molinan

5038 Fur coat

5039 Quantity of prints and watercolours to include 
coastal scenes, rural scenes of derelict 
buildings, highland stream and farm buildings

5040 Pair of Oriental framed and glazed lakeside and 
household scenes

5041 Oil on canvas of a Parisian scene signed D 
Ricky

5042 Large quantity of paintings to include mainly 
portraits

5043 Small watercolour of a lakeside scene signed 
Anthony Waller

5044 Oval mirror with raised figure of a nymph on 
flowers and leaves

5045 Small picture of a farmyard scene

5046 Framed oil on board of a still life of strawberries 
and apples

5047 Two framed and glazed pictures of black 
Labradors

5048 Chalkboard advertising love and forgiveness

5049 Large framed and glazed watercolour of man on 
lake signed G Grey

5050 2 oval bevelled mirrors

5051 Modern designed bull's head in stainless steel

5052 Pair of oil on board paintings of countryside 
scenes

5053 Single oil on board of a lakeside scene

5054 Quantity of prints and paintings to include still 
life of flowers, lioness etc

5055 Six large gilt framed paintings of countryside 
scenes

5056 Framed and glazed advertising poster for 
sewing machines

5057 Oil of canvas of a lakeside scene in carved dark 
wood frame

5058 Fur coat

5059 Oriental style panel depicting birds and cherry 
blossom

5060 Large quantity of assorted paintings of mainly 
ladies at rest and play

5061 Framed and glazed print of a fireman rescuing a 
family

5062 Quantity of paintings to include lions, riverside 
scenes and a frame photograph album of a golf 
tournament

5063 Pair of oil on board of cattle at riverside

5064 +VAT Large quantity of paintings and prints to 
include lakeside scenes and still life's

5065 Seven small framed paintings of countryside 
scenes

5066 Quantity of paintings, pictures and embroideries 
to include riverside scenes, seascapes and 
portraits
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5067 Quantity of paintings to include oil on canvases, 
a river and forest scenes and modern still life's 
of nudes and countryside scenes

5068 Pair of framed and glazed prints of 
Mediterranean scenes

5069 Two oval framed vintage photographs

5070 Black fur coat

5071 Large Oriental decorated vase

5072 Costa Boda orange and yellow glass bowl

5073 Hardwood spindleback chair

5074 Metal banded trunk

5075 Quantity of fretworked panels

5076 Five assorted Oriental decorated vases

5077 Pair of Aynsley lamp bases

5078 Drop leaf table on spindle supports

5079 Four bulbous vases with blue decoration

5080 Quantity of cork cut cased Oriental scenes and 
two framed and glazed Oriental cork cut scenes

5081 Oak three drawer plan chest

5082 Quantity of Oriental decorated pillows

5083 Beech topped kitchen table with four blue 
painted chairs

5084 Cased taxidermy study of a squirrel

5085 Pair of Casades figures of gentleman and lady

5086 Seven pieces of green glassware to include 
bowls and pint mugs

5087 Two over two darkwood chest of drawers plus a 
swing mirror

5088 Large table top of assorted items to include 
copper bowls, brass bowls, shell cases, 
candlesticks, ship bell ornaments, crucifixes and 
trinket boxes

5089 Folding darkwood games table

5090 Wicker basket

5091 Oak swivel armchair 
£80-120

5092 Large floral decorated ceramic jardinière

5093 Teak mobile trolley with smoked glass insert

5094 Four assorted Corgi and Ertl tinplate toys to 
include lorries and vans

5095 Ceramic white table lamp in the form of prancing 
lady

5096 Satinwood dressing table of single drawer on 
tapered legs

5097 Four items to include tea caddy, trinket boxes 
and ice bucket

5098 Pair of resin figures of Pegasus

5099 Three pieces of furniture to include darkwood 
bookcase, darkwood plantstand and a cake 
stand

5100 Pink upholstered shieldback armchair

5101 Blue upholstered shieldback chair

5102 Circular table on industrial metal base

5103 Four Oriental decorated serving plates

5104 Black and white etching of a village scene

5105 Four darkwood dining chairs w 
ith blue floral upholstery

5106 Two framed and glazed pictures of church and 
farmyard scenes

5107 Five cut wood letters spelling "Brits"

5108 Pine two shelved bookcase

5109 Darkwood bentwood hat and coat stand

5110 Large figure of a cat with bugle

5111 Victorian drop leaf table on barleytwist legs

5112 Wooden figure of a four propped aircraft and a 
nest of three darkwood tables

5113 Oval coffee table on tapered supports

5114 Darkwood coffee table with single drawer

5115 Slatted wood American rocking chair, Bergere 
topped single chair and a woven topped single 
kitchen chair

5116 Teak folding home office

5117 Triang Toys fire service metal truck with original 
box

5118 Darkwood hall table with single drawer

5119 +VAT Modern metal and black metal banded 
trunk

5120 Green painted ceramic jardinière

5121 Oak single occasional table with pie crust edge 
and barleytwist supports

5122 Resin bust of a young lady

5123 Dunn and co hat box containing a bowler hat

5124 Tribal drum

5125 Pine two door glazed cabinet

5126 Wooden figure of a vintage racing car

5127 Black painted vintage milk churn
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5128 Oil on board of an ocean scene

5129 Large blue and white bowl on platter

5130 Large oak three drawer over three shelves 
cabinet

5131 Metalwork umbrella stand containing whips, 
walking sticks, umbrellas, carved head walking 
sticks

5132 Two pieces of furniture in darwood with black 
metal handles to include occasional coffee table 
and small bedside cabinet

5133 Cream painted kitchen dresser with oak finish

5134 Three vintage soda bottles

5135 Resin figure of reclining girl with dove, signed A 
Godard

5136 Napoleon's hat mantel clock

5137 Pair of framed and glazed prints of cherubs and 
lovers at lakeside

5138 Three seater sofa in burgundy leather

5139 +VAT Four grey cushions

5140 +VAT Three contemporary designed darkwood 
curved back kitchen chairs with black rexine 
fabric

5141 Pair of wooden carved figures

5142 Victorian toilet mirror with 3 drawers under

5144 Two over two chest of drawers

5145 Pair of darkwood circular drum top tables

5146 Oak framed upholstered gentleman's club chair

5147 Small quantity of pictures to include portside 
scenes and portraits

5148 +VAT Four sheep skins

5149 Grey upholstered buttonback wingback armchair

5150 Four Caxton dining chairs in beech frame with 
brown upholstery

5151 Quartz wall clock

5152 Singer EK105697 sewing machine

5153 (6) Single tripod circular topped wine table 
£20-30

5154 Stripped wood two door glazed cabinet with five 
smaller drawers

5155 Three bench type seats with leaf design 
upholstery

5156 Two pairs of 1970's curtains

5157 Six pieces of furniture to include shieldback 
single chair, waney edge coffee table, two 
circular topped beech stools, a pub table and a 
woven topped stool

5158 Copper pan

5159 Five assorted lamps and sculptures to include 
Art Deco ladies

5160 Resin figure of a baker

5161 Cross and Shaw of Greenock clock

5162 Pair of cut glass decanters

5163 Moneybox in the shape of an elephant

5164 Oval extending dining table with six matching 
chairs

5165 Circular topped single tripod table in mahogany

5166 Terrarium with Oriental lakeside scene

5167 Reproduction blunderbuss gun

5168 Pine planter in the shape of a barrel

5169 Single circular glass top table on stainless steel 
support

5170 Single blue Dralon upholstered single chair plus 
a wicker chair

5171 Pine kitchen rocking chair

5172 Mantel clock in the shape of a gentleman

5173 Fruit bowl in the form of a cut glass bowl with 
two doves

5174 Pair of darkwood four drawer bedside cabinets

5175 Two lamps, one of Tiffany style, one a pair of 
ladies holding large white glass bowl

5176 Darkwood bureau

5177 Vintage National cash register

5178 Hardwood blockwood topped kitchen table

5179 Picnic hamper

5180 Teak drop leaf serving trolley with shelf under

5181 Yew bureau

5182 4 wicker chairs with metal supports

5183 Oak 2 tier side table

5184 Lidded darkwood commode

5185 Darkwood prayer bench and a nest of three 
tables

5186 Two resis figures of tigers

5187 Pair of teak and sliding door glazed bookcases 
with single door cupboards
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5188 Resin figure of a girl's bust

5189 Resin figure of a girl's bust

5190 Oak student's bureau

5191 Resin bust of young lady

5192 Mahogany games table on tapered supports 
£50-80

5193 Nest of three tables in oak

5194 Resin figure of a Buddha

5195 Stainless steel standard lamp with three drop 
lamps

5196 Black rexine swivel buttonbacked armchair

5197 White sheep skin

5198 Cased Vesta sewing machine

5199 Large blue and white lidded vase

5200 Pair of Oriental scrolls

5201 Walnut single drawer dressing table with swing 
mirror

5202 Oak dressing table

5203 Boxed flatpack dressing table bench

5204 Reproduction tin toy car in red

5205 White painted single drawer bench with grey 
upholstery

5206 Yew topped knee hole desk with green leather 
inserts

5207 Adjustable piano stool with red upholstery

5208 1950's cocoon light shade

5209 Pair of Tudor mint myth and magic figures

5210 Quantity of canvas paintings

5211 Oak trestle table

5212 Cast metal umbrella stand

5213 Teak mobile two shelved trolley, an oak 
occasional table with single shelf and a 
darkwood single drawer occassional table

5214 Large darkwood boxed commode with gold 
buttoned fabric

5215 Darkwood bow fronted dressing table with single 
drawer and swing mirror

5216 +VAT Cased Royale typewriter

5217 Oak cased mantel clock

5218 Three pieces of stripped pine furniture to include 
a circular wine rack, single door cupboard and a 
wall hung shelving unit

5219 Pair of bentwood conservatory chairs with floral 
decorated upholstery

5220 Wooden single tripod darkwood sewer's stand

5221 Pair of candlesticks on slate bases

5222 Pair of carved wood friezes

5223 Serpentine front sideboard of 2 doors and 3 
drawers

5224 6 bergere dining chairs with shield backs and 
black rexine inserts

5225 Lamp base in the shape of a digeridoo

5226 Peacock wicker chair

5227 Red lacquer work table of Oriental design on 
single tripod base

5228 Pine swing mirror and pine dressing table with 
single drawer on tapered legs

5229 Rise and recline barbers chair

5230 Pair of black framed mirrors

5231 2 reed top kitchen chairs with ladder backs in 
oak

5232 Drinks globe

5233 Single bamboo table

5234 Yew 4 drawer cabinet

5235 2 panel screen in oak

5236 White dressing table with swing mirror, 2 
bedside cabinets and stool

5237 Stripped pine box with metal banding

5238 Red upholstered button finish pouffe on turned 
supports

5239 Quantity of pictures incl. street scenes, 
countryside scenes, etc.

5240 Bergere lidded single shelf pot cupboard

5241 5 assorted pieces of oak furniture incl. 3 drawer, 
1 door sideboard, single shelf coffee table, 2 
matching side tables and nest of 3 tables

5242 (8) Mantle clock

5243 Nest of 2 tables

5244 Dark wood reproduction kneehole desk with 
black leather effect insert

5245 Wicker coffee table with glass insert and shelf 
under

5246 Quantity of stoneware figures incl. elephant 
book ends, wine goblets and vase

5247 Metal wine cooler in the shape of 2 handled urn
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5248 Pine 2 over 4 chest of drawers and pine swing 
mirror

5249 IKEA folding lamp shade

5250 Wooden occasional table win rivetted effect 
finish

5251 Framed and glazed picture of tropical riverside 
scene

5252 Pine slatted wood trunk

5253 Lloyd Loom style drum shape laundry basket

5254 Large quantity of Portmeirion china incl. flower 
vases, bowls, cream jugs, teapot, etc.

5255 Teak extending dining table with cover and 5 
matching dining chairs with black rexine tops

5256 7 assorted clocks incl. anniversary clocks and 
Napoleons hat clocks

5257 2 boxes of assorted china incl. Duchess with 
blue floral decoration and box of Chodziez china 
with gold rim and white china

5258 Pine 3 drawer chest

5259 Single drawer Stag bedside cabinet

5260 Framed Oriental picture of dragon

5261 Stripped pine kneehole desk

5262 Oriental form single drawer over 2 door 
cupboard

5263 (9) Smith Astral wood cased clock

5264 (12) Wooden figure of boat

5265 Pine 2 over 5 drawer chest

5266 Pine cheval mirror with single drawer under

5267 Pine 2 over 4 chest of drawers, pine 3 drawer 
bedside cabinet and pine single drawer bedside 
cabinet

5268 Piano stool

5269 Vergil upright piano in oak case

5270 Large quantity of assorted prints of naval scenes 
and countryside scenes

5271 Large rectangular oak framed mirror

5272 Grey painted 5 shelf bookcase

5273 Pine 2 door over 2 drawer cupboard

5274 3 dark wood letter and book stands

5275 Assorted board games incl. Trivial Pursuit, Multi 
Cube, etc.

5276 2 pieces of white bedroom furniture incl. chest of 
4 drawers and narrow chest of 3 drawers

5277 Pair of L. Dertling of London scales

5278 Oak dining table with 6 matching chairs with 
yellow rexine seating

5279 Table lamp in the shape of a hare

5280 +VAT Cased fishing rod

5281 Banjo barometer

5282 Throw depicting horse rider and horses

5283 Hammock

5284 Carpet of Middle Eastern decoration incl. birds 
and geometric figures

5285 Small blue and red geometric design carpet

5286 Small rug of red and beige finish with geometric 
patterns

5287 3 assorted walking sticks

5288 Cased sewing machine

5289 Contemporary design block wood top large table 
on black supports

5290 Vonhaus plastic 15 drawer trolley in white, 
boxed

5291 Box containing a quantity of prints to include still 
life with fruit, highland scene, coastal scenes, 
cityscapes plus a mirror and country cottages

5292 Quantity of blue and white china (AF)

5293 4 spindle back kitchen chairs

5294 Vintage canvas suitcase

5295 Quantity of wicker baskets and wood turned 
treen items

5296 Table lamp in the shape of a bull elephants head 
in stainless steel

5297 (6) 3 walking sticks

5298 2 door wardrobe with 4 drawers below

5299 Pine triple wardrobe with 5 drawers under

5300 Over mantle mirror

5301 Pair of sanded wood candle sconces with bent 
metal supports

5302 Oak court cupboard with 2 drawers over 2 doors 
and glazed cupboard door

5303 Large single door wardrobe with bow front 
stained glass panel and 2 drawers over single 
drawer

5304 Oval top oak table on barley twist supports

5305 Slate mantle clock

5306 Teak sideboard with 2 doors, 3 drawers and 
drop leaf drawer

5307 Pair of bergere chairs with walnut inlay
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5308 Fret work 3 drawer shelf unit and marble top 
wash stand

5309 Single shield back bedroom chair with floral 
upholstery

5310 +VAT Grey upholstered folding day bed

5311 +VAT Box containing childrens blue painted flat 
pack rocking chairs

5312 White and blue painted waterfall bookcase

5313 Wicker basket

5314 Dark wood sewing machine cabinet with Singer 
sewing machine

5315 +VAT Rectangular mirror with black frame

5316 (11) Nut cracker in the shape of a gun dog

5317 (4) Angle poise lamp

5318 (1) Small multi drawer cabinet with art deco 
decoration

5319 Teak 2 door bookcase

5320 John Goodward print of the 'Tambourine girl'

5321 Framed and glazed poster of Fair Parents Code

5322 2 printed wall hangings of religious icons

5323 +VAT Small blue 2 seater sofa

5324 2 door pine wardrobe over single drawer and 
bedside cabinet

5325 (13) 2 pairs of antlers

5326 Pine desk

5327 2 drawer pine wardrobe with single drawer 
under and matching bedside cabinet

5328 2 drawer pine wardrobe with single drawer 
under and matching bedside cabinet

5329 Framed and glazed watercolour of countryside 
scene

5330 Framed and glazed watercolour, 'After the 
Plough'

5331 Framed and glazed picture of stag in glade

5332 Framed and glazed watercolour of lakeside 
scene

5333 (11) 1980s framed oil on canvas of 3 dogs

5334 Arch top mirror

5335 Large box of assorted pictures incl. hunting 
scenes, riverside sunset scenes, etc.

5336 Large quantity of assorted pictures incl. 
industrial scenes, sailing scenes, portraits, horse 
heads and bunches of flowers

5337 Pine over mantle mirror

5338 Quantity of grey suede bed parts

5339 Large flat pack pine bed

5340 +VAT Boxed leaner mirror

5341 Flat pack pine bed and mattress

5342 Stripped pine fire surround

5343 Oval hall table in walnut on turned supports

5344 Pink painted single drawer occasional table and 
oak rectangular coffee table with shelf under

5345 +VAT Quantity of Chicago Daily Tribute vintage 
newspapers

5346 Yew inlaid block wood effect topped sideboard 
of single drawer over 2 doors

5347 Carboy with dried flowers

5348 Art deco figure of a swallow on wave

5349 Dark wood drop leaf table and coffee table

5350 Melamine topped and green painted 1950's 
kitchen sideboard with gallery

5351 Vintage shop display cabinet with walnut 
shelving, brass metal banding and toughened 
glass exterior

5352 Dark wood bedroom chair with embroidered 
floral upholstery

5353 Small quantity of picture frames

5354 Small beech top desk on grey supports

5355 Pine 2 tier coffee table

5356 +VAT Orange carpet

5357 2 engraved brass trays

5358 Empire style chest of three drawers

5359 Edwardian chest of 2 over 2 drawers

5360 White ceramic jardiniere

5361 Large pine bookcase

5362 (2) White metal table lamp with fish support

5363 *Withdrawn*

5364 Blue and white floral pot

5365 2 blue and white large serving trays

5366 Large 4 planked desk with 2 drawers on bulbous 
turned supports

5367 2 tea chests

5368 Bent metal work clothes horse

5369 Nest of 3 tables in teak with smoked glass insert

5370 Teak drop leaf table with 4 matching chairs
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5371 Large quantity of items incl. pine shelving unit, 
wicker laundry basket, 4 folding chairs, wicker 
chair and standard lamp

5372 6 assorted carpets

5373 Single carpet in grey

5374 Beautility sideboard of 3 drawers by 2 doors and 
glazed sliding door top

5375 Large quantity of David Winter cottages

5376 +VAT Large rolled mattress topper and blue 
buttoned cushion

5377 3 pieces of white bedroom furniture incl. 2 
bedside cabinets and 3 drawer chest of drawers

5378 (4) Indian all wool hand made carpet with red, 
blue and geometric design

5379 (3) Carpet runner of floral and red design

5380 (2) Carpet runner in blue and pink design

5381 Oriental weavers flat ware rug, 120x160cm

5382 Oriental weavers flat ware rug, 160x225cm

5383 +VAT Large quantity of mixed items incl. grey 
beanbag, blue folding cushion, ottoman and 
large white cushion

5384 (1) All wool large carpet with floral and pink 
design

5385 (6) Lous de Poortere carpet depicting Persian 
hanging scene

5386 (5) Large carpet of floral and red design

5387 +VAT 3 assorted grey carpets

5388 Flatpack brown bed

5389 +VAT Single grey Cosmo Living carpet

5390 Floral and grey carpet

5391 +VAT Large quantity of mixed items incl. photo 
frames, clocks, paintings, large gold spiral 
mirrors and flatpack furniture

5392 +VAT Oriental rolled carpet

5393 Pink shag pile carpet

5394 +VAT Bergere three seater sofa with carved 
frame plus a pair of matching armchairs

5395 Pair of rectangular wood and gold framed 
mirrors

5396 Modern contemporary design picture of the 
Avengers

5397 Globe Wernicke style 3 shelf bookcase

5398 A satsuma table lamp modelled as a seated 
caparisoned elephant, h. 38 cm including shade 
£25-40

5399 7 drawer graduated shelving unit

5400 Fire screen

5401 3 fire backs in cast metal

5402 Fire basket and fire dogs

5403 2 black cast metal fire surrounds

5404 Brass fire fender

5405 Single tripod extending dining table in 
mahogany

5406 Set of 8 dining chairs with pink and blue 
checked upholstery

5407 Large quantity of Richmond bone china with 
rose decoration

5408 Concertina sewing box

5409 Hills Italian console dining table in pine

5410 Art deco lamp with pink shade

5411 Wooden carving of swan

5412 Large ceramic jardiniere of floral and scrolled 
pattern

5413 Grey and glass top uplighter

5414 Pair of shield back button back chairs

5415 +VAT Large grey reclining chair

5416 Parker Knoll rocking chair with green leather 
seat

5417 Pair of wall hung carpets depicting religious 
icons

5418 40mph speed limit sign

5419 Quantity of resin figures of Oriental deities

5420 Oak single door display cabinet

5421 Wellington boot stand

5422 Small gilt framed oil on board painting of fishing 
scene

5423 Gilt framed painting of riverside scene

5424 2 pictures of farm life and field scene

5425 Large quantity of religious icons incl. angels, 
deities, candles holders, etc.

5426 2 wall hung plaques of ladies faces in relief

5427 3 framed and glazed pictures of countryside 
scenes

5428 4 assorted maps of Bedfordshire

5429 Banjo barometer

5430 Quantity of fishing rods, nets and carry cases

5431 Art deco vase of blue and floral design
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5432 Ceramic figure of nude

5433 Large quantity of blue and glass dolphins

5434 11 small oil paintings

5435 Large oak dresser with plate stand and single 
drawer beside 2 door cupboard

5436 2 framed and glazed pictures of French women

5437 Pair of Oriental decorated vases

5438 Pair of art deco flower vases

5439 Large clock on marble stand with women with 
grapes

5440 Large floral and white wash bowl set and jug

5441 Diana model 25 air rifle

5442 BSA Meteor air rifle

5443 +VAT Box of assorted art works

5444 Large quantity of Oriental teapots

5445 Two boxes of assorted china to include Eaks of 
Tenby, Ivory of England, including teacups, 
saucers, plates

5446 Two boxes of 7" singles

5447 Wooden box of 7" singles

5448 Adidas sports bag containing tennis rackets

5449 Single box of copper wall lights in the shape of 
lanterns

5450 Box of assorted items to include brass urns, 
teapots, china drinking bottles etc

5451 2 cased sewing machines

5452 Four boxes of assorted china to include gravy 
boats, teacups, train figures, carved wooden 
ornaments, commemorative ware and lidded 
pots

5453 Four boxes of assorted householdware to 
include teapot, plates, teacups, decorative 
figurines, books, single bud flower vases and 
kitchen items

5454 Three boxes of assorted china to include 
Portmeirion, Cloisonneware, Caithness 
paperweights, blue and white tea services, 
bowls, terrines etc

5455 Single box of china to include Toby jugs, Roslyn 
china and Meisson china

5456 Seven boxes of assorted CDs

5457 Single box of teapots, Lennox teacups and cake 
stand

5458 Box of cased cutlery

5459 (3) Box of old dolls

5460 Two boxes of Thomas of Germany china to 
include sugar bowl, teapot, coffee pot, coffee 
canisters

5461 +VAT Two boxes of new Kintsugi ceramic repair 
kits

5462 Box of resin figurines to include dancing ladies 
etc

5463 Box of three typewriters

5464 +VAT Two fishing rods

5465 Box of items to include circular mirror, 
champagne bucket, telephone, coke box and 
others

5466 Single box of vinyl LPs to include the Barren 
Knights, Sting, The Mikado

5467 2 electric sewing machines etc

5468 Three boxes of assorted ceramics to include 
Royal Doulton collectable plates, the Old 
Country Crafts, jugs, decanters, cottage 
figurines, letter rack, commemorative ware etc

5469 Skoda car wash kit

5470 Box of Wade figures and a bag of assorted 
candles

5471 +VAT Royal Albert crystal hand cut 24 led 
crystal wine glasses and Doulton International 
crystal wine glasses

5472 Orange crate of Cars Illustrated and Autosport 
magazines

5473 Box containing copper and brassware to include 
chimney jacks and jugs

5474 Two cased sewing machines

5475 Single box of household items to include 
teapots, coffee pots, jugs, vases, terrines etc

5476 Two cased sewing machines

5477 Box of brown and geometric patterned teacups, 
saucers and bowls and a quantity of ovenproof 
dinnerware by Anchor Hocking

5478 Five boxes of assorted china and glassware to 
include egg keepers, toast racks, cut glass wine 
glasses, blue and white terrines, binoculars, 
saddlers teacups, teapots etc

5479 Two boxes of assorted items to include 
collectable miniature ceramic bells and green 
made in England china

5480 Two boxes of assorted items to include 
barometers, briefcases, wooden boxes, horse 
crops, cutlery, bird figurines etc

5481 Box of jigsaw puzzles
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5482 Quantity of Buddha figures, white jug, 
collectable plates, large bowls

5483 Thermology ceramic head

5484 Single box of assorted china to include Masons 
ginger jars, coffee cups, teacups, Schonwald of 
Germany china etc

5485 Single plastic crate of BCM Nelsonware china, 
decanters, wine glasses etc

5486 Single box of books on Phrenology and a 
quantity of postcards

5487 (5) Box of items to include commemorative 
plates, door knockers, fretwork plates, pestels, 
mortars, knives

5488 Large circular electric ceiling light

5489 Quantity of children's games to include 
Scalextric, Ideal race track, Science Museum 
and others

5490 Cases sewing machine and three footstools

5491 Large quantity of vinyl LPs

5492 Single box of typewriters and an alabaster lamp

5493 Two boxes of assorted items to include RAF 
videos, trinket boxes, shot glasses, punch bowl 
spoon, terrines and a jewellery box

5494 Two boxes of OS maps

5495 Two boxes of assorted items to include pictures, 
collectable plates, carved wooden figures, cut 
glass bowls, string of pearls

5496 Three white and glass ceiling lights

5497 Single box of books and magazines to include 
Modern Nursing, Bedfordshire local books, 
hobbies etc

5498 Two boxes of assorted china to include 
collectable Royal Worcester plates, musical 
eggs, vases, Oriental vases etc

5499 Four boxes of assorted china to include 
Sheridan coffee cups, bird decorated plates, 
hunting plates etc

5500 +VAT Quantity of metalware to include clocks, 
coal bucket, lanterns etc

5501 Four boxes of assorted Pianola music rolls

5502 Box of assorted books

5503 Two boxes of wine glasses, cut glasses and 
decanters

5504 Two cased Singer sewing machines

5505 Ceiling hung electrolier with hunting scene

5506 Box of metalware items to include magnifying 
glass, trophies, rose bowls

5507 Miniature metalwork tailor's stand

5508 Single box of glassware to include Caithness 
glasses, cut glass vases and dumps

5509 Single box of items to include molded glass 
sherry decanter, candlesticks, white metal tray

5510 Single box of beer glasses, molded glass tray 
and jugs and wine glasses

5511 Single box of bed warmers

5512 Large single drum

5513 Set of kitchen scales and weights

5514 Single box of Millers and Lyle guides

5515 Two boxes of assorted books to include David 
Jason's book, Nypon new superpower, May's 
hand and shoulder

5516 Quantity of books to include Oxford English 
Dictionary, Bleak House and Dickens's works

5517 Four boxes of assorted books

5518 Vintage Hoover vacuum cleaner

5519 Vintage hoover plus a Texet traveling typewriter

5520 Boxed vintage typewriter

5521 Single box of holiday memorabilia dolls

5522 Single box of vinyl LPs

5523 Single box of ceramic items to include Royal 
Doulton collectable plates and mini coffee cups, 
teapots, fishing rodsetc

5524 Box of green and gold china to include teacups 
and saucers

5525 Three mid-20th century English bears, a stuffed 
dog and a monkey pyjama case (5) 
£40-60

5526 Quantity of collectable tins, Wedgewood plates

5527 Toy vintage pram

5528 Bag of beer mats

5529 Single box of theatre and circus programme, 
magazines and a pinball game

5530 Two boxes of glassware to include plates, rose 
bud holders etc

5531 Vintage leather suitcase with brass fittings

5532 Six branch electrolier ceiling light with glass 
shades

5533 Box of Superbike magazines and a Bush radio

5534 Box of resin figurines to include elephant, 
buffalo, fisherman, horse riders and golfers
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5535 Six boxes of assorted items to include 
kitchenware, storage jars, Oriental boxes, jugs, 
pasta makers etc

5536 Single box of Queens fine china hookers fruit 
decorated china

5537 Box containing a ceiling light with droplets

5538 Box of brassware to include candle sticks, 
stands, small white metal pots, door handles

5539 Three boxes of assorted items to include vintage 
midget high frequency generator toy trains, fans, 
leather pouches, pipes, cigarette card albums 
etc

5540 2 boxes of books to include Curvology, 
Desmond Morris The Naked Woman, London 
the biography etc

5541 Two boxes of biographies etc

5542 Single box of books to include gardening books, 
Graceland and Elvis commemorative books

5543 Single box of books to include Lovis Corinth, 
Gustav Klimt etc

5544 Boxes of assorted household items to include 
books, storage jars, toy cars, remote control 
cars

5545 Box of assorted items to include cocktail shaker, 
Rosenthal coffee jug, Denby mugs, cutlery

5546 Box of Elvis commemorative books

5547 Box of Elvis commemorative books, Beatles 
CDs and Beatles alarm clock

5548 Four boxes of assorted metalware to include 
cutlery, white metal bowls, trays, vases, plate 
stands etc

5549 Six boxes of assorted items to include comics, 
football programmes, M&M collectable figures, 
clocks etc

5550 Box of Pianola music rolls

5551 Three boxes of assorted china to include 
decorative plates, owl figurines, ginger jars, 
books and Poole cups

5552 Wine rack

5553 2 boxes of assorted china incl. floral and bird 
decorated Broadhurst plates, wooden carved 
monkeys, scent bottles, piggy bank in the shape 
of hedgehog, etc.

5554 Single box of metal ware incl. candlesticks, 
water jugs, pewter ware, etc.

5555 Single box of collectible toy cars incl. 
Vanguards, Classico, Dandy, Beano, etc.

5556 Box containing lamp, treen, etc.

5557 2 boxes of assorted Lord of the Rings figures

5558 4 boxes of cut glass ware incl. large bowls, jugs, 
wine glasses and vases

5559 Single box of items incl. teapots, paraffin 
burners, paraffin burner glass shade, etc.

5560 Black plate with floral pattern and white display 
plates with gold trims

5561 Oak canteen of cutlery

5562 Quantity of Minions toys

5563 4 boxes of assorted china incl. Masons Iron 
Stone Heritage Japanese collections, large 
Burslem green and floral decorated bowl and 
boxes of ginger jars, Oriental decorated plates, 
etc.

5564 Chess board and draughts set with chess pieces 
and draughts

5565 2 boxes of photo frames

5566 Single box of china incl. ginger jars, bunny 
figures, trinket boxes and cut glass decanters

5567 +VAT Double bed mattress

5568 +VAT Double bed mattress

5569 +VAT Double bed mattress

5570 Reproduction shield and sword

5571 3 paintings of windmills, dock yard and forest 
scene

5572 Pronuptia wedding dress

5573 +VAT Wall clock in the form of a Tudor watch

5574 Board on acrylic painting of woodland scene

5575 Quantity of paintings incl. street scenes and 
countryside scenes

5576 Quantity of pictures incl. street side scenes, 
riverside scenes, etc.

5577 Ceiling light in the shape of bunches of grapes

5578 Reproduction bow and arrow

5579 Quantity of toys incl. fire engine, tanks and 
others

5580 +VAT Box of posters

5581 +VAT 2 boxes of posters

5582 Cage containing small photo frames containing 
mainly photos of ladies

5583 Small quantity of horse brasses

5584 Cage containing crocodile nutcrackers, small 
painted coffee canisters and gentlemens vanity 
set
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5585 Cage containing blue and white Oriental ware, 
horse figurines, studio ware decorated in cherry 
blossom, large lidded vases, etc.

5586 2 boxes of mainly Oriental china and serving 
platters

5587 2 boxes of ginger jars

5588 Small quantity of Thunderbirds figures

5589 Cage containing replica miniature canons

5590 Small quantity of table top lighters

5591 Cage containing decanters and collectible pirate 
figurine

5592 Cage containing ships lights, Stanley of London 
nautical light and 2 pairs of telescopes

5593 Cage containing fishing tackle

5594 Bundle of cane and other coarse fishing rods 
plus box containing fly reels, spinning reels and 
fly boxes

5595 Cage containing lidded trinket boxes, miniature 
vases and metalware photo stands

5596 Cage containing a beer stein, milk jugs, 
lustreware and glassware

5597 Cage containing chess pieces, chess boards, 
Big Ben figurine and collectible glass figurines

5598 Cage containing Winnie-the-Pooh collectible 
plates

5599 Cage containing war magazines, Meccano 
magazines and newspapers

5600 Cage containing assorted china incl. 
Wedgwood, Jasperware, Beswick drinks bottles, 
blue and white china, etc.

5601 2 boxes of assorted china incl. blue and white 
plates, collectible plates, ginger jars, etc.

5602 Cage containing assorted china, studio ware 
jugs, blue and white plates, Oriental decorated 
plates, coffee pots and Denby

5603 Cage containing a large Lladro figure - Lady with 
Ewer

5604 Quantity of jelly moulds, tiles and cutlery

5605 2 crates of books on steam engines and 
dictionaries

5606 Cage containing tin plate toys incl. tanks, 
armoured trucks, busses, etc.

5607 Cage containing assorted items incl. tiles, 
collectible Oriental plates, candlesticks and 
cottage butter holders

5608 Large quantity of collectible shells

5609 3 assorted suitcases

5610 Cage containing comical figurines incl. badger 
policeman, pig policeman, nude ladies, alarm 
clocks, etc.

5611 Cage containing china incl. mostly blue and 
white china

5612 Cage containing reproduction ships desk 
calendar, Royal Crown Derby pheasant and 
collectible plate

5613 3 boxes of assorted pictures, Oriental scrolls 
and mirror

5614 Cage containing costume jewellery, watches, 
radio and collectible blue and white plate

5615 Cage containing bottle openers, clippers, 
shavers, letter openers and miniature scales

5616 Cage containing assorted china incl. Oriental 
serving platters, blue and white plates and 
bowls, etc.

5617 Cage containing ginger jars, Oriental plates, 
Poole plates, Louis Wain sketches, teacups, etc.

5618 Cage containing collectible teddy bear figurines

5619 Cage containing assorted items incl. decorated 
vases, red vases, chicken egg holders, kitchen 
scales, etc.

5620 2 boxes of assorted Oriental ware incl. plates, 
teacups, coffee canisters, etc.

5621 Cage containing childrens books incl. Randolph 
Caldecott titles, 'Pictures and Songs', etc.

5622 Cage containing white metal ware incl. costume 
jewellery, teaspoons, forks, coffee pots, teapots, 
etc.

5623 Cage containing Masons floral decorated china

5624 5 x brass table lamps with shades

5625 Cage containing Oriental egg shell china incl. 
teacups, teapot, plate, etc.

5626 Cage containing Royal Doulton, Russian 
figurines, Lladro, etc.

5627 Cage containing assorted china incl. collectible 
plates by Poole, Royal Standard and others

5628 3 bags of assorted DVDs

5629 Cage containing Wedgwood collectible Jasper 
ware and Ivory Princess figurines

5630 Cage containing assorted items incl. Hornsea 
figurines, ice buckets, jugs, picture frames, etc.

5631 Cage containing ginger jars, collectible plates, 
brush sets and Jasper ware

5632 2 vintage suitcases
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5633 Cage containing collectible Wedgwood plates, 
badges, Jasper ware, blue and white china owl 
figurines, etc.

5634 Cage containing assorted items incl. Royal 
Grafton coffee cups, saucers, cameras, lidded 
pots, jugs and blue and white china

5635 Plastic crate containing blue and white china 
and glassware

5636 Green crate of gold painted ceramic bottles and 
candle stands

5637 5 gold painted champagne buckets

5638 Cage containing commemorative ware, blue and 
white tureen, lidded pots, etc.

5639 Cage containing Oriental multi sectional serving 
tray

5640 Cage containing Oriental cork cut scenes

5641 +VAT Cage containing floral decorated china, 
lidded pots and dolls

5642 Cage containing collectible piggy figurines

5643 Cage containing Oriental ginger jars, collectible 
seashells and scent bottles

5644 Cage containing Mary Gregory style glassware, 
teapot, various mugs, candlesticks, bon bon 
dishes and milk jugs

5645 2 bags of lamp shades

5646 3 boxes of assorted books incl. album of English 
and Welsh cathedrals

5647 6 boxes of assorted books

5648 Cage containing blue and white coffee cups, 
saucers, palm decorated vase, Oriental vase, 
modern figurines and figurine of Dr. Syntax

5649 +VAT 3 Lavish Decor bins

5650 Cage containing assorted items incl. polar bear 
figurine, tiger figurine, Hornsea ware fawn 
figurine, teacups, large serving platter, etc.

5651 Cage containing pottery water jugs, coloured 
wine glasses, coffee cups and saucers

5652 Cage containing cutlery

5653 Cage containing mixed costume jewellery

5654 Cage of assorted costume jewellery

5655 4 x boxes containing china and household 
goods

5656 +VAT 2 vintage suitcases

5657 Flat pack double bed

5658 Large mirror with mirrored frame

5659 Large mirror with mirrored frame

5660 Framed and glazed picture of Chelsea football 
club and Simpsons jigsaw puzzle

5661 Cage of mainly costume jewellery and watches

6001 +VAT A bag containing 8 Men's Nike Joggers in 
Grey & Black in various sizes.

6002 +VAT A bag containing 8 Ladies DKNY Joggers 
in Beige in Large.

6003 +VAT A bag containing 12 Black Puma Hoodies 
in various sizes

6004 +VAT 12x pairs of Men's Trousers in various 
sizes and colours, including English Laundry 
and Jachs.

6005 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Underwear in 
various sizes, including DKNY, Carole Hochman 
& Elle.

6006 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes.

6007 +VAT A bag containing Men's & Ladies Clothing 
in various sizes, including Champion, Jachs

6008 +VAT 4x Hotel Grand Pillows

6009 +VAT 2x Hotel Grand Pillows & 2x Snuggledown 
Pillows

6010 +VAT 4x Hotel Grand Pillows

6011 +VAT 2x Sanderson Luxury Deep Filled Pillows.

6012 +VAT 2x Sanderson Luxury Deep Filled Pillows.

6013 +VAT A bag containing 17x Ladies Dusky Pink 
Jumper Dresses in various sizes.

6014 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Full Zip Jackets 
in Burnt Olive various sizes.

6015 +VAT A containing Ladies Black Leggings and 
Joggers in various sizes.

6016 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Dressing Gowns 
in various colours and sizes

6017 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Fila Grey 
Joggers in various sizes

6018 +VAT A bag containing 19x Ladies Mondetta 
Joggers in Black in various sizes

6019 +VAT A bag containing 2x Green Throws.

6020 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes, including Elle, Puma

6021 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Black Leggings 
and Joggers in various sizes.

6022 +VAT A box containing Ladies Green Treat 
Bamboo Socks in sizes 4-8.

6023 +VAT A box containing Ladies Green Treat 
Bamboo Socks in sizes 4-8.
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6024 +VAT A box containing Ladies Green Treat 
Bamboo Socks in sizes 4-8.

6025 +VAT A bag containing 17x Ladies Burgundy 
Jumper Dresses in various sizes.

6026 +VAT A bag containing Men's & Ladies Socks in 
various sizes, including Columbia, Puma.

6027 +VAT A bag containing Men's Underwear in 
various sizes, including Pringle, Columbia, 
Puma.

6028 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes.

6029 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in 
various sizes, including Lucky Brand.

6030 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in 
various sizes, including Lucky Brand.

6031 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in 
various sizes, including Lucky Brand.

6032 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in 
various sizes, including Lucky Brand.

6033 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in 
various sizes, including Lucky Brand.

6034 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in 
various sizes, including Lucky Brand.

6035 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in 
various sizes, including Lucky Brand.

6036 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in 
various sizes, including Lucky Brand.

6037 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in 
various sizes, including Lucky Brand.

6038 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in 
various sizes, including Lucky Brand.

6039 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in 
various sizes, including Lucky Brand.

6040 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in 
various sizes, including Lucky Brand.

6041 +VAT A bag containing 11x Ladies DKNY Green 
Joggers in various sizes.

6042 +VAT A bag containing 11x Ladies DKNY 
Joggers in Beige in various sizes.

6043 +VAT A bag containing 11x Ladies DKNY 
Joggers in Beige in various sizes.

6044 +VAT A bag containing 12x Ladies Grey Fila 
Joggers in various sizes.

6045 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Underwear in 
various sizes, including Elle, DKNY, Carole 
Hochman

6046 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes.

6047 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes.

6048 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes, including Champion, Fila

6049 A bag containing Children's Clothing in various 
sizes.

6050 A bag containing Children's Clothing in various 
sizes.

6051 A bag containing Children's Clothing in various 
sizes.

6052 +VAT A bag containing various Towels and Tea 
Towels

6053 +VAT 2x Hotel Grand Pillows

6054 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Joggers & 
Sweatshirts in various sizes, including Adidas, 
Fila, DKNY

6055 +VAT 4x Grand Hotel Pillows

6056 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes.

6057 +VAT 4x Grand Hotel Pillows

6058 +VAT A bag containing 14x Ladies Joggers in 
various sizes and colours.

6059 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Mondetta 
Full Zip Jacket in Burnt Olive in various sizes

6060 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Mondetta 
Full Zip Jacket in Burnt Olive in various sizes

6061 +VAT A bag containing 15x Men's Jeans in 
various sizes including Replay, Urban Star.

6062 +VAT A bag containing Men's Jeans in various 
sizes, including Levis, Urban Star

6063 +VAT A bag containing 1x Single Night Owl 
Duvet.

6064 +VAT A bag containing Men's & Ladies Clothing 
in various sizes, including Puma, Nike, DKNY.

6065 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Adidas, Kirkland, 
English Laundry

6066 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes.

6067 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes.

6068 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing & 
Loungewear in various sizes

6069 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes, including Fila.

6070 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing & 
Loungewear in various sizes.
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6071 A bag containing Children's Clothing in various 
sizes.

6072 +VAT A bag containing Men's Jackets in various 
sizes.

6073 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Adidas.

6074 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes, including DKNY, Fila.

6075 A bag containing Children's Clothing and 
Pyjamas in various sizes.

6076 +VAT A bag containing various accessorises 
including gloves, knee support, oven gloves etc.

6077 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Mondetta 
Full Zip Jackets in various sizes.

6078 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Mondetta 
Full Zip Jackets in various sizes.

6079 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Mondetta 
Full Zip Jackets in various sizes.

6080 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Mondetta 
Full Zip Jackets in various sizes.

6081 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Mondetta 
Full Zip Jackets in various sizes.

6082 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Mondetta 
Full Zip Jackets in various sizes.

6083 +VAT A bag containing 2x Beige Throws.

6084 +VAT A bag containing 2x Grey Throws.

6085 +VAT 4x Hotel Grand Pillows

6086 +VAT 1x Large Pillow

6087 +VAT A bag containing Men's Trousers in Navy 
in various sizes

6088 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Callaway, Crew Clothing

6089 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Carole 
Hochman 3 Piece Lounge Sets in various sizes.

6090 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Carole 
Hochman 3 Piece Lounge Sets in various sizes.

6091 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Carole 
Hochman 3 Piece Lounge Sets in various sizes.

6092 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Carole 
Hochman 3 Piece Lounge Sets in various sizes.

6093 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Carole 
Hochman 3 Piece Lounge Sets in various sizes.

6094 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Carole 
Hochman 3 Piece Lounge Sets in various sizes.

6095 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Carole 
Hochman 3 Piece Lounge Sets in various sizes.

6096 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Carole 
Hochman 3 Piece Lounge Sets in various sizes.

6097 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Carole 
Hochman 3 Piece Lounge Sets in various sizes.

6098 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Carole 
Hochman 3 Piece Lounge Sets in various sizes.

6099 +VAT A bag containing Men's & Ladies Clothing 
in various sizes.

6100 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing & 
Loungewear in various sizes, including 
Champion,

6101 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing & 
Loungewear in various sizes.

6102 +VAT A bag containing various Towels & Tea 
Towels

6103 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes

6104 +VAT A bag containing 6x Ladies Navy Fleece 
Fila Jumpers.

6105 +VAT A bag containing 6x Ladies Navy Fleece 
Fila Jumpers.

6106 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing and 
Loungewear in various sizes

6107 +VAT A bag containing 6x Ladies Pink & Navy 
Fila Fleece Jumpers in various sizes.

6108 +VAT A bag containing 6x Pink Fila Fleece 
Jumpers in various sizes.

6109 +VAT A bag containing 6x Pink Fila Fleece 
Jumpers in various sizes.

6110 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes.

6111 +VAT A bag containing 6x White Bath Towels.

6112 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in 
various sizes, including Disney, Jezebel, Carole 
Hochman

6113 +VAT A bag containing 10x Champion Ladies 
Beige Joggers

6114 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Champion 
Beige Hoodies in various sizes

6115 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Champion 
Beige Hoodies in various sizes

6116 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Champion 
Beige Hoodies in various sizes

6117 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Champion 
Beige Hoodies in various sizes

6118 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Champion 
Beige Hoodies in various sizes
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6119 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Spyder, Adidas

6120 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing & 
Jackets in various sizes, including Champion, 
DKNY

6121 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Jezebel 
Lounge Sets in Black in various sizes.

6122 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Jezebel 
Lounge Sets in Black in various sizes.

6123 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Jezebel 
Lounge Sets in Black in various sizes.

6124 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Jezebel 
Lounge Sets in Black in various sizes.

6125 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing & 
Loungewear in various sizes including DKNY, 
Jezebel

6126 +VAT 4x Grand Hotel Pillows

6127 +VAT 4x Grand Hotel Pillows

6128 +VAT 2x Snuggledown Memory Foam Pillows.

6129 +VAT A bag containing 12x Ladies 32 Degree 
Heat Black Fleece Jumpers in various sizes.

6130 +VAT A bag containing 12x Ladies 32 Degree 
Heat Black Fleece Jumpers in various sizes.

6131 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear 
Cardigans in Beige in various sizes

6132 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Armani, DKNY

6133 +VAT A bag containing Men's Checked Shirts in 
various colours and sizes.

6134 +VAT A bag containing 10x Men's Weatherproof 
Charcoal Joggers in Small.

6135 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear Sets 
in various sizes.

6136 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing and 
Loungewear in various sizes, including Jzebel, 
32 Degrees Cool,

6137 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in 
various colours & sizes, including Carole 
Hochman.

6138 +VAT A bag containing 2x Throws in Beige and 
Grey.

6139 +VAT A bag containing Ladies 'Good Vibes' 
Jumpers in Black in various sizes.

6140 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes.

6141 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing and 
Loungewear in various sizes.

6142 +VAT A bag containing Socks in various sizes, 
including Puma.

6143 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in 
various sizes, including Carole Hochman

6144 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Callaway, Peter Werth

6145 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Champion Green 
Hoodies in various sizes

6146 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Champion Beige 
Joggers in various sizes.

6147 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Champion Beige 
Hoodies in various sizes.

6148 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Champion Beige 
Joggers in various sizes.

6149 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Champion Beige 
Hoodies in various sizes.

6150 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Champion Beige 
Hoodies in various sizes.

6151 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Purple & Green 
Champion Hoodies in various sizes.

6152 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Purple Champion 
Hoodies in various sizes.

6153 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Champion Beige 
Joggers in various sizes.

6154 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Champion Beige 
Joggers in various sizes.

6155 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Champion Beige 
Joggers in various sizes.

6156 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Champion Purple 
Hoodies in various sizes.

6157 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Champion Purple 
Hoodies in various sizes.

6158 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Beige Champion 
Jogger in various sizes.

6159 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Green and Beige 
Champion Hoodies in various sizes.

6160 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Beige Champion 
Joggers in various sizes.

6161 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Green Champion 
Hoodies in various sizes.

6162 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing & 
Loungewear in various sizes, including 
Champion, Disney.

6163 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing & 
Loungewear in various sizes.

6164 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Jumper Dresses 
in various colours and sizes.

6165 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in 
various sizes.
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6166 +VAT A bag of Men's Clothing in various sizes, 
including Adidas, Nike, Under Armour.

6167 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes, including DKNY.

6168 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing and 
Loungewear in various sizes, including DKNY, 
Disney.

6169 A bag containing 3x Large Children's Disney 
Blankets.

6170 A bag containing 4x Kids Blankets.

6171 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes

6172 +VAT A bag containing 5x Ladies DKNY 
Jumpers in various sizes.

6173 +VAT A bag containing 3x various Blankets

6174 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Carole Hochman 
3 Piece Lounge Sets in various sizes.

6175 +VAT A bag containing mix of Men's & Ladies 
Clothing in various sizes.

6176 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing and 
Loungewear in various sizes, including Carole 
Hochman.

6177 +VAT A bag containing Men's Black Jackets & 
Jumpers in various sizes

6178 +VAT A bag containing Men's Joggers & 
Hoodies in various sizes, including Fila & 
Penguin

6179 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in 
various sizes, including Carole Hochman & 
Jezebel.

6180 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in 
various sizes, including Carole Hochman

6181 +VAT A bag containing Men's & Ladies Clothing 
in various sizes, including The North Face & 
Peter Werth

6182 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes.

6183 +VAT A bag containing Bed Linen in various 
sizes.

6184 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in 
various sizes, including Carole Hochman

6185 +VAT A bag containing Men's & Ladies 
Underwear in various sizes, including Ralph 
Lauren, Columbia, Pringle, Elle, Carole 
Hochman.

6186 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Blue Joggers in 
various sizes.

6187 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing & 
Swimwear in various sizes, including Callaway.

6188 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Callaway.

6189 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Armani, Hugo Boss, 
Lacoste, Under Armour.

6190 +VAT A bag containing Men's Jachs New York 
Trousers in various colours & sizes.

6191 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Jezebel Lounge 
Sets in Black and various sizes

6192 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing & 
Loungewear in various sizes, including Under 
Armour, Farah

6193 A bag containing Children's Clothing & Blanket, 
including Puma.

6194 +VAT A bag containing 32 Degree Heat Black 
Fleece Jumpers in various sizes.

6195 +VAT A bag containing Ladies DKNY Joggers in 
Beige and Green in various sizes.

6196 A bag containing Children's T Shirts in various 
styles and sizes

6197 A bag containing Children's T Shirts in various 
styles and sizes

6198 A bag containing Children's T Shirts in various 
styles and sizes

6199 A bag containing Children's T Shirts in various 
styles and sizes

6200 A bag containing Children's T Shirts in various 
styles and sizes

6201 A bag containing Children's T Shirts in various 
styles and sizes

6202 A bag containing Children's T Shirts in various 
styles and sizes

6203 A bag containing Children's T Shirts in various 
styles and sizes

6204 +VAT A bag containing 2 Throws in Grey and 
Beige.

6205 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Underwear in 
various sizes, including DKNY, Elle & Carole 
Hochman

6206 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Green Jumpers 
in in various sizes

6207 +VAT A bag containing Men's Navy Hoodies in 
various sizes.

6208 +VAT A bag containing 12x Puma Black 
Hoodies in various sizes.

6209 +VAT A bag containing Men's Underwear in 
various sizes, including, Pringle Calvin Klein, 
Columbia.

6210 +VAT 4x Hotel Grand Pillows
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6211 +VAT 2x Snuggledown Memory Foam Pillows

6212 +VAT A bag containing 2x Armani, 2x Gant, 4x 
Boss T Shirts in various colours and sizes.

6213 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing & 
Loungewear in various sizes, including DKNY

6214 +VAT 2x Large Pillows in Cream & Brown.

6215 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Jumper Dresses 
in various colours and sizes

6216 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing and 
Loungewear in various sizes, including DKNY, 
Jezebel.

6217 +VAT A bag containing Men's Crew Neck White 
T Shirts in various sizes.

6218 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Nike

6219 +VAT A bag containing Oven Gloves & Tea 
Towels.

6220 +VAT A bag containing 3x Armani Jeans in 
various sizes.

6221 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Adidas, Levi's, 
Berghaus, Champion, Fila

6222 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Full Zip Jackets 
in Black in various sizes.

6223 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Fila.

6224 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in 
Black & Grey in various sizes.

6225 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear and 
Clothing in various sizes, including Jezebel and 
Under Armour

6226 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing & 
Underwear in various sizes, including Under 
Armour, Puma, Fila.

6227 +VAT A bag containing 2x Throws in Navy & 
Grey.

6228 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Joggers in Berry 
& Navy in various sizes.

6229 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes, including Fila, Champion.

6230 +VAT A bag containing Ladies DKNY Joggers in 
Beige and Green in various sizes.

6231 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing & 
Loungewear in various sizes, including Fila

6232 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in 
various styles & sizes.

6233 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes, including DKNY

6234 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes, including Champion,.

6235 +VAT A bag containing Blankets & Ladies 
Loungewear in various sizes.

6236 +VAT A bag containing Men's Navy Fila Hoodies 
in various sizes.

6237 +VAT A bag containing Men's Jachs Trousers in 
various colours & sizes.

6238 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Jumper Dresses 
in various colours and sizes.

6239 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Jumpers in Black 
& Grey in various sizes.

6240 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Jumper Dresses 
in various colours & sizes.

6241 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Mondetta Full Zip 
Jackets in Burnt Olive in various sizes.

6242 +VAT A bag containing of Ladies Clothing & 
Loungewear in various sizes.

6243 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Mondetta 
Joggers in Berry in various sizes.

6244 A bag containing Children's Clothing in various 
sizes.

6245 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Carole Hochman 
Loungewear in various colours & sizes.

6246 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Orvis Jumpers in 
Grey & Black in various sizes

6247 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Purple Champion 
Hoodies in various sizes.

6248 A bag containing Children's Dress Up & Clothing 
in various sizes.

6249 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Jumper Dresses 
in various colours and sizes

6250 A bag of Children's Clothing in various sizes

6251 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Carole Hochman 
Loungewear in various colours and sizes.

6252 +VAT A bag containing 1x Grey Single Duvet

6253 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in 
various sizes.

6254 +VAT A bag containing Carole Hochman Ladies 
Loungewear in various colours & sizes.

6255 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Full Zip Jackets 
in Burnt Olive various sizes.

6256 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Full Zip Jackets 
in Burnt Olive various sizes.

6257 A bag containing Children's Clothing in various 
sizes, including Frozen

6258 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Champion Beige 
Hoodies in various sizes.
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6259 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Adidas, Fila.

6260 +VAT A bag containing a selection of Socks, 
Oven Gloves, Gloves, Knee Support.

6261 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including DKNY, Champion.

6262 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Orvis Jumpers 
various colours and sizes.

6263 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes.

6264 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Dressing Gowns 
and Jackets in various sizes.

6265 A bag containing Children's Dress Up and 
Clothing in various sizes.

6266 +VAT A bag containing 2x Heated Blankets with 
no electrical charge.

6267 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Purple Champion 
Hoodies in various sizes.

6268 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes.

6269 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes, including 32 Degrees Cool & 
Buffalo.

6270 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes, including Champion.

6271 +VAT Paoletti Luxury Super King Duvet Set in 
Blush.

6272 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Callaway.

6273 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes.

6274 +VAT A bag containing Oven Gloves and Tea 
Towels.

6275 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes including Champion & Fila.

6276 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing and 
Loungewear in various sizes. including Hilfiger & 
Puma.

6277 +VAT A bag containing Towels and Tea Towels.

6278 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Puma.

6279 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear & 
Underwear in various sizes, including DKNY.

6280 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing & 
Jackets in various sizes.

6281 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Mondetta Berry 
Joggers in various sizes

6282 +VAT A bag containing Men's & Ladies 
Underwear in various sizes, including Carole 
Hochman, DKNY, Columbia.

6283 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing & 
Jackets in various sizes, including DKNY.

6284 +VAT A bag containing Men's Trousers in 
various colours & sizes
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